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AIR FORCE A-7D BRAKE PROBLEM

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1969

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuRcoMMITrEE ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

OF THE JOINT EcoNoMIc COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee on Economy in Government met, pursuant to
notice, at 9: 30 a.m., in room G-308 (auditorium), New Senate Office
Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire and Representative Conable.
Also present: Richard F. Kaufman, economist; and Douglas C.

Frechtling, economist for the minority.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our first witnesses this morning are Mr. Kermit Vandivier and

Mr. Searle Lawson. Both gentlemen I understand are former em-
ployees of the Goodrich Co., and these are the gentlemen who initially
provided information on which I made a statement about a Goodrich
four-rotor brake on the floor of the Senate.

I thought it best to have Mr. Vandivier and Mr. Lawson appear and
state to the committee the situation as they see it.

I understand, Mr. Vandivier, you have a prepared statement. You
can handle it any way you wish. We have four other groups of wit-
nesses scheduled to appear. This is the first group to appear this morn-
ing. We hope that we can limit this hearing to this one session and to
give everybody an opportunity to speak.

You may begin now and then we will ask questions.

STATEMENTS OF KERMIT VANDIVIER, THE TROY DAILY NEWS,
AND SEARLE LAWSON, DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. VANDIVIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROxMiuRE. Could I ask first, it has been suggested by the

staff, I think it would be helpful, because of the nature of this inquiry,
if you would give us a brief statement as to your background.

Mr. VANDIVIER. I am 42 years old. I am a high school graduate. I
worked for the Goodrich Co. for approximately 6 years. I am now
employed as the staff writer for the Troy Daily News.

Chairman PROXmIRE. All right, sir.
And Mr. Lawson, will you give us your background ?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir. I am 28 years old and I am a college graduate

and have a degree in aeronautical and astronautical engineering and
a certificate in aircraft design technology. I am presently employed
at LTV Aerospace Corp.

Chairman PROXmiRE. Ling-Temco-Vought?

(1)
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Mr. LAWsoN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you.
Mr. VANDIVIER. In the early part of 1967, the B. F. Goodrich Wheel

& Brake Plant at Troy, Ohio, received an order from the Ling-Temco-
Vought Co. of Dallas, Tex., to supply wheels and brakes for the A-7D
aircraft, built by LTV for the Air Force.

The tests on the wheels and brakes were to be conducted in accord-
ance with the requirements of military specification Mil-W-5013G as
prepared and issued by the U.S. Air Force and to the requirements set
forth by LTV Specification Document 204-16-37D.

The wheels were successfully tested to the specified requirements,
but the brake, manufactured by Goodrich under BEG part No.
2-1162-3, was unable to meet the required tests.

The laboratory tests specified for the brake were divided into two
categories dynamic brake tests and static brake tests.

The dynamic brake tests basically consisted of 45 stimulated normal
energy stops, 5 overload energy stops and one worn-brake maximum
energy stop, sometimes called a rejected take-off, or RTO.

These simulated stops were to be conducted on one brake assembly
with no change in brake lining to be allowed during the test.

In addition, a maximum energy brake stop (or RTO) was to be
conducted on a brake containing new linings and still another series
of tests called a turnaround capability test was to be performed.

The turnaround capability test consisted of a series of taxis, simu-
lated takeoffs, flight periods and landings, and time schedule for the
turnaround test was supplied by LTV to coincide with conditions
under which the A-7D brake might operate on a typical mission.

Generally speaking, the brake successfully passed all the static
brakes tests, but the brake could not and did not pass any of the dy-
namic tests I have just described with the exception of the new brake
maximum energy stop.

During the first few attempts to qualify the brake to the dynamic
tests, the brake ran out of lining material after a few stops had been
completed and the tests were terminated. Attempts were made to se-
cure a lining material that would hold up during the grueling 51-stop
test, but to no avail.

Although I had been aware for several months that great difficulty
was being experienced with the A-7D brake, it was not until April 11,
1968, almost a full year after qualification testing had begun, that I be-
came aware of how these tests were being conducted.

The 13th attempt at qualification was being conducted under B. F.
Goodrich Internal Test No. T-1867.

On the morning of April 11, Richard Gloor, who was the test engi-neer assigned to the A-7D project, came to me and told me he had dis-
covered that some time during the previous 24 hours, instrumentation
used to record brake pressure had deliberately been miscalibrated so
that while the instrumentation showed that a pressure of 1,000 pounds
per square inch had been used to conduct brake stops No. 46 and 47
(two overload energy stops) 1,100 p.s.i. had actually been applied to the
brakes. Maximum pressure available on the A-7D is 1,000 p.s.i.

Mr. Gloor further told me he had questioned instrumentation per-
sonnel about the miscalibration and had been told they were asked to
do so by Searle Lawson, a design engineer on the A-7D.
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Chairman PROXmiRE. Is this the gentleman who is with you now,
Mr. Vandivier?

Mr. VANDIVIFR. That is correct. I subsequently questioned Lawson
who admitted he had ordered the instruments miscalibrated at the di-
rection of a superior.

Upon examining the log sheets kept by laboratory personnel I found
that other violations of the test specifications had occurred.

For example, after some of the overload stops, the brake had been
disassembled and the three stators or stationary members of the brake
had been taken to the plant toolroom for rework and during an earlier
part of the test, the position of elements within the brake had been re-
versed in order to more evenly distribute the linling wear.

Additionally, instead of braking the dynamometer to a complete
stop as required by military specifications, pressure 'as released when
the wheel and brake speed had decelerated to 10 miles per hour.

The reason for this, I was later told, was that the brakes were ex-
periencinlg severe vibrations near the end of the stops, causing excessive
lining wear and general deterioration of the brake.

All of these incidents were in clear violation of military specifica-
tions and general industry practice.

I reported these violations to the test lab supervisor, Mr. Ralph
Gretzinger, who reprimanded instrumentation personnel and stated
that under no circumstance would intentional miscalibration of instru-
ments be tolerated.

As for the other discrepancies noted in test procedures, he said he
was aware they were happening but that as far as he was concerned
the tests could not, in view of the way they were being conducted, be
classified as qualification tests.

Later that same day, the worn-brake, maximum energy stop was
conducted on the brake. The brake was landed at a speed of 161 m.p.h.
and the pressure was applied. The dynamometer rolled a distance
16,800 feet before coming to rest. The elapsed stopping time was 141
seconds. By computation, this stop time shows the aircraft would have
traveled over 3 miles before stopping.

Within a few days, a typewritten copy of the test logs of test
T-1867 was sent to LTV in order to assure LTV that a qualified brake
was almost ready for delivery.

Virtually every entry in this so-called copy of the test logs was
drastically altered. As an example, the stop time for the worn brake
maximum energy stop was changed from 141 seconds to a mere 46.8
seconds.

On May 2, 1968 the 14th attempt to qualify the brakes was begun,
and Mr. Lawson told me that he had been informed by both Mr.
Robert Sink, project manager at Goodrich-I am sorry, Mr. Sink is
project manager-and Mr. Russell Van Horn, projects manager at
Goodrich, that "Regardless of what the brake does on test, we're
going to qualify it."

Chairman PROX3I=E. What was that?
Mr. VANDIVIER. The statement was, "Regardless of what the brake

does on test, we're going to qualify it."
He also said that the latest instructions he had received were to the

effect that if the data from this latest test turned out worse than did
test T-1867, then we would write our report based on T-1867.
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Chairman PRoxmIRz. The statement was made by whom?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Mr. Lawson told me this statement was made to

him by Mr. Robert Sink, projects manager and Mr. Russell Van
Horn, project manager.

During this latest and final attempt to qualify the four rotor brake,
the same illegal procedures were used as had been used on attempt
No. 13. Again after 30 stops had been completed, the positions of the
friction members of the brake were reversed in order to more evenly
distribute wear.

After each stop, the wheel was removed from the brake and the
accumulated dust was blown out.

During each stop, pressure was released when the deceleration had
reached 10 miles per hour.

By these and other irregular procedures the brake was nursed along
until the 45 normal energy stops had been completed but by this time
the friction surfaces of the brakes were almost bare, that is, there was
virtually no lining left on the brake.

This lack of lining material introduced another problem.
The pistons which actuate the brake by forcing the friction surfaces

together were almost at the end of their allowable travel and it was
feared that during the overload stops the pistons might actually pop
out of their sockets within the brake, allowing brake fluid to spray the
hot surfaces, resulting in fire.

Therefore, a metal spacer was inserted in the brake between the
pressure plate and the piston housing.

This spacer served to make up for the lack of friction material and
to keep the pistons in place.

In order to provide room for the spacer, the adjuster assemblies
were removed from the brake.

The five overload stops were conducted without the adjuster assem-
blies and with the spacer in place.

After stop number 48-the third overload stop-temperatures in
the brake were so high that the fuse plug, a safety device which allows
air to escape from the tire to prevent blowout, melted and allowed
the tire to deflate.

The same thing happened after stop number 49-the fourth overload
stop. Both of these occurrences were highly irregular and in direct
conflict with the performance criteria of the military requirements.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand you have a picture of this that
might help us see it.

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Do you want to show that to us now?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I was going to show it here just a little bit later.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Go ahead.
Mr. VANDIVIER. For the worn brake maximum energy stop the ad-

justers were replaced in the brake and a different spacer was used
between the pressure plate and the piston housing.

Now I have a copy, a picture of this brake just before it went on
the maximum energy test, and here you may see at the top is the
additional spacer that has been added in order to get sufficient braking
action on the brake.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Who took that picture?
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Mr. VANDINIER. That was taken with a Polaroid camera. I am not
sure

Chairman PROXMIRE. I think it is only fair to the committee, Mr.
Conable and the committee, to ask you about it later. You go ahead
and we will ask questions.

Mr. VANDINVER. All right.
In addition to these highly questionable practices, a turnaround

capability test, or simulated mission test, was conducted incorrectly
due to a human error. When the error was later discovered, no correc-
tions were made.

While these tests were being conducted, I was asked by Mr. Lawson
to begin writing a qualification report for the brake. I flatly refused
and told Mr. d'retzinger, the lab supervisor, who was my superior,
that I could not write such a report because the brake had not been
qualified.

He agreed and he said that no one in the laboratory was going to
issue such a report unless a brake was actually qualified in accordance
with the specification and using standard operating procedures.

He said that he would speak to his own supervisor, the manager of
the technical services section, Mr. Russell Line, and get the matter
settled at once.

He consulted Mr. Line and assured me that both had concurred in
the decision not to write a qualification report.

I explained to Lawson that I had been told not to write the report,
and that the only way such a report could be written was to falsify
test data.

Mr. Lawson said he was well aware of what was required, but that he
had been ordered to get a report written, regardless of how or what
had to be done.

He stated if I would not write the report he would have to, and he
asked if I would help him gather the test data and draw up the vari-
ous engineering curves and graphic displays which are normally
included in a report.

I asked Mr. Gretzinger, my superior, if this was all right and he
agreed as long as I was only assisting in the preparation of the data,
it would be permissible.

Both Lawson and I worked on the elaborate curves and logs in the
report for nearly a month. During this time we both frankly discussed
the moral aspects of what we were doing and we agreed that our
actions were unethical and probably illegal.

Several times during that month I discussed the A7D testing with
Mr. Line, and asked him to consult his superiors in Akron, in order
to prevent a false qualification report from being issued.

Mr. Line declined to do so and advised me that it would be wise to
just do my work and keep quiet.

I told him of the extensive irregularities during testing and sug-
gested that the brake was actually dangerous and if allowed to be
installed on an aircraft, might cause an accident.

Mr. Line said he thought I was worrying too much about things
which did not really concern me and advised me to just "do what
you're told."

About the first of June-
Chairman PROXMIRE. You skipped one line here.
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Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You said "I asked him"
Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes. I asked Mr. Line if his conscience would hurt

him if such a thing caused the death of a pilot and this is when he
replied I was worrying about too many things that did not concern
me and advised me to "do what you're told."

About the first of June 1968, Mr. Gretzinger asked if I were
finished with the graphic data and said he had been advised by the
chief engineer, Mr. H. C. Sunderman, that when the data was finished
it was to be delivered to him-Sunderman-and he would instruct
someone in the engineering department to actually write the report.

Accordingly, when I had finished with the data, I gave it to Mr.
Gretzinger who immediately took it from the room. Within a few
minutes, he was back and was obviously angry.

He said that Mr. Sunderman had told him no one in the engineer-
ing department had time to write the report and that we would have
to do it ourselves.

At this point Mr. Line came into the room demanding to know
"What the hell is going on." Mr. Gretzinger explained the situation
again and said he would not allow such a report to be issued by the

Mr. Line then turned to me and said he was "sick of hearing about
this damned report. Write the thing and shut up about it."

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you, you had this in quotes. Did
you make a note of this at the time?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have your notes with you?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No. I have notes with me, yes. I am not sure if I

have this note or not, but I have notes with me.
Chairman PRoxMIREip. All right.
Mr. VANDIVIER. When he had left, Mr. Gretzinger and I discussed

the position we were in and Mr. Gretzinger said that we both should
have resigned a long time ago. He added that there was little to do
now except write the report.

Accordingly, I wrote the report, but in the conclusion, I stated that
the brake had "not" met either the intent or the requirements of the
specifications and was therefore "not" qualified.

When the final report was typewritten and ready for publication,
the two "nots" in the conclusion and been eliminated, thereby chang-
ing the entire meaning of the conclusion.

I would like to point out at this time the various discrepancies be-
tween the military standards and procedures and the qualification
tests actually conducted:

1. Brake pressure was cut on all stops at 10 miles per hour and the
wheel allowed to coast to a stop.

2. The five overload stops were conducted with a spacer between
the pressure plate and the piston housing.

3. The lining carriers used for the test were specially made with
an additional 0.030 of an inch lining material. This was done to assure
sufficient lining material on the carriers.

4. Stators in the brake were physically reversed after stop 30 and
remained in those positions throughout the test.
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Mr. Chairman, the next two sentences of my printed statement con-
tain a typographical error, words have been omitted and I would like
to insert those in at this time.

5. The worn brake RTO was conducted with ain additional pressure
plate between the original pressure plate and piston housing. This was
done because allowable piston travel had been exceeded and without
the additional pressure plate the brakes could not have been applied.

6. Prior to the worn brake RTO (maximum energy stop), the in-
side diameter of the lining carriers was increased by 0.120 of an inch
to alleviate the severe shrinkage of the lining carriers on the torque
tube caused by overheating.

7. On stops 48 and 49 (overload stops 3 and 4) the fuse plug eutectic
material-material designed to melt at a specified temperature-
melted, allowing the tire to deflate.

8. The torque plate and keyway inserts for the wheel had their drive
surfaces chromeplated, because of extreme wear. This was not a pro-
duction process on this brake.

9. Before the start of the tests and at teardowns the keyway inserts
were sprayed with molybdenum disulfate (a lubricant).

10. After every stop the wheel and tire assembly were removed from
the brake, the brake was blown out with high-velocity air and the key-
way inserts and heat shield were wiped clean.

11. After stops Nos. 10, 20, 30, 40, 45, and 50 the brake was dis-
assembled and the expansion slots in the lining carriers were cleaned
of excess lining material and opened. Excess materials removed from
between the segmients in the rotors and the lugs and links on the rotors
were cleaned and radiused by machining processes. Thin is a sense is
equivalent to a minor overhaul in the brake linings.

In addition there were at least four other major irregularities in the
test procedure.

These, gentlemen, are only irregularities which occurred during the
testing As for the report itself more than 80 false entries were made in
the body of the report and in the logs.

Many, many of the elaborate engineering curves attached to the re-
port were complete and total fabrications, based not on what had
actually occurred, but on information which would fool both LTV and
the Air Force.

I have already mentioned that the turn-around capability test which
was supposed to determine what temperatures might be experienced by
the brake during a typical flight mission. had been misconducted
through a human error on the part of the test lab operator.

Rather than rerun this very important test, which would have taken
only some 6 hours to complete, it was decided to manufacture the data.

This we did, and the result was some very convincing graphic
curves. These curves were supposed to demonstrate to LTV_ and the
Air Force exactly what the temperatures in the brakes had been during
each minute of the simulated mission

They were completely false and based only on data which would be
acceptable to the customers.

I could spend the entire day here discussing the various elaborate
falsifications that went into this report but I feel that, by now, the
picture is clear.
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The report was finally issued on June 5, 1968, and almost immedi-
ately, flights tests on the brake were begun at Edwards Air Force
Base in California.

Mr. Lawson was sent by Goodrich to witness these tests and when
he returned, he described various mishaps which had occurred during
the flight tests and he expressed the opinion to me that the brake was
dangerous.

That same afternoon, I contacted my attorney and after describing
the situation to him, asked for his advice.

He advised me that, while I was technically not guilty of com-
mitting a fraud, I was certainly part of a conspiracy to defraud.

He further suggested a meeting with U.S. Attorney Roger Makely
in Dayton, Ohio.

I agreed to this and my attorney said he would arrange an appoint-
ment with the Federal attorney.

I discussed my attorney's appraisal of our situation with Mr. Law-
son, but I did not, at this time, tell him of the forthcoming visit
with Mr. Makely.

Mr. Lawson said he would like to consult with my attorney and I
agreed to arrange this.

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Lawson went to the Dallas offices of LTV
and, while he was gone, my attorney called and said that, upon advice
of the U.S. attorney, he had arranged an interview with the Dayton
office of the FBI.

I related the details of the A-7D qualification to Mr. Joseph
Hathaway, of the FBI.

He asked if I could get Mr. Lawson to confirm my story and I
replied that I felt Mr. Lawson would surely do this.

Upon Mr. Lawson's return from Dallas, I asked him if he still
wished to consult my attorney and he answered "I most certainly do."

Mr. Lawson and I went to the attorney's office, and Mr. Lawson was
persuaded to speak to the FBI.

I wish to emphasize that at no time prior to Mr. Lawson's decision
to speak to the FBI was he aware that I had already done so. His
decision and mine were both the result of our individual actions.

Mr. Lawson related his own story to Mr. Hathaway, who advised
us to keep our jobs and to tell no one that we had been to see him.

I might add here that he advised us that an investigation would be
made.

About this time the Air Force demanded that Goodrich produce
its raw data from the tests.

This Goodrich refused to do, claiming that the raw data was
proprietary information.

Goodrich management decided that, since pressure was being
applied by the Air Force, a conference should be arranged with
LTV management and engineering staff.

A preconference meeting was set for Goodrich personnel in order
to go over the questionable points in the report.

On Saturday, July 27, 1968, Mr. Robert Sink, Mr. Lawson, Mr.
John Warren-A-7D project engineer-and I met and went over the
discrepant items contained in the qualification report.

Each point was discussed at great length and a list of approximately
40 separate discrepancies was compiled.
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These, we were told by Mr. Sink, would be revealed to LTV person-
nel the following week.

However, by the time of the meeting with LTV, only a few days
later, the list of discrepancies had been cut by Mr. Sink from 43
items to a mere three.

Mr. Chairman, during this meeting Mr. Lawson took from the
blackboard at the Goodrich conference room word for word listing
of all these discrepancies. This contains the 43 items I have just
mentioned.

I would like to enter this into the record, and also enter the sub-
sequent list of three major discrepancies which later came out of this
meeting.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have copies of those documents?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes, I do have.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, those will be entered in the record.
(The documents referred to follow:)

ATD MEETING-JULY 27, 1968

PERSONNEL: R. L. Sink; J. H. Warren; K. W. Vandivier; and S. J. Lawson.
SUBJECT: Review of Data to Be Presented to LTV.

Item 1: A. 10 mph cut pressure:
(1) LTV concurrence.
(2) Brakes-on velocity increased to get correct energy into brake.
(3) Needed Item 1 because of constant pressure, torque build-up, small

footprint of tire on smooth runway surface.
Item 2: A. Spacer:

(1) Dimensions indicated a possibility of running out of piston travel
which would lose the 45 stop heat sink. Spacer added as a precaution.

(2) Measurement of lining and disks after O.L. stops shows that spacer
was not required:

(a) Average stack wear after 45 stops plus clearance and deflec-
tion=.768.

(b) Average stack wear after O.L. plus clearance and deflection=
.859.

(c) Minimum allowable pistol travel=.880.
(3) O.L. stops were run without adjusters at approximately 850 psi. Re-

port was adjusted to show pressure used plus 140 psi for adjuster.
(4) As a result of marginal piston travel, pistons and sleeve redesign is

in process.
(5) There would be no safety problem on A/C as brake removal is con-

trolled by wear pin indicator.
Item 3: Spacer for RTO:

(1) Needed spacer for piston travel after O.L. and didn't want to lose
worn brake RTO data.

(2) Specification was 2.+15X1O6 KE. BFG ran test at 2.+17.X10 KE.
Specification was revised to 2.+17. X 10° KE.

(3) Pressure plate was used as spacer so adjusters were in brake for
RTO. As a result, raw data and report pressure data agree.

(4) Demonstration shows that heat sink is capable of specification RTO
energy at any time prior to removal of brake for wear, as shown by wear
indicators.

Item 4: A. Turn-Around Capability Test:
(1) Peak temperatures required by specification are confirmed by raw

data. Cool down rates from raw data to be plotted on report graphs to de-
termine variation.

(2) Bead seat and false axle required by specification.
(a) Phase I, Cycle 3 temperatures required by specification are ac-

curate.
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(b) Phase I, Cycle II, peaks are O.K., curves are off. The profile curvesare manufactured.
(c) Phase 1, Cycle III, some temperatures are manufactured.(d) Phase II, temperatures manufactured. Bead seat thermocouple

shorted out, false axle peaks at 411° F. reported 280° F.(3) Normal energy stops are L.0X106 KE higher than specification requires.
Item 5: A. Peak torque on the normal energy log sheets:

(1) Peaks were picked off tape data by data analysis checks. The peaksselected were actually a result of noise on the tape and not peak torquevalues. These were not detected when the report was checked. Ex-ample: Report shows stop #1 peak at 12,070 ft-lbs, it is actually8,590 ft-lbs.
(2) Peak torque survey test valves are correct.

Item 6: A. (1) Tube well temperatures on normal energy log sheets were correctedon stops 3, 4, 5, '18, and 20.
(a) Recorded 379--Reported 270-Stop 3
(b) Recorded 428-Reported 379-Stop 4
(c) Recorded 428-Reported 255-Stop 5
(d) Recorded 375-Reported 2 5 5-Stop 18
(e) Recorded 375-Reported 239-Stop 20

Item 6: A (2) #2-360-360, #6-270-270, #19-379-379
(3) Stop 3 and 4 on log sheets have been reversed.
(4) Stop 5 was run as a hot park stop condition (operator error).(5) Stop #33 tire change. Thermocouples for fuse plug, bead seat, andtubewell mixed up.

(a) Prior to stop #33, high to low temperature.
T.W.--B.S.->F.P.

(b) After stop #33, high to low tempreature.
B.S.-F.P. B-T.W.

(Operator error.) Temperatures that are read for B.S. afterstop #33 is for the T.W., etc., for F.P.-+B.S. and T.W.-F.P.Item 7:
A. Drag load and clearance:

(1) 34 was 16 lbs. changed to 10 lbs.
(2) 37 was 12 lbs. changed to 9 lbs.

B. Clearance was taken incorrectly, report what we felt was correct.
Item 8: A. Overloads:

(1) Temperatures
(a) Stop #46, CS thermocouple out-reported 15350 F.

CS on other O.L. stops 1512-1558-1562-1558
(b) #46 tubewell recorded 301, reported 1920F

#47 tubewell recorded 367, reported 3670 F
#48 tubewell recorded 528, reported 4220 F
#49 tubewell recorded 509, reported 4630F
#50 tubewell recorded no reading, reported 210'F(2) Raw data temperatures for stop #47 correlates well. Send in for typicalstop.

Item 9: A. Worn Brake RTO:
(1) P.H. recorded 390, reported 355
(2) F.A. recorded 521, reported 482
(3) B.S. recorded 590, reported 580
(4) F.P. recorded 486, reported 438
(5) T.W. recorded 669, reported 673
(6) Fluid recorded 400, reported 350
(7) Rotor recorded 2180, reported 2100

Item 10: A. New Brake RTO:
(1) P.H. recorded 471, reported 453
(2) Axle recorded 469, reported O.K.
(3) Tubewell recorded no data, reported 480
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SUMMARY

Typical raw data to be supplied to LTV.

(1) Normals
(a) #33-no fans
(b) #35-with fans

(2) Overloads
(a) #47

Note: Tell LTV that peak was reached after chart ended, for overload
stop number 47.

(3)

(4)

New RTO
(a) O.K.

Turn-Around-Cycle 3, Phase I

A7D MEETING-JULY 27, 1968
S. J. LAWSON.

SUBJECT: TYPICAL RAW DATA TO BE SUPPLIED TO LTV

A. Normals
(1) Stops

(a) #33-no fans
(b) #35-with fans

(2) 10 mph cut pressure
(a) LTV concurrence
(b) Brakes-on velocity increased to get correct energy into brake.
(c) Needed Item 1 because of constant pressure, torque build-up, small

footprint of tire on smooth steel road surface.

B. Overloads
(1) Stops (a) #47
(2) Spacer

(a) Dimensions indicated a possibility of running out of piston travel
which would lose the 46 stop heat sink. Spacer added as a
precaution.

(b) Measurements of lining and disks after O.L. stops shows that
spacer was not required.

i. Average stack wear after 45 stops plus clearance and deflec-
tion=.768.

ii. Average stack wear after O.L. plus clearance and deflec-
tion=.859.

iii. Minimum allowable piston travel=.880.
B. Overloads
(2) Spacer (cont'd)

(c) O.L. stops were run without adjusters at approximately 850 psi.
Report was adjusted to show pressure used plus 140 psi for
adjuster.

(d) As a result of marginal piston travel, pistons and sleeve redesign
is in process.

(e) There would be no safety problem on A/C as brake removal is con-
trolled by wear pin indicator.

C. New brake RTO (1) Tubewell recorded no data, reported 480.

D. Turn-Around-Cycle 3, Phase I

E. Peak torque on normal energy log sheets.

(1) Peaks were picked off tape data by data analysis clerks. The peaRS
selected were actually a result of noise on the tape and not peak
torque values. These were not detected when the report was
checked. Example: Report shows stop #1 peak at 12,070 ft-lbs;
it is actually 8,590 ft-lbs.

(2) Peak torque survey test values are correct.

Mr. VANDIVIER. The following 2-month period vas one of a constant
running battle with LTV and the Air Force, during which time the
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Air Force refused final approval of the qualification report and de-manded a confrontation with Goodrich about supplying raw data.
On October 8, another meeting was held, again with Mr. Sink, Mr.

Lawson, Mr. Warren, and myself present.
This was only 1 day prior to a meeting with Air Force personnel andMr. Sink said he had called the meeting "so that we are all coordinated

and tell the same story."
Mr. Sink said that LTV personnel would be present at the meetingwith the Air Force and our policy would be to "Let LTV carry theball." Mr. Sink appeared to be especially concerned because Mr. BruceTremblay, the Air Force engineer most intimate with A7D brakewould be present at the meeting and it was felt at B. F. Goodrich thatMr. Tremblay was already suspicious.
Mr. Sink warned us that "Mr. Tremblay will probably be at his

antagonistic best."
He added that the Air Force had wanted to meet at the Goodrichplant, but that we-Goodrich-couldn't risk having them that close

to the raw data.
"We don't want those guys in the plant," Mr. Sink said.
What happened at the meeting with the Air Force, I do not know.I did not attend.
On October 18, I submitted my resignation to Goodrich effectiveNovember 1.
I would like to read that resignation. This is addressed to RussellLine, manager of technical services:
In May of this year I was directed to participate in the preparation of quali-fication report for the A7D, 26031. As you are aware this report contained num-erous deliberate and wilful misrepresentations which according to legal counselconstitutes fraud and therefore exposes both myself and others to criminalcharges of conspiracy to defraud. In view of this fact, I must terminate my em-ployment with the B. F. Goodrich Company effective November 1, 1968. I regretthat this decision must be made, but I am sure that you will agree that eventsof the past seven months have created an atmosphere of deceit and distrust inwhich it is impossible to work effectively and productively.
On October 25 I was told that my resignation was to be acceptedimmediately, and within 20 minutes I had left the Goodrich Co.
Gentlemen, I am well aware that the B. F. Goodrich Co. is a well-known and well-respected firm with an almost impeccable reputation.
I am equally aware that the charges I have made are serious.
However, everything I have said to you is completely true and Ican prove my statements with documentary evidence.
The unfortunate part of a situation such as this is that, invariably,

many innocent persons are made to suffer along with the guilty.
Therefore, I should like to emphasize that three people whom Ihave mentioned here are, I feel, completely blameless and were im-plicated in this situation through no fault of their own.
Mr. Ralph Gretzinger from the very start fought this situation

and tried very hard to use his influence to stop the issuance of thefalse report.
Mr. Richard Gloor, in his own handwriting, listed the irregulari-

ties occurring during the test and was outspoken in his opposition to
the report.

This list was shown to B. F. Goodrich management.
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Mr. Lawson, of course, was in a position similar to mine and the
fact that he voluntarily disclosed the details of the A7D test program
to the FBI and the GAO should stand upon its own merits.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIiRE. Thank you, Mr. Vandivier.
Mr. Lawson, you have heard the statement as read and I take it

you have had a chance to see the full statement?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I have not.
Chairman PROXMTRE. You have not?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I have not.
Chairman PROXmIRE. The statement you have just heard read by

Mr. Vandivier, do you agree with it fully or in part or do you dis-
agree and can you tell us your reaction to it?

Mr. LAWSON. The factual data that Mr. Vandivier has presented
is correct, to the best of my knowledge.

Chairman PROXMIRE. There is no statement that you heard him
read with which you would disagree in any part?

Mr. LAWSON. I really don't know. I haven't read the complete text.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you disagree with any part of what

you heard him read right now in your presence?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I don't believe there is.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now I would like to ask you, Mr. Vandivier,

you gave us a picture which we may want to ask other witnesses about,
so I want to qualify that picture. As far as we know, it is a picture
which you say was taken of the brake that was tested?

Mr. VANDIVIER. That is correct.
Chairman PROXmIRE. But we would like to make sure that we qualify

that, because it. is going to be used later.
Now would you describe again, tell us how you came to have that,

when the picture was taken and so forth?
Mr. VANDIVTFR. Yes. This was taken just approximately an hour and

a half or 2 hours before the worn brake RTO was conducted. This was
for the qualification test, and I asked the plant photographer if he
would take a Polaroid picture of this for me. He did so, and I took the
Polaroid shot and I had it enlarged. I have a certification on this. I
had the original Polaroid negative. I have the negatives that the pho-
tographer used.

Chairman PRoxMrIRE. Will you give us the date, the time that was
taken, if you have that?

Mr. VANDIVIER. If you will give me just a moment, I can.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Meanwhile, may I ask Mr. Lawson, while Mr.

Vandivier is looking up that, if you can confirm that this is in fact the
picture of the A7D brake that was undergoing qualification?

Mr. LAWSON. Yes, it appears to be.
Chairman PROXMTRE. It appears to be?
Mr. LAWSON. I would say it is.
Chairman PRox-xIRE. It is. All right. Well, you can supply that a

little later for the record, Mr. Vandivier.
Mr. VANDIVIER. All right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this. You say you worked for

Goodrich for 6 years?
Mr. VANDIVIER. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was your previous employment before

you were hired by Goodrich?
34-919 0-70-a
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Mr. VANDIVIER. I worked for the Food Machinery and Chemical
Corp. at their Newport, Ind. plant.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Technical writer is a professional position that
requires considerable competence and ability. What experience did vou
have that would qualify you to be a technical writer?

Mr. VANDIVIER. I had none.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. Did you immediately go into this or did they

give you a training course?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No. I had no training course. I kind of worked into

the job I guess. It was
Chairman PROXMIIRE. You were not hired to be a technical
Mr. VANDIVIER. No; I was actually hired as an instrumentation

technician, and Goodrich engaged in a mass changeover of instrumen-
tation techniques, and they wanted degreed people for this kind of
work so I was switched over to the teclmical writing section.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How long did you work as a technical writer?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Approximately 3 years.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Three years. How many reports did you pre-

pare for B. F. Goodrich?
Mr. VANDIVIEn. At least 100, possibly 150.
Chairman PROX-MIRE. Were any of these reports questioned in any

way?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No; they were not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Were they accepted? Did you get any reaction

at all favorable or unfavorable in these reports that you wrote?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Occasionally we would get a question from the

manufacturer about a wording or a clarification, and these would be
supplied.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Was there any question as to the accuracy
or competence of the report?

Mr. VANDIVIER. No; none whatsoever.
Chairman PROXMrIRE. Were you criticized at any time that the

reports were not adequate?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No; I was not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In your statement, you say "Accordingly I

wrote the report but in the conclusion I stated that the brake had
'not' met either the intent or the requirement of the specification and
therefore was 'not' qualified." Then you add "When the final report
was typewritten and ready for publication the two 'nots' in the con-
clusion had been eliminated, thereby changing the entire meaning of
the conclusion."

Now, it seems to me that you have testified before this that you and
Mr. Lawson constructed this report based on your instructions from
your superiors, and that this report was false in many ways that you
knew, and that the report seemed to qualify the brakes, at least that
was the impression I got, and yet you concluded, and I quote, "I
stated the brake had not met either the intent or the requirement of
the specifications and therefore was not qualified."

Doesn't it seem on the basis of your testimony that this is somewhat
inconsistent? In other words, you had written a report that would
qualify the brake and then you come in with a one-sentence conclusion
in which you say it was not qualified? Do you see what I am getting
at?
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Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes. Mr. Chairman, this was probably one final
gesture of defiance. I was so aggravated and sick at having to write
this thing. I knew the words "not" would be taken out, but I put them
in to show that, I do not know, that they had bent me to their will but
they had not broken me yet. It was a foolish thing perhaps to do, but it
was showing that I still had a little spirit left. At least this is how I
felt.

Chairman PRox3IjaE. What did you think your superiors at B. F.
Goodrich would do when they found the "not qualified" in your report,
when you had been told to show the brake qualified?

Mr. VANDIVIER. I knew it would be changed probably without ques-
tion. I was not worried if you are trying-I was not worried at being
called on the carpet for this. I knew they would just merely change it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Was this the only time in the 3 years you
worked as a technical writer with Goodrich the only time that you
made false entries into a report of manufacture?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes, it was.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So as far as you know B. F. Goodrich's record

is clean in every other respect with your experience?
Mr. VANDIVIER. With me
Chairman PROXMIRE. With this single incidence being an exception?
Mr. VANDIVIER. That is right; that is correct.
Chairman PRox3mE. They had never before ask you to do this?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No.
Chairman PRoxmiRE. Do you know of any other technical writer you

worked with, in which Goodrich had instructed them to take this kind
of action?

Mr. VANDIVIER. If they had done this, I would know nothing of it.
I could not say.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This was the only incident?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes, as far as I know, the only incident which I was

asked to do this.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was the normal procedure at Gooodrich

when a brake failed to meet all of the requirements or when normal
procedures were not followed?

Mr. VANDIVIER. If for some reason or other the normal procedure
was not followed or the brake simply could not meet a particular re-
quirement, the report was written and a deviation was requested from
the manufacturer, which in other words is a request to allow him to
accept the brake with these noted deviations from the procedure.

I might add that there are many times that a brake just could not
meet a certain requirement specified by the manufacturer, and it was
always the customary procedure to ask for a deviation, and many
times it was granted or some sort of a compromise was reached be-
tween the manufacturer and Goodrich.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I cannot understand what was going through
the minds of Goodrich's management the way you have told the story.
I cannot see what they have to gain by passing on a brake that would
not meet qualifications. Somewhere along the line this is going to be
shown as an unqualified brake. As you pointed out, it might be under
disastrous circumstances, but in any event Goodrich would suffer and
suffer badly by passing on a brake to LTV or the Air Force that was
not going to work. What is their motivation?
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Mr. VANDIVIER. I cannot tell you what their motivation is. I can
tell you what I feel was behind this.

Chairman PROXM1IRE. All right.
Mr. VANDIVIER. I feel in the beginning stages of this program some-

one made a mistake, and refused to admit that mistake, and in order
to hide his stupidity, or his ignorance, or his pride, or whatever it
was, he simply covered up, you know, with more false statements, false
information, and at the time it came time to deliver this brake, Good-
rich was so far down the road there was nothing else to do.

They had no time to start over. I think it was a matter not of com-
pany policy but of company politics. I think that probably three or
four persons within the Goodrich organization at Troy were respon-
sible for this. I do not believe for a moment that the corporate officials
in Akron knew that this was going on.

'Chairman PROXMIIRE. I think that is right. I agree. I cannot imagine
the top corporate officials deliberately lying about this. They have
no motivation. All they can do is lose. All it can do is cause embarrass-
ment, grief, loss, loss of respect and reputation, and I am sure that
they would be very much opposed to this if they had known what was
going on.

Well, I have a few more questions. I will be back.
Congressman Conable?
Representative CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Vandivier, all we want to learn here is the facts, of course.

It is a confusing business for a layman. I would like to ask yon, you
testified that you have a high school degree, and from that I assume
that you had no great engineering experience beyond that which you
gained from your work, is that correct?

Mr. VANDIVIER. That is right. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. Are you expected to make engineering

judgements in your work as a technical writer or are you supposed
to report facts?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Mil-W-5013 G, which is the controlling specification
for aircraft wheels and brakes, spells out specifically what shall be
done and what shall not be done during testing. It does not tell the
user how to arrive at the engineering decisions, but it does tell him how
this test shall be conducted, and this is written in black and white, and
you have only to understand what shall be done according to this
specification and what shall not. Do you understand what I am
saying?

Representative CONABLE. Yes, I understand what you are saying. In
other words, the answer is that you are not supposed to make engineer-
ing judgements as such, but you are supposed to follow the procedure?

Mr. VANDIVIER. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. Were you motivated in any way with re-

spect to this brake except by the circumstances? Did you have any
involvement in the decision to make this type of brake or was there
any reason why you delved so deeply into it as a technical writer?

Mr. VANDIVIER. I don't quite understand the question, Mr.
Congressman.
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Representative CONABLE. Did you have anything to do with the
development of this brake other than the technical writing and the
reporting of what procedures had been followed in the generation of
this report?

Mr. VANDIVIER. A part of my job at Goodrich was to analyze the
data that came from the tests. In other words, all of the raw test data
such as temperatures, torque readings, speeds. and so forth, and then
convert this information into a suitable form for B. F. Goodrich engi-
neering. As far as any design changes or anything like that, anything
to do with the design of the brake, no, I had nothing to do with that.

Representative CONABLE. You have testified that you had made many
reports previously to B. F. Goodrich. Were any of these for the Federal
Government?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Oh, yes; quite a few.
Representative CONABLE. And you have also said that you are not

aware of any misstatements of fact in any of the earlier reports. Were
there any done under different personnel than the personnel you were
working under in respect to this particular brake?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Some of them were and some of them were not. For
instance, the C-5A; Mr. John Warren was the project engineer on the
C-5A, isn't that correct, Mr. Lawson?

Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Mr. VANDIVIER. And Mr. Warren was also the project engineer on

the A-7D. On the C-5A, which had very, very stringent requirements,
we had engineering requirements, we had engineering problems on
the brake, but there were no discrepancies in the testing. The thing
was tested to the requirements.

Representative CONABLE. Referring to your statement, wherein you
say that there were 80 false entries. You made notes of those, did you,
what they were?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. Do you know if they were confirmed by the

GAO audit? Did you discuss this with them?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I discussed this with GAO. I do not know what the

extent of their audit was.
Representative CONABLE. You mentioned that you have documenta-

tion ava'lab]e for this?
Mr. VANDIVIER. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. What is the nature of this documentation?
Mr. VANDIVIER. The documentation I have supplied consists of

Xeroxed copies of the raw test data.
Representative CONABLE. I wonder is it in a form that we could

make it part of the record so that we could have it analyzed?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I believe it is.
Representative CONABLE. If it is, I wonder if we should not have it

made part of the record.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Absolutely. That is a good suggestion. With-

out objection that will be made part of the record at this point.
(The material furnished for the record at this point follows on

p. 19:)
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Q-6031

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of qualification tests conducted on the
B. F. Goodrich Part Number 2- 1162-3 Main Landing Gear Brake Assembly
for the LTV A7D Aircraft.

Test procedures and requirements were derived from Military Standard
MIL-W-5013G, LTV Specification Document 204- 16-37d, and B. FGoodrich
Engineering Report ER-2731, Revision "E".

All tests were conducted at the B. F.Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant,
Troy, Ohio.

Tests were conducted under the following Internal Test Request Numbers:

T-1906 45 Stop, 5 Stop, and Worn Brake RTO.
T- 1867 New Brake RTO.
T-1572 Extreme Temperature, Endurance, Leakage.
T- 1904 New Brake Peak Torque Survey, Structural Torque.
T- 1724 Worn Brake Peak Torque Survey.
T- 1720 Piston Housing Burst Test.
T-1859 Turn-Around Capability Test.
T- 1930 Salt Atmosphere Test.

vi
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Q-603 1

1. COMPLIANCE SHEET

1. SCOPE

The equipment was designed specifically for the A7D
light attack aircraft.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2. I SPECIFICATIONS

Compliance was maintained where applicable to the
documents referenced in LTV Procurement Specifica-
tion 204- 16-37d.

2.2 GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Compliance was maintained as in Paragraph 2. 1

2.3 PRECEDENCE OF SPECIFICATIONS

When difference in specifications arose, compliance
was maintained to LTV Procurement Specification
204-16-37d, or where LTV Specification 204- 16-37d
was not applicable, the order of precedence established
by MlL- STD- 143.

2. 4 DEVIATIONS

No deviations are required.

2.5 VENDOR SPECIFICATION OPTION

It was not necessary to use later issues of the specifica-
tions referenced.

2.6 OBTAINING DOCUMENTS

Not applicable to the preproduction testing and qualifica-
tion of the brake.

3. REQUIREMENTS

3. 1 PREPRODUCTION

This report is for the preproduction testing and qualifica-
tion of the 2-1162-3 brake assembly.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3.2 GENERAL SPECIFICATION

The requirements of MIL-W-5013G were adhered to
during testing except where they differed from LTV
Procurement Specification 204-16-37d.

3. 3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

3. 3. 1 Functional Characteristics

It was proven through dynamic and static tests, as
covered in the appendix (Page A- I ) of this report,
that the 2-1162-3 main wheel brake will provide adequate
braking during landing and parking for the A7D light
attack aircraft.

3. 3. 2 Size and Configuration

The brakes tested were of a size and configuration
that was in accordance with VAD Drawing 216-34302.

3. 3.3 Weight

3. 3. 3. 1 Existing Design

Not applicable, the brake was a new design effort.
Weight reports were supplied as required.

3.3.3. 2 New Design

The brakes tested were within the limits specified in
EEP-8092, which was the lightest practical design to
fulfill the requirements for the A7D light attack aircraft.

3. 3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

3.3. 4. 1 Vibration

The brakes tested demonstrated the ability to exceed
the vibration requirements of LTV Procurement Speci-
fication 204- 16-37d. The loads sustained during the
wheel and brake preproduction tests exceed those required
by the vibration spectrum.
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I. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3.3.4. 2 Altitude

The brakes will withstand the altitude requirements of
LTV Procurement Specification 204-16-37d. This is
substantiated by the similarity to existing brakes and
their successful operation.

3.3. 4. 3 Sand and Dust

Due to the similarity of material, except for the heat
sink, between the B. F.Goodrich 2- 1118 brake assembly
and the 2-1162-3 brake assembly, the data obtained from
the environmental tests of the 2- 1118 brake assembly is
submitted in report number 68092 (see appendix of report)
to demonstrate that the 2-1162-3 brake assembly meets
the requirements of LTV Procurement Specification
Z04- 16-37d.

3.3.4.4 Fungus

Same as section 3.3. 4.3

3.3.4.5 Salt Atmosphere

The 2-1162-3 brake assembly was tested to the salt
atmosphere conditions of MIL-STD-810A, Method 509.1.
This test did not result in any damage that would diminish
the performance of the brake.

3.3.4.6 Humidity

The brake assembly will withstand the humidity requirements
of LTV Procurement Specification 204- 16-37d substantiated
by similarity in design to existing brakes and their success-
ful operation.

3.3.4.7 Moisture

The brake assembly will withstand the moisture require-
ments of LTV Procurement Specification 204- 16-37d as
evidenced by similarity to existing brakes and their success-
ful operation.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3.3.4.8 Temperature

The brake assembly temperature capability was proven
to exceed the high temperature requirements of LTV
Procurement Specification 204- 16-37d as demonstrated
by the dynamic brake portion of the qualification testing.
The low temperature requirement is covered in report
number 680921 (see Paragraph 3.3.4.3).

3. 3.5 Special Tools

None required.

3.3.6 Tolerance and Simplicity

Compliance with specification was maintained. Tolerances
consistent with current design practice were used to insure
maximum producibility and simplicity of design.

3.3.7 Installation

The items tested were to the requirement of LTV Procure-
ment Specification Z04-16-37d. The rotors are designed
so that they must be properly fitted to the wheel brake
drives (B.F.Goodrich Part No. 170-126) or the wheel
assembly cannot be assembled on the axle.

3. 3.8 Fastener Requirements

Compliance was maintained with LTV Procurement Speci-
fication 204- 16-37d. Tapped holes in aluminum were used
only in non-critical areas and then were protected with
inserts. Snap rings were used as a back-up method of
retention on the 107-240 adjuster assembly.

3. 3.9 Static Balance

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3. 3. 10 Structural Torque

The brake assembly withstood the static torque require-
ment of 250, 000 in-lbs. (See page ( 26 ) section (IV) of
this report).
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3.3.11 Wear

The brake assemblies showed no evidence of abnormal
wear during the preproduction tests.

3.3. 12 Maintainability

The brake assembly can be replaced or serviced under
field conditions. Automatic adjusters eliminate the need
for field adjustment. (See B.F.Goodrich Technical
Manual 2367 in the appendix of this report.)

3. 3. 13 Main Wheel

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3.3. 13.1 Bearings

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3. 3. 13. 2 Tire pressure Relief

The main wheel has three 392 degree Fahrenheit temper-
ature sensitive pressure relief devices installed adjacent
to the brake. A temperature survey was conducted on the
pressure relief devices during the turn-around capabilities
tests. The results of the survey, showing time to release
and temperature at release, are shown in the appendix of
this report. The time for release and temperature of release
after an RTO stop is 12. 5 minutes after the stop at a temper-
ature of 431 degrees fahrenheit. The data is shown in the
appendix of the report, page A-67.

3. 3. 13. 3 Tire Mounting and Dismounting Provisions

This requirement was demonstrated during the dynamic
torque test portion of the preproduction testing.

3.3. 13.4 History Device

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3. 3. 13.5 Wheel Loads

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.
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I. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3. 3.13. 5.1 Load (Per Wheel)

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3.3. 13.6 Lubrication

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3.3.13.7 Exciter Ring

Not applicable to brake assembly qualification.

3. 3. 14 Brake

The 2-1162-3 brake assembly is a heat sink type brake
with four automatic adjuster assemblies which provide

an indicator to determine when a lining change is required.
The brake assembly has two bleeder ports and two inlet
ports; and is interchangeable with no right or left hand
parts. The brake assembly has two bosses on the piston
housing for mounting a wheel speed sensor.

3. 3. 14.1 Brake Inlet Port

The brake assembly inlet ports conform to AND 10050
and are capable of accomodating a shuttle valve. The
inlet ports are located on the back of the piston housing
to provide maximum protection for the shuttle valve and
plumbing from blowout hazards and objects on the ground.

3. 3. 14. 2 Kinetic Energy

The 2-1162-3 Main Wheel Brake Assembly was tested
to the conditions of LTV Procurement Specification
204-16-37d. A Z.0 x 106 plus 17.0 x 106 ft-lb RTO was
conducted on the same heat sink that was used for the
45 and 5 stop test. (This test is per MIL-W-5013G)
The results of this test are shown in Section IV of this
report.

3.3.14.3 Back Pressure

The adjuster assemblies maintained the proper brake
clearance with the steady state back pressure applied to
the brake during the preproduction tests.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3.3.14.4 Operating Pressure and Displacement

Compliance was maintained during the preproduction
testing. The fluid displacement did not exceed two
cubic inches.

3.3. 14. 5 Fluid

MIL-H-5606 hydraulic fluid was used for all preproduction
test. The seals used in the brake are compatible with
MIL-H- 5606.

3.4 PERFORMANCE

3.4. 1 Main Wheel

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction test
qualification.

3.4. 1. 1 Inclined Roll Test

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction test
qualification.

3.4. 1. 2 Wheel Bolt Torque

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction test
qualification.

3. 4. 2 TURN-AROUND CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS

The main wheel brake assembly was subjected to the turn-
around capability conditions, except that the normal energy
landings were made with 11.0 x 106 ft-lbs of energy rather
than 10.0 x 106 ft-lb of energy. This was done to further
demonstrate the ability of the brake to cool down to normal
operating temperatures within the time span given by LTV
Procurement Specification 204- 16-37d.

At no time during the turn-around test, except for the RTO
Stop, did the bead seat temperature exceed 350 degrees
Fahrenheit. The data obtained from the turn-around capa-
bility tests are shown in the appendix of this report.

Fluid displacement 2.0
Rotation Force 10 lbs.

-7-
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I. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3. 4.3 BRAKES

3.4.3.1 Actuation

Compliance with this requirement was maintained. The
brake has been designed to provide satisfactory running
clearance throughout the life of the brake.

3. 4. 3. 2 Release

Compliance with this requirement was maintained. The
tire and wheel assembly was checked before every stop
to see if it was free to rotate. On every fifth stop the
tangential force required to rotate the tire and wheel
assembly was recorded. (See brake tests logs in appen-
dix of report, page A-2.)

3.4.3.3 Leakage

Compliance with this requirement was maintained. No
leakage was present during the entire qualification test-

ing.

3.4.3.4 Performance at Elevated Temperature

Compliance with this requirement was maintained. There
was no degradation of material properties which would
affect fatigue or service life.

3.5 INTERCHANGEABILITY

The main wheel brake assembly meets the interchange-
ability requirement of LTV Procurement Specification
204- 16- 37d.

3.6 DESIGN CHANGES

Compliance will be maintained as required by LTV Pro-
curement Specification 204- 16- 37d.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cut'd)

3.7 MATERIALS

The brake piston housing is made of forged aluminum
alloy, the remainder of the components are made of
corrosion resistant materials or are suitably protected
to prevent corrosion. A forty-eight hours salt atmos-
phere was conducted on the brake according to MIL-STD-810.
The condition of the brake was excellent after this test.
(See photographs in appendix of report.)

3.8 STANDARD PARTS

All bolts used in the brake assembly are of AN, MS, or
NAS standard configuration. (See Part List in the appendix
of this report.)

3.9 IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCT

The brake has forged lettering on the piston housing which
identifies it per MIL-STD- 130.

3. 10 WORKMANSHIP

Compliance is maintained to this requirement. The test
brakes were of the same level of workmanship as pro-
duction.

3.11 FINISH

The production brakes are finished to the required military
specifications. The brakes used for preproduction testing

were not painted (except for the salt atmosphere test) to
allow periodic inspection.

3. 1Z STORAGE

The production brake assemblies meet this requirement.

3. 13 MAINTAINABILITY

No special equipment is required to maintain the main
wheel brake assembly.
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I. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

3. 13. 1 MAINTAINABILITY DATA

The maintainability data required by LTV Procurement
Specification Z04- 15-Id has been supplied to LTV Vought
Aeronautics Division, (also included in appendix of this
report).

3. 15.2 MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

The maintenance data and manuals required by LTV
Procurement Specification 204-15- Id has been supplied
to LTV Vought Aeronautics Division, (also included in
the appendix of this report).

3.16 RELIABILITY

The main wheel and brake reliability analysis is included
in the appendix of this report.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4. 1 CLASSIFICATION OF TESTS

(a) Preproduction - The brakes tested were of the same
configuration and of the production
items.

(b) Individual - Not applicable to brake preproduction
tests or qualification.

(c) Acceptance - Not applicable to brake preproduction
tests or qualification.

4.2 PREPRODUCTION TESTS

4. 2. I Sampling

See preproduction test plan, Part 2, section 2. 3.

4. 2.2 TEST SCHEDULE

Test schedules were submitted as required.

4. 2. 3 Order of Testing

The tests were conducted according to the approved pre-
production test plan.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

4.2.4 Representative

No restrictions were placed at anytime on a representative
being able to witness or conduct tests.

4. 2.5 Preproduction Model Approval

This report is submitted to gain approval for the prepro-
duction model and tests.

4. 2. 6 Preproduction Test Report

Five copies of this report will be submitted to LTV Vought
Aeronautics Division.

4.3 INDIVIDUAL TEST

The brake assembly procedure has been submitted to LTV
Vought Aeronautics Division and was accepted, (also in-
cluded in appendix of this report).

4. 3. 1 Tests

All testing was in accordance with MIL-W-5013G except
where modified by LTV Procurement Specification
204- 16- 37d.

4. 3. 1. 1 Disassembly and Inspection

The brake assemblies were completely disassembled
after tests and inspected. The photographs of the test
articles are included in the appendix of this report.

4.3. 1. 2 Tire Pressure Relief

Please see paragraph 3. 3. 13. 2 of this section.

4.3. 1.3 Roll Test

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests or
qualification.

4. 3.1. 3.1 Inflation Pressure

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests or
qualification.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

4.3.1.3.2 Distance

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests
or qualification.

4.3. 1.4 Lubrication

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests
or qualification.

4. 3.1. 5 Nut Life

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests
or qualification.

4. 3.1. 6 Endurance

Compliance was maintained with the requirements of
MIL-W-5013G paragraphs 4.5.15 and 6.3.2. The results
of the tests are inSection IV of this report.

4.3.1.7 Parking Test

Compliance was maintained with this requirement. On
stop 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38, and 43 the brake was
parked at maximum pressure with no cooling. The tempera-
ture profile data aquired from this test is included in the
appendix of this report. It was demonstrated that the brake
was free to rotate after these stops by turning the wheel by
hand. The force required to rotate the wheel was in
accordance with Paragraph 3.4. 3. 2 of this section.

4.3.1.8 Dynamic Torque Test Timing

Compliance was maintained with this requirement. The
brake was allowed to cool to at least 150 degreesFahren-
heit between stops during the forty-five, five, and one
stop test.

4.3.1.9 Temperature

The test axle was designed to provide the same heat sink
characteristics as the aircraft axle as defined by VAD
Drawing 215-34040.
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I. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

4.3.1.9 Temperature (cont'd)

A temperature profile was conducted on the false axle
which rests directly on the aircraft axle. This tempera-
ture profile was conducted on the false axle during the
turn- around capability test of section 3. 4. 2 and the kinetic
energy tests of Section 3. 3. 14. 2. The results are pre-
sented in the appendix of this report. At no time did the
false axle temperature reach or exceed 550 degrees
Fahrenheit.

4.3.1.10 Data

Sufficient data was taken during the dynamic torque tests
to define an envelope of pressure versus torque. This
data is presented in section (IV) paragraph 1. 2 of this re-
port.

4.3. 1. 11 Failure Tests

Not applicable to the brake assembly preproduction tests
or qualification.

4.4 Acceptance Tests

Not applicable to the brake assembly preproduction tests
or qualification.

4.5 Rejection and Restart

Compliance was maintained.

4.6 Test Conditions and Test Method

Test conditions were in accordance with the applicable
military specification except where altered by LTV Pro-
curement Specification 204- 16-37d.

4.7 Disposition of Test Parts

Test parts will be shipped to LTV Vought Aeronautics
Division for engineering evaluation. The items will be
clearly marked as preproduction test items.
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1. COMPLIANCE SHEET (cont'd)

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

Not applicable for brake assembly preproduction tests.
Full compliance will be maintained for production brake
assemblies.

6.1 BIDDING REQUIREMENTS

Not applicable to brake assembly preproduction tests.

6.z CONTRACTUAL DATA

Required data has been supplied to LTV Vought Aero-
nautics Division.

7. NOTES

Not applicable to preproduction testing and qualification
of the product.
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U. CONFIGURATION

1. Brake Assemblies

1.1 B.F.Goodrich Part Number 2-1162
(Identical to the 2-1162-3 brake in structure and
hydraulic s)

Extreme Temperature Tests
Leakage Test
Static Test

1.2 B.F.Goodrich Part Number 2-1162-3
(Parts List, Page A-90)

Normal Energy Stops
Overload Stops
Worn Brake RTO
Peak Torque Surveys
Structural Torque
Turn-Around Capability

B. F.Goodrich Part Number 2-1162-3

Brake Burst Test

B.F.Goodrich Part Number 2-1162-3

New Brake RTO

1.3 B.F.Goodrich Part Number 2-1162-3
(This brake assembly added to test requirements per
LTV Engineering Instructions.)

Salt Atmosphere Test

2. Wheel Assembly

B.F.Goodrich Part Number 3-1293-1
Parts List, Page A-91
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III. TEST EQUIPMENT

1. Dynamometers

1.1 84-inch (Flywheel Diameter), Adamson-United Company
Inertia Equivalent - 1797 to 19, 794 pounds
Flywheel Peripheral Speed - 0 to 130 mph
Wheel Load to 25, 000 pounds
Standard Dynamometer Instrumentation

1.2 120-inch (Flywheel Diameter), Adamson-United Company
Inertia Equivalent - 7511 to 49, 763 pounds
Flywheel Peripheral Speed - 0 to 250 mph
Wheel Load to 60, 000 pounds
Standard Dynamometer Instrumentation

2. Hydraulic Test Panel

B. F. Goodrich Special Design
Cycle Rate 0 to 60, cpm
Pressure - 0 to 5000 psi

3. Hydraulic Pump

Blackhawk Porta Power
0 to 5000 psi

4. Extreme Temperature Equipment

Blue M Electric Company, Manufacturer
Model FTBR-27-60WC-HEG/1004-27
Serial Number: R2C4- 102
Range: -100OF to +4000F

5. Oscillograph

Midwestern Instruments Corporation
Model 621
No Serial Number
Direct-Writing Light Beam

6. Tape System

Bell and Howell, Manufacturer
14 Channel
Model VR-3400
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III. TEST EQUIPMENT

7. Salt Spray Chamber

Industrial Filter and Pump Company
Type CA3 Chamber
Serial Number: 1290
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IV. RESULTS

Before undergoing formal qualification tests, all test specimens
were subjected to the standard quality control inspections of the
B.F.Goodrich Company and as required by MIL-W-5013G, Para-
graphs 4.5. 1 through 4.5.4.

1. Dynamic Brake Tests

1. I Normal Energy Stops

1. 1. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5. 11 and Table 1.
LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, Para. 4. 3.1.10
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E"

1. 1.2 Requirements

45 normal energy stops shall be conducted to the
conditions presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Energy Condition
Test Conditions Normal Overload RTO 1* RTO 24

Number of Stops 45 5 1 1
KE - ft-lbs x i06 12.01 13.95 2. 135 18.09
IE - lbs 18273 16928 18311 18311
Landing Velocity - mph 140. 3 156.94 59.0 171.6
Stop Time - sec. 22. 1 23.0 -- 2 5. 2
Inflation - psi 270 270 270 270
Wheel Load 18, 100 18, 100 18, 100 18, 100
Back Pressure - psi 140 140 140 140

*These 2 stops comprise the RTO condition for the brake. These
stops shall be conducted in rapid succession with elapsed time
not to exceed five (5) minutes.
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1. 1 Normal Energy Stops (continued)

1. 1.2 Requirements (continued)

After normal energy stops 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33,
38, and 43, while energy absorbing members are at
their peak temperature, increase the brake pressure
to 1000 psi. Cooling fans will be turned on when the
beadseat temperature reaches its peak value.

After normal energy stops 3, 18, and 38, no cooling
shall be used until all peak temperatures are reached
in the brake.

Stops 5, 20, 23, 33, and 35, shall be conducted
using cooling fans during and after the stop.

It shall be demonstrated before each stop that the
brake is free to rotate.

The 45 normal energy stops shall be conducted on
one set of friction material.

1. 1.3 Results

The 45 stops were conducted with the following
average results:

Number of Stops - 45
KE - 12.01 x 106 ft-lbs
IE - 18273 lbs.
Landing Velocity - 140. 3
Average Stop Time - 22. 05 seconds

1. 1.4 Substantiating Data

Brake Test Logs - Pages A- I through A-7, Appendix
Wear Data Sheets-. Pages A- 11 through A- 14, Appendix
Torque, Pressure vs Time Curves - Pages A- 19 through
Cooling Profile Curves - A-42, Appendix
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1.2 Peak Torque Surveys

1.2. 1 Specification Reference

LTV Specification Document 204- 16-37d, Para. 4. 3.1.10
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.1. 1. 1

1. 2. 2 Requirements

During the course of the 45 normal stop test, the
torque development capabilities of the brake shall
be determined by conducting maximum pressure
stops from speeds of 10, 20, 40, 60, and 100 mph.
Tests shall be conducted on both a hot and cold
brake at worn conditions. This will also be con-
ducted on a new brake.

1.2. 3 Results

Tests were conducted as specified on both a new
brake and a worn brake.

1. 2.4 Substantiating Data

Peak Torque vs Time Curves - Pages A- 15 through
A- 18, Appendix

1. 3 Static Torque Test

1. 3. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.11
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.1.1.2

1. 3.2 Requirements

The pressure required to develop a static torque of
113, 000 in-lbs, shall be determined during the 45
stop test. The test shall be conducted on the brake
as follows:
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IV. RESULTS

I Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1. 3 Static Torque Test (continued)

1. 3.2 Requirements (continued)

1. 3. 2. 1 While at room temperature (approximately
700 F).

1. 3.2.2 With brake heated by normal energy stop,
the test to be conducted as soon as is
practical after the stop.

1. 3.3 Results

Test was conducted as required. Results are shown
on static torque log sheet, Appendix.

1. 3.4 Substantiating Data

Static Torque Test Log, Page A-10, Appendix

1.4 Overload Energy Stops

1.4.1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.11 and Table 1.
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Paragraph 1.4.2.1.Z

1. 4. 2 Requirements

Five (5) overload energy stops shall be conducted
to the conditions of Table 1, using the same friction
materials as were used for the normal energy stops.

After overload energy stop number 3 and 4, (test
stops 48 and 49) no cooling shall be used until all
peak temperatures are reached in the brake and in
the beadseat. Temperature recordings shall be
continued until the hottest portion of the brake has
cooled to 300

0
F.
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1.4 Overload Energy Stops (continued)

1.4.3 Results

The five (5) overload stops were conducted with the
following average results:

Number of Stops - 5
KE - 13.78 x 10 6

ft-lbs
IE - 16928 pounds
Landing Velocity - 156. 1 mph
Average Stop Time - 25.0 seconds

1.4.4 Substantiating Data

Brake Test Log - Page A-8, Appendix
Torque Pressure vs Time Curves - Pages A-43 through
Cooling Profile Curves - A-62, Appendix

1.5 RTO Stops

1. 5.1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.11 and Table 1
LTV Specification Document 204- 16-37d, Para. 3.4. 14. 2
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.1.3

1. 5. 2Requirements

The 2. 135 x 106 stop and the 18.09 x 106 stop de-
scribed in Table 1, comprise the RTO energy condition
for the brake. The brake shall have new friction
materials for this test.

The 2. 135 x 106 stop shall be conducted first and the
18.09 x 106 stop shall be conducted as soon as the
dynamometer has achieved the required velocity.
This time is not to exceed five (5) minutes.

Fans will not be used until fuse plugs have blown.

This test shall be conducted on both a new brake and
a fully worn brake.
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1.5 RTO Stops (continued)

1.5.3 Results

The test was conducted with the following results:
New Brake

RTO1 RTO 2

KE
IE
Landing Velocity
Stop Time

2.135 x 106 ft-lbs
18311
60.4 mph
9.7 seconds

18.09 x 106 ft-lbs
18311
171.8 mph
26. 0 seconds

Worn Brake

KE
IE
Landing Velocity
Stop Time

RTO 1

2.209 x 1o
6

ft-lbs
18311
60.1 mph
14.4 seconds

RTO Z

17. 82 x 106 ft-lbs
18311
170.7 mph
43. 1 seconds

1. 5.4 Substantiating Data

Brake Test Logs, Pages A-8 and A-9, Appendix

1. 6 Turn-Around Capability

1. 6. 1 Specification Reference

BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Paragraph 1.4.2.1.4

1. 6.2 Requirements

The brake, with new friction materials, shall be
subjected to the test spectrum of Table 2, three (3)
times. The brake shall be cooled to ambient
temperature between sequences.

After the three (3) sequences of Table 2 are per-
formed, the sequence of Table 3 shall be conducted.
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1.6 Turn-Around Capability (continued)

1.6.2 Requirements (continued)

The energy absorbed by the brake during the 15
minute taxi period shall be simulated by three (3)
brake stops to the conditions shown in Table 4 for
the sequence shown in Table 3, and to the condition
shown in Table 5 for the sequence shown in Table
2. The deceleration for the taxi stops in Table 2
will be 8 fps2

and 6 fps
2

for Table 3.

TABLE 2

Total Elapsed KE IE Decel. Rate
Maneuver Time (ft-lbs) (lbs) (ft/sec/sec)

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Fly 25 min.
Land 11.95 x 106 15630 10

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Park 30 min.

* Taxi 15 min. 2. 135 x 106 15630
Fly 25 min.
Land 11.95 x 106 15630 10

* Taxi 15 min. 2. 135 x 106 15630
Park 30 min.

Wheel beadseat temperature shall not exceed 3500F and fusible
plugs shall remain intact.

NOTE: *Taxi Requirements
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1. 6 Turn-Around Capability (continued)

TABLE 3

Total Elapsed KE IE Decel. Rate
Maneuver Time (ft-lbs) (lbs) (ft/sec/sec)

*Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 18311
Fly 25 min.
Land 11.95 x 106 18311 8.5

*Taxi 15 min. 2. 135 x 106 18311
Pa rk 30 min.

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 18311
RTO 14.4 x 106 18311 10

*Taxi Requirements

Cooling fans may be used during taxi to simulate 30 knot wind
speed and during parking to simulate an 8 knot wind.

TABLE 4
Taxi Requirements

Stops Total Elapsed IE Landing KE
Re uired Time (lbs) Velocity -mph ft-lbs x10

6

1 3 min. 18311 32.4 .6402
1 8 min. 18311 32.4 .6402
1 15 min. 18311 37.4 .8552

TABLE 5
Taxi Requirements

Stops Total Elapsed IE Landing KE
Required Time (ibs) Velocity- mnh ft-lbsx1O6

1 3 min. 15630 35 .6402
I 1 8 min. 15630 35 . 6402

1 15 min. 15630 40.5 .8552
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IV. RESULTS

1. Dynamic Brake Tests (continued)

1.6 Turn-Around Capability (continued)

1.6.3 R esults

The test was conducted as specified. Results are
shown in graphic form on Pages A-78 through A-89,
Appendix.

1.6.4 Substantiating Data

Cooling Profiles, Pages A-78 through A-89,
Appendix.

1.7 Structural Torque

1.7. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.12
LTV Specification Document 204- 16-37d, Para. 3.3. 10
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.1.1.3

1.7.2 Requirements

With the brake actuated by maximum operating
pressure of 1000 psi, the wheel and brake shall
withstand a structural torque of 250, 000 in-lbs
without failure. The load shall be applied by
means of a belt wrapped around the periphery of
the tire. If slippage occurs, the friction surfaces
of the brake shall be pinned or welded. This test
shall be performed after the turn-around tests of
Paragraph 1.6.

1.7.3 Results

Test was conducted as specified. A structural
torque of 250,200 in-lbs was pulled with no failure
to the brake or wheel assembly.

1. 7.4 Substantiating Data

Structural Test Log, Page A-77, Appendix.
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IV. RESULTS

2. Static Brake Tests

2. 1 Endurance Test

2. 1. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4. 5.15
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.2.2

2. 1.2 Requirements

The brake actuation device, using simulated piston
loads in lieu of friction materials, shall be required
to withstand 100, 000 cycles of application and re- -

lease of normal operating pressures (as defined by
MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 6.3.2) and 5000 cycles
at the maximum operating pressure of 1000 psi.
The 100, 000 cycle portion of this test shall be divided
into portions of 25, 000 cycles each with piston loads
adjusted to simulate 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent
worn conditions respectively, for the four 25, 000
cycle portions.

There shall be no leakage or failure during or upon
completion of this test.

Before and after the endurance test, pressure re-
quired to bring the braking surfaces into initial
contact shall be observed and recorded. The
minimum pressure at which braking surfaces dis-
engage upon release of pressure shall also be noted
and recorded. This test shall be conducted with the
brake mounted on the torque flange of a horizontal
axle, with the wheel assembly installed.

2. 1.3 Results

The test was conducted with results shown on the
endurange test log, Appendix.

2. 1. 4 Substantiating Data

Endurance Test Log, Pages A-73 and A-74, Appendix

-27-
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IV. RESULTS

2. Static Brake Tests (continued)

2.2 Extreme Temperature Test

2. 2. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.16.1 and 4.5.16.2
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Para. 1.4.2.2.4.1 and
1.4.2.2.4.2

2. 2.2 Requirements

The brake, filled with operating fluid, shall be
subjected to a temperature of 1600F in a thermo-
statically controlled oven for a period of 168 hours
with an applied pressure equal to normal operating
pressure. Immediately upon removal from the
oven and while still at elevated temperature, the
brake shall be cycled 1000 times at normal oper-
ating pressure, followed by 25 cycles at maximum
operating pressure. Leakage at static seals shall
not exceed a trace, and leakage at dynamic seals
shall not exceed one drop of fluid per each 3 inches
of peripheral seal length.

Upon completion of the aging and heat test, the
brake filled with operating fluid at atmospheric
pressure shall be subjected to a temperature of
-650F for a period of 72 hours. (See Figure 2)
There shall be no leakage during this period. At
the expiration of the 72 hours, the brake with
fluid entering at a temperature of -65 0

F shall be
cycled 25 times at normal operating pressure,
followed by 5 cycles at maximum operating pressure.
Leakage shall be limited as above. Brake clearance
shall be checked between each cycle to insure com-
plete brake release. The time required for complete
brake release shall be observed and recorded.

2.2.23 Results

Test was conducted to the conditions shown on
Page A-75, Appendix.
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IV. RESULTS

2. Static Brake Tests (continued)

2.2 Extreme Temperature Test (continued)

2. 2.4 Substantiating Data

Extreme Temperature Test Log, Page A-75, Appendix.

2.3 Leakage Tests

2. 3. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraphs 4. 5. 13.1 and 4. 5.13.2
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Paragraphs 1. 4.2.2. 5.1
and 1. 4.2.2. 5.2

2. 3.2 Requirements

After completion of the cold test, the brake shall be
parked for a period of 5 minutes with an applied
pressure of 1500 psi (one and one-half times the
maximum operating pressure). The brake shall then
be parked for 5 minutes with an applied pressure of
5 psi. There shall be no measurable leakage or per-
manent set during these tests.

The brake shall be cycled 25 times at maximum
operating pressure (1000psi). Leakage at static
seals shall not exceed a trace. Leakage at moving
seals shall not exceed one drop of fluid per each 3
inches of peripheral seal length.

2. 3. 3 Results

The tests were conducted as required. There was
no leakage or permanent set.

2. 3.4 Substantiating Data

Hydraulic Pressure Test Log, Page A-76, Appendix.
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IV. RESULTS

2. Static Brake Tests (continued)

2.4 Static Pressure Test

2. 4. 1 Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, Paragraph 4.5.14
BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Paragraph 1.4.2.2. 6

2.4. 2 Requirements

The brake, with 100 percent worn linings, shall be
parked for 5 minutes at twice maximum operating
pressure (2 x 1000 = 2000 psi). There shall be no
leakage or failure. Pressure shall then be increased
until failure occurs. Pressure at failure shall be
recorded.

2.4.3 Results

There was no leakage when pressure of 2000 psi was
applied to the brake for 5 minutes.

Pressure was increased to 3170 psi before failure
occurred.

2. 4. 4 Substantiating Data

Hydraulic Pressure Test Log, Page A-76, Appendix.

2. 5 Salt Test

2.5. 1 Specification Reference

BFG ER-2731, Revision "E", Paragraph 1.4.1.6

2.5.2 Requirements

The brake shall undergo the salt spray test of
MIL-STD-810A, Method 509.1, Procedure I.

2.5.3 Results

The test was conducted as required. There was no
detrimental effects on the brake.

2.5.4 Substantiating Data

Test Log, Page A-90, Appendix
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V. CONCLUSION

The B. F. Goodrich Part Number 2-1162-3 Brake Assembly does
meet the intent and the requirements of the applicable specification
documents and therefore is qualified.
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brahe Plant

Troy, Ohio

BRAKE TEST NO. Q-6031 __
\irrenft A7D spe.ifir.ntinn MIL-W-5013G l'j-1c No.

Srtbjeet Qualification

]te tord __

Ilte -oo:prlted --

(' ONFIV( R.\TIO)\ 'I r ( CONI'rI ION Tl'S'I' I\S'RU\II'IN \TI(\

BRAKri IDYN \\M\OMI--I:R: 24"- 4" 84"- 210" Rieht rO S('II.I.O(;R\I'II: \lbdd 621 i,- 6 in
\-embl, N,,. 2-1162-3 Berria G(e r too No. of o Rqired p rer. (Peak Torques)
Si_ 12 x 4 _ Nr-I 18273 _ 1. - R- 1 Torque _ _
S N L245 0-4rad 16928 __ 1. - R-_ 2. Pressure

'I'(T\r1. \'. RIO 18311 __ 1 - R1- ;. Road wheeL r. 1
rKf ,I ,, 106.0 ib Ki-elR l rE ISiiW Sp-ed: MI'II - Rl'UM 4. Test wheel revs. Ii
\Rc. .let 95.3 lb, N,)-rrl 12-01 , 10e lb II N.-I 140.3 12.

Fluid MIL-H-5606 O-feI-d 13.95 I )n6 lb It o-errrd 156.9 . _ I i
R1(102 13&18.09 l 1(6 lb Il RT() 59 & 171.6 _ 14.

Wl1F FI. Rcqd. Stp 'I'rb Rcqd. Stnp Di1.or..
\,r-cobS uN. 3-1293-1 Nornl- 22.1 t.. Not-on

1
-- OT '\'1 Rl'CORIF)IR

Si,e Z8 x 9.0-14 Oreri rd 23.0 .... Onorl rd -- N Re+rirred

S 'N L345 RT( 8.7 & Z5. Ze. RT(o -- I. Road wheel vel. 6. _
ieNolrt _______________________IS. BRul e '-re> Rofllino Rodio- 2. Test wheel vel. n. ____

RBesk 100 p.; N-r-rI 11.9 in ;. Torque llt __ _
TIRI N-rr..l -- pi- (li1o-d 11.9 i 4. Pressure I I _I

MIA, As Noted Mn\. 1000 p, i RIO 11.9 i ;. #1 Stator 12-

Si-c 28 x 9.0-14 frflrti-rn l'-rc-. - p-i Off-t A.le 8 in 0. #2 Rotor 131

PIl 22 PR Type VIII Ob-e Il td Reqrred No. of Srop, 7. 14.
S,'N As Noted Nor-rl 18100 11. No)rnnI 45

O-)rlr-d 18100 b, Oerlord 5 'fllR\lIO('lll I .(CLOCATION - IRR)WN RI('()RI)I R

R'' 18100 fIr Rl() 2 1. Center Stator 6t. Tubewell

BRuk -IM-r--ment.: 2. Piston Housing , Fuse Plug -

berfor- ret and t-o 1,f.p, 45 & 50 i Torque Plate Fluid

Brual (Clrranr-: 4. False Axle _ #2 Rotor

____ before et- nd *r r -.r1 r7. i.j, ;. Bead Seat Il r Pressure Plate
Fluid Di-plnoeroer:

befre lou rond nfrer otrp, _I, 45, 50 1)'111 R INS'I'R(\IIN'I'\'1'I\
rn talic le trnn aft-er Stop, 4. 23. 41

EP61 Cold 'urin. tornq- nfrr rmop. 4. 23. 41

rt

z

x



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS: Wear-In Stops
LARDING VELOCIT) As noted mph
STOP TIME As noted -

STOP DISTANCE -- h

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 P.1 h.-5

100 p.i m..1OOO pxi ma1 .

Sh-, __ o£ 8
D 5-2-68

OTHER 1 E. 18273 lbs.

84 inch Dvnamometer

Londl, 0B.k. S,.p S~ I TOROUE T _ TEMPERATURES T
S., Lo -4 L i Diaise Sg So TOR OUE _ I RE * OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES *F

No_ T_ _ V I P.1 1lm. D 16 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | a | 9 | 10 Notes

I I. I I I'll I .111,~~~ ~~~~~~~~~IR2 P

A

C

7O;5

002!

40

60

80

300

3

14. I

400 122. 0

1680 119201 78 I288

_RS * FA - False Axle, BS - Bead Seat. TW - Tube Welt, FP
PP - Pressure Plate.

_IFA BS TW FP

98 1223

435

100

115 1115 1120

166

F 1P1? I P

123 1 2O 152O 1300

Yluid. - E

5 -3 -68

New brake displacement at 1000 psi pressure 1. 7

1(3) Brake measurements.
ElI355

NI 82 I102

833 84 1126 192

C7'v
OA,

(1) New

if

3120 1 3840 1. 95

T::::�
3390 1 40RO I 95



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS: Normal Energy Stops
LANDING VELOCITY 140.3 Phg

STOP TIME 22,. 1

STOP DISTANCE -- I

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 Rsi boc
-~ -si P i..

1000 pS.

St., 2 of 8

Do. 5 -3 -68

OTHER I. E. 18273 lbs.
K.E. 12.01 x 1o6 ft. lbs.
84 inch Dvnamometer

1 L.,,$,,, R,,A. Stop ISuo T ORQGUE EMPERATURES '
SuP L.g 1 L 1 dI 1MRUS V; OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES 'F

N0.]T~tt.. ] Tph _. -_6t II I l 1I I,,oi1 I P.k I | I ti -4 _ | _ | _ 5 9 | Notes

140.51 7001 23.4

140.3 712 22.3

140.0 710 22.4

140.2 1748 121.9

NORIMAL PNEI

FA BS I TW I FPI F R PP

I -- r l I I I I _ I I

6370 186911100 112

212

5630 1 8290

_ 15'1 139.2 17ZI4 21 __41 16409 186C

18151 140. 1 1741 22. E

REMARKS * FA - False Axle. BS -
Plate. (1) Force to turn wheel 2
t51' .'ore .- turn whecl 4 Ibs. at

6406 17970

1I6I5 80 1 7321 23A 1270 1372 1227 AIno 1172 702

io41-
G- 1. -G~Z IUG Iy ; * 4-D 'JIG ,tG .t-SG/1 4'tJZ

(41

576 1152 1179 1270 1126 1194 113681645 -6-68
_ _ _ I I I I - I t _ _

28 I34.30 5 16175 75 169j48trZI414 IZ30 1188 1338633
64I I 1 1 174 I I I I I

680 1209 1 240 1339

271 1301

180 1203

(21

(71

Profile. (4) Hot it Cold Torque.
Il in

2 10371

3

4

135'

170T

0202

0727

6

7

GY 'TOPS

13781 80

81 111651 80 1161 80 1665 221 1_246 360 9

7,

76,70

75 112681 77 1188 178

TW - Tuhe Wel

e O.D. (2) Hot Park (3) 1
6) Changed tire. (7) BTra.

9

EPI35

1

o I - I- -,I \ R I 7 or-1 X)

64 111701 74 :182 174

Ise



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS: Normal Energy Stops
LANDING VELOCITY 140.3 .'h

STOP TIME Z22 .1
STOP DISTANCE -- h,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 ,.I b..k

--- psI .n.

1000 pslI -

Shos3 f

D... 5-6-68

OTHER E. 1873 lbs. -
K,E, 12.01 x 10 ft.lbs.
84 inch Dynamonseter

S,,p L~g L,.,din, B,.Ik. Step S,.p TORQUE TEMPERATURES OF
H Ti Velo-ityPes Tlm. Dirn A-- Pook C..-f Stotor Pi... n.. i,,li T.,o la OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES *F

..ph psi U lb 1, lb 1,1.o PIInl1l1 l | P.,k ,iII P..6 5 6 7 d 9 10 Notes

FA BS TW FP F #Z PP

10 212 140.4 717 Zl,4 6160 7Z58 80 1216 78 176 78 670 Z11 Z60 358 190 1143 _ 719

11 65214. 7Z9 ZZ. 7 1 5933 7300. 62 134Z 74 1-4-0 74 695- 20 25 _8~ 19- 172 5_ -68() )1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2

12 1305 140.0 735 Z1. 1 85Z 6540 65 1212 78 171 78 669 199 241 358 188 190 (4) 701

13 1610 140.5 721 2Z.7 = 540 7300 88 1255 80 307 83 841 283 319 378 279 309 11_ 4Z5
(5

14 0O 140. 3 7'Z8 2I.1 5967000 90 IZZ27 An 17q A83 701 Zl7 iJ4 3P4 ZQ4_ 195 1101 700 -

15 2215 140.1 730 2Z.9 5540 6190 85 1302 81 170 83 729 211 Z58 362 203 185 1241 700 _

16 0113 140, 5 730 22. 2 5110 6315 7Z 1234 80 160 80 740 (4) .366 20 175 0 58-6R

7 0427 140. Z 730 ZZ. 5 5040 6060 70 11287 78 161 78 733 Z03 Z34 330 1 0 182 1052695

18 0734 140. 3 1l.6 613 7414 75 1224 80 80 778 _ 3 S 3 310 R79

19 1031 140.7 730 22.2 5070 6170 80 260 80 159 80 769 219 270 379 211 173 1060 672

REMARKS K FA - False Axle, BS - Bead Seat, TW - Tube Well FP - Fuse Plug, F - Fluid, R - Rotor, PP - Pressure
Plate, (I) ;'orrc to turn wheel 4 Ibs. at tire O. D. (Z) Fluid Displacement is 1-95 in3. (3) Rr.k

gneasurements. (4) No record. (5) Hot park. (6) TemRerature Rrofile. (7) Brake clearance, 1 in.

EP355



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS, Normal Energy Stops
LANDING VELOCITY 140. 3 .,h

STOP TIME 22.1
STOP DISTANCE -- I,

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p.i b16k

-- P.' im.

1000 p.,
m
-

sh.., 4 of 8
Do-. 5868

OTHER I. E. 18273 lbs.
K.E. 12.01 x 106 ft.lb.
84 inch Dynamometer

Si., L0§ V.l1,de Pk. D*s., TOR DUE Cn TE M S PERATURES 
0

s T Hw OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES 'F

No Time mpb _ LW _ Lb h lb {t Initil | P | I-Siel I 4: [ S | 7 9
N.. T... -,,h p bi, 1l6 ,II P, ,,~. P., l,,, .k 4 5 A9 oe

6303

4930 5840 88

4673 5700 85

24 113371 140,5 732 2.7 50216560 480 [12701 80 13C

5526

683

I298180 1310 18004271 140.1 1754 121.6

29 071 7 1 140.2 1758 122.9 1

65801 85

6850 1 90

6223 17230 I 80

a Axle, BS - Bead
It. () Brake

13051 83 11791 85

ube Well, FP - F

I I _IFA BS TW lFP

165 81 750 213 i252 3 200

164 80 742 214 272 295 215

7-176 82 735 227 27 299 217

891 230 1280

727 1209

922

329 1222 189

F I R,, IPP

190 11402) 675 15-9-68

12151 841
. _I_. ] '(3)I

360 1310 1310 1371 860'

7 1 309 12191 i17 [

I- I -4I 200 l1i83~ 709

280 [333 358 314 324 11194 864 _

1951 2561 304 195 1170 11202 6801

Rotor.

171

(2) Force to turn wheel 3 lbs. at tire 0. D.

21 0442 140.2

22 107361140.1

25 116401 140.2 1740 122.7

q I 91 'I

at tire O. D.

(61 Hot park. (71 Force to turn wheel 2 lbs. at tire 0. D

>s

28

CJQ

(3) Hot and cold static torque. (4) No record. (5) Ft

Z 1 692 1198 1 263 294 Z06 I I
I I I I I I I

90:

731 22. 2

139 81 160 181

7I I



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY 140.3 mph
STOP TIME 22.1

STOP DISTANCE -- I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 *.i bk.I

1000 1 -

D.. 5-10-68

OTHER I. E. 18273 lbs.
K.E. 12.01 x 1 0Ob ft. lbs.
84 inch Dvnamometer

StDLg L..dl., fk. S'.' SIow TOR OUE TEMPERATURES F . * OTHE R PEAK TEMPE RATURES °F

_ _ _ ~~~~~~~~FA BS TW FP F R PP _

300931 140. 9 746 22. ' _= 5526 6270 80 1292 80 14 80 759 200 268 310 |1 17 h 2 669 3

31 231a; 1 39. 4 825 22. 8 = 547 5 6140 68 14Z2 80 147 80 737 Z10 Z63 301 (I ) 167 131t 660

32 3 :C 140. 1 825 21. 8 5 361 6460 70 129 80 150 80 69Z Z05 259 30 _1 _ _0 7-1 35 5-11L-k

33 173. 1 40 -2805 i1, 5531 6QD75 1302 82 29 82 927 320 371 314 344- 295 121i g90

_ = (4)(5)(6
34 215 140.4 790 21.7 5480 6390 80 1Z47 82 139 82 751 278 308 221 278 164 1365 690

7)
35 084 140.1 804 21.2Z 5811 6610 70 MO( 381 _ 81 704 214 302 212 262 166 1231 674 5-12-68

36 1851 140.2 800 21.4 5856 6900 70 1260 80 154 80 770 220 305 220 Z79 L 1204 698 ____

37 220 140.3 824 Z1.5 5977 6950 80 1260 80 141 80 737 220 304 Z20 279 166 117E 690

38 012 140.2 793 21.7 5483 6460 83 1318 80 298 80 935 298 369 315 336 307 1200 904 5-13-68

~F - Falte Axe, -f ead Seat, TW -Tubc Wel,F1 - Fse uF - ~-luid, R -Rot(r, P- Pressure
_ Plae. (I) N6 rec rd. ') Br ke c lara ce . 115 iiL. (3) Brak! me surments. (4) Hot ark

_ (S) Tempe atur : prof ile, 6 f rce tc rn Ie tI tird O- -11 grce t:
REMARKS at tire O. D. (8) Force to turn wheel 8 lbs. at tire O.D. (91 Brake clearance .135 in.

10 Force to turn wheel 9 lbs. at tire 0. D.

rF'55
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY 140. 3 .,

STOP TIME 22. 1
STOP DISTANCE - - 1

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Tioy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-tnil

PRESSURE: 140 p., eek

__ pP,l .i

1000 .I.. -

S-,, 6 of 8

D.. 5-13-68

OTHER I. E. 18273 lbs.
K.E. 12.01 x 106 ft.lb.
84 inch Dynamometer

Lo..ding Bok. Slop Step TORQUE TEMPERATURES F * OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES 3F
S Tp L. °9 I-1°ty P..... TI., D;stnCC Aeg. Peek Ce*., St PIr 'ten R.. lI,, Te-eeg Plo.-

Re. Tm. i pi as. Alt l b tie | Pbe In.I Pk IlI P.e 4 | 6 7 a 9 | 10 Notes

FA BS TW FP F R PP

_ 0437 140 1 802 Zl 5 5837 6150 75 130 80 114 8- 9 74I 9 21 I779 I SI, 114i 6AR

40 0732 140. 1 790 ZZ.4 = 5639 6310 90 1z95 80 137 80 774 218 319 ZZO 276 162 1a0C 700 =

41 Z140 140. 4 806 22. 0 5680 6650 75 1U3B3 8 0 1 BL 92L 22I Q 319 23D 28?l 22 70'13 783

42 01 16 140. 2 820 22. 6 _ 5720 6890 80 1358 82 ISS 82 820 225 316 220 Z85 178 _4 728 (3)4-6

43 0441 140, 2 799 22, 7 5530 6500 _80 136 80 2 75- 80 998 27 349 _8 1 8 _a _ 91 R

_ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~(5)
44 0852 140. 6 801 22. 8 4916 5709 77 1345 81 160 81 8Z4 231 3Z9 232 282 182 1 182 642

45 112 140 2 808 22 3 5030 6500 82 131 1 82 161- 81 _1 _ 329 _ 1 7 _

a. SO
PP - Pressure Plate. (1) Brake measurements. (21 Force to turn wheel 8 lbs. at tire O Tn

and cold
e i 95 it

tor-te. (4) No r (Al C'old di eI

-o-Itoes 07 9 lhc

0

FPP55

71 Total brake wle,

-iI
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY --

STOP TIME - -

STOP DISTANCE -- h

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE, 140 - .i h-

P.
1

min

1000 ..I -

L.,,di,, 1-k. SI.p Sop. TOROUE TEMPERATURES F
SI.p L.g V.l.iI, P.ss. TI'. DOine- A- P..k C.n. 5,.,. Pi.'.. H .I.. T T- PI- OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURESPF

No. TI. "ph P I l. b Ii lb (, nitjc P.ob wIio.i P..k l.IIoI P..k 4 5 6 7 d 9 10 Notes

FA BS TW FP F R#; PP

46 181 155.1 0 5335 R0I 78 80 201 80 948 1 259 _ L 1822
47 213 155. 5 t9 5 4 5129 6150 75 J59 82 264 8Z 1053 248 31 367 240 26814 4 882
48 2341 156 3 5244 6510 92 80 378 80 1id i 339 2'QQ 394 52_ F31 ( 2
4 044 157,0 261 5134 7210 75 117
50 073 156.8 _ _ 6420 75 1558 82 2 8Z 112 _10 - _

rn Brl1ke OtTOWC

l 1283 i6i10lo4850 1673170.7 1100, 43. 3380 11

11I

after RTO No. 2.

EP355

S"._. 7aof 8
Do.. 5-22-68

OTHER

rwI

170 1@0



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDINO VELOCITY -- mph

STOP TIRE - _-

STOP DISTANCE -- b

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 .i book

1000 ::P O I

Skht 8 of 8

DO Eao

OTHER New Brake

_ Lcnding R.k. Stop Stop TORQUE TEMPERATURES T OTHER PEA TEMPERATURES

Stop Lo Vs1o-,t1 p I..s Tlm Dislon Aog. P.ok C.t.. Stoto, Piston Ho,.Ing To.,- PlotNo. Ti... _ o P' Tbt _- I Iiti |I Pok litiol |Pok I o 4 A 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 1 0

-4. . I- -

6600 I 253118061115 1 453

ter RTU No. 2.

5500
5600 41 1178 _ 0m>0

EP355



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

Broke Assetbly No. 2-1162-3 I.itting No.
Lining Materiol

Sheet 1 of 1

Disk No.
Disk Molterial]

Jot T Cold iof. Cold lHot [ Cold

p.i
_______ ± _______ ± _______ � - -

955

pSi lb ft

7490

8520

lb It

. REMARKS

Pressure at 89800 lb. in.

Pressure at 113.000 Ib.in.

Pressure at 102, Z40 lb.in.

Pressure at 113.000 Ib.in.

1200 _____ 1013 __ 7410 Pressure at88.920Ib.in.

100 1000 I 1 9417 Pressure at 113,000 lb.in.

Co

STATIC TORQUE

D)ote
Alter Amb.
Stop Te-p.
No. OF

I

5-3-68 4 80

5-9-68 23 80 1200

5-9-68 23 80

i

i i i i

RrnSP PrrecearP Clstir Tarsnlr

°F°F



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
D)itk- x Lining

Dkk Assy No.
Cr-rier No.,
Segment No.
lrric-on Maternal

TEST NO. Q-6031
Sh-er

NOMENCLATURE

Cnrricr & Lining Assy No 244-270
Carrir No. 261-268

Lining No. ES 16.32
Friction Material Iron Base

BRAKE STOP ITHICKNESS WE AR
LOCA- CO- WTT OD ID I'osinon P
TION PI.E- LBS. INS, INS 4 i Aig. Tota l Stop REMARpKS
NO. TE-D . . . n.

1 New 7.0 11.860 7.072 .444 .444 .444 .445 .444 -- --
10 6.8 11.847 7.00 .402 .417 .419 .405 .411 .033 1 00165
20 6.5 11.822 7.018 .391 .408 .405 .406 .403 .041 .00102
30 6.1 11.7815 6.947 .346 .343 3 .394 .368 .076 .00121
40 5.5 11.745 6.916 .293 .367 .306 .278 .311 .133 .00166 _
45 5.4 11.710 6.896 .23.2 ~'~ .298 .298 .00162
50 51 11.705 6433 .Z5 -Z ~ 28 .6 .06 _

2 New 7.0 11.858 7.082 .445 .446 .445 .445 .445 -- --
.10... .6.9. 11.845 7,048 .~434 .430 .419 .425 .427 .1 00
20 6.6 11.825 7.032 641 .413 .363 .370 .392 .053 .00132 _ =-
30 6.4 11.815 6.998 .405.3 97 .340 ~.372 .378 .067 .00111
40 5.7 11.760 6.962 .375 .376 .285 .363 .350 .095 .00118
45 5.5 11.726 6.930 .356 .265 .26 .360 .312 .133 .00147 ______________

50 5.2 11.700 6.460 .3239 312 .255 .258 .288 .157 1 .00157

3 New 7.0 11.852 7.074 .445 .445 .445 .445 .445 -- --
10 6.9 11.849 7.066 .416 .407 .4Z6 .423 .418 .027 .00135
20 6.6 11.832 7.040 .392 .367 .391 .409 .390 .055 .00137 _

___ 30 ..6. z. 11.822 .7..010...383 .35 .376 ...402 .378 ..0.67 .00111 ______________
40 5.6 11.750 6.926 .356 .255 .355 .368 .334 .11II .00138 ______________

45 5.5 1160 6.875 .352 .251...61.5 .306 [.139 -.00154 ______________

50 5.1 11.670 6.457 .324 .258 .255 .317 .288 L .iL 0157 ______________

0'



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Dick _ x Lining

Iik Arsy No.
C-taicr No

Segment No.

Friction hateriol

TEST NO. Q-6031
Sheet

NOMENCLATURE

Cattier & Lining Assy No. 244-Z71
Catrier No 261-256

Lining No. ES 16.32
Friciton Mt-ial Iron Base

BRAKlE S101' _ _ TIIICKNESS WEAR

LOCA- COW %VT. 00 II) Postttton PerStp REMARKS
TION FILE LBS. INS. INS. I 2 3 4 Ag. Totwl Por Sd.rA
NO TED in. in. in. in. ins.

PP None . 0 11.895 7.006 .544 .54Z .540 .543 .542 __ __ Pressure Plate
_____ 10 8.9 11.890 7. 020 536 .5Z e.(50 . .526 .016 00160

____ 2 8. 7 11. 895 7. 061 .5Z8 .02 ' 5U .510 .032 .00160
30 8. 6 11 889 7. 005 2 .4 i .495 047 .00123
40 8.4 11.891 7.064 3 4T64 .461 ' .480 .062 .00155
45 R 3 11 894 7 038 510 455 452 476 473 069 00ll53
50 8.1 11.873 6 4 1 438 435 .48Z .484 .460 08Z 0n iA0164

TP None 17L.1 Torque Plate
10 17. 0

20 16. 9
30 16.7 =7=- = = = = Torque Plate
40 1 16.-5
45 16. 4

_-___ 50 16.2 _z =_=__3 -

Il I

C7t

>

tw



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Disk x - Lining

Disk Assy No. 134-44

Carrir, No.

Segment No. 133-302

Friction Material

TEST NO. Q-6031
Sheet

NOMENCLATURE

Carrier & Lining Assy No.

Carrier No.
Lining No.
Friction Material

BRAKE STOP THICKNESS WEAR
LOCA- COM- WT. OD ID Position 4 P- Stop REMARKS
TION P.E- LBS. INS. INS. I 2 3 4 Avg. Tota Per' 

5
ot

1
.

NO. TED in. in. in. i I

T New 10.6 11.902 7.115 .5 03 0 .503 . 503 3 .53- _- __
10 10.5 11.928 7.131 .504 .502 .499 .499 .501 .OOZ .000100
20 10.4 11.928 7.142 .503 .502 .501 .503 .502 .001 .000025
30 10.3 11.788 7.240 .496 .490 .490 .493 .010 .000167
40 10.2 11.773 7.328 .489 .489 .488 .487 .488 .015 .000188
45 10.1 11.960 7.132 .488 .486 .487 .509 .492 .011 .000122

__ _ _ 50 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 New 10.6 11.935 7.122 .504 .504 .504 .504 .504 -- --

10 I 10.5 11.980 7.146 . 503 5503 .001 .000050
20 10.4 11.968 7.148 .497 .500 .495 ,493 .496 .008 .000200
30 10.3 11.782 7.235 495 .494 .493 .492 .494 .010 .000167
40 10.2 11.768 7.240 .490 .490 .488 .489 .489 .015 .000188

45 10.2 11.912 7.166 .511 .510 .510 .510 -- -_ -

LL_ _ _vi _



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Dliik x _ Lining

I)ik A-i No. _
(.icl No.

Seii-nt No.
I riti~iof \Iaiterial

TEST NO. Q-6031
Shee _

NO\IFNCI. \TURI:

Carrier & Lining Ass, No.

Ca- i e No.

Lininy No. __ .-
Frinti.on Maeri l

sloP ICO :l I l B
1T 1I I 5.l

'rio

01))

INS.
11)

INS.

I 'rlTICKNESS

Pooii .n I

I 1 2 4 t

in. I i in. Ii in

Wl EAR

Ioral
. Ins.

I", ritop
Per Suro.

in,.

REMA\RKS

New 10.6 11.92Z 1.113 '.504 .504 .504 .504 .504 -- --
10 I10. 11.952 713 .498 . 498 .006 .000300
20 I 10. 4 11.955 7.138 i.498 .502 .495 .499 .498 .007 .000170 _-
30 10.3 11.960
40 i 1 0I.2Z ni 70

7.132 1.486 .484 1.486 .485 1.485 I .09q
(. 7.13 .4860 .485 I.4 .485 .485 .019

45 1 0.1 11-940 7.118 .507 .507 I. o06 I. s6 .506 --

.000316

.0UUU02

t 50 ,v, ... ,__ _ _--__ _ __ - -
I_ 5 0 j I I I I _ I.

I I
4 -New 10.6 1.96b (.110 .5U41.504 1.503

1 1 . 3 7 1 2 .5 2 .0 1 .5 0 1

20 10.4 11.958 7. 142 4 4 4
| 30 '10.2 11.782 7.210 2.4944 1.492 .491t_ 40A40 10.111..799 7.168 49o
45 10 1 '11.938 7.122 .5041.504 .503

I.503 I.504 --

_.50z .502 I.002
.498I .496 .0R

I .493 1.422 I .012
.491 1.492 [ .012
.504 1.504 [ --

i O_ _._ _ _ _ _ .. __.__ _£

_ _ - --- - --- - -- .... ........ - - t
. __......... __ _...................4. _ .. _ .__ ...........| _. ._ _AA_.I

I . _ . _ A A _ _ _ _ __

.000100
n0002 l

-0090 ZOO
.000150

1- s

BR \gKE

TnON
No.

II

- ------

.- -- - - -- - I --- -I ---- I- --- I---II I------I- - --- - --- I - I ----- 1.

I. . .-A_ . --- I- ------

A, g.

in.

I
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ENDURANCE TEST

BrAkc Asy No. 2-1162-3

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Tioy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031 Sh-ct I of 2_-

Piclon IIk;l;i.; No. 260-439-1 Seils Flaid MIL-H-5606

ENDURANCE TEST BRAKE RETURN PRESSURE
25, 000 cnst., 25 w- o 850 ni@ Amb. 'F R...

25, 
0 0

ci..@ 50 'w_ q 850 Di@ Amb. 'F B..k ,,...,,. 100 pl
25 OOO C,. j.. 75 w_ won 850 p.le Amb. °F Pos-1 bsf o d .11., Emd- T.-

25, 000 c,,i..@ 100 'ow-,,, 850 pi Amb. °F P,..... ., W0, 1

5,000c.i;..@ 100 .. , 1100 ,.;@ Amb. 'F Ppsveo:

C,1.l R-e~ p Nof-o Ope-Ii, P....... 850 p-i Oi

Mi-.. op..,;.. P ....... 1 00 psi__
RI. -k R,.k. Gd: PRESSURE

Dw Tim Cond'n . n Tmp 4 P... C~.. REMARKS Oo, II. CO| Mo -|,I| ,
_________ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~D-, TI.. i N,.- .,

3 -16-68 130 25% .080 80 850 000 Start endurance test BEFORE ENDURANCE TEST

3-17-68 1300 Z5%5_ 080 80 14586 31648{1125 100 40 i40

3-18-68 1300 25% 080 82 27722 Completed 25% wear port on _

3-18-68 1500 50% .080 80 000 Started @ 50% wear = = _

3-19-68 0800 50% .080 80 10948 _ =

3-20-68 0800 50% .080 81 26410 Completed 50% wear posi ion _ =

3-20-68 0845 75 -T5 0 7n8 000 Start 75%'o wear condition AFTER ENDURANCE TEST

3-21-68 1645 7S% .080 80 25160 Completed 75% wear cond ion -

3-22-68 1045 100% .080 79 0 Start 100% wear condition _ _ _ __

3-23-68 16b35: sOO% .080 80 25504 Completed 100% wear condition

EP73_ _ I . z
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031ENDURANCE TEST

Btako A-y No. 2-1162-3 p'irj-o looog No. 260-439-1 S __ _ _ _ FlUid MIL-H-5606

ENDURANCE TEST BRAKE RETURN PRESSURE
25. 000 c,,I-@ 25 '-wom@ 850 ps@ Amb. F R.,---.,.tt.

25, 000c,i- 50 'w- np 850 p.iy Amb. 'F RB-k p-- 100 p.

Z5, 000 Cpti-. 75 w- ot 850 p.i Amb. °F D--t- bf- r d ,fto , Etod- T.-

25,000 c,1-0 100 row-e 850 p.i Amb. °F p,..,,t .

5, 0 0 0Cyc, i 100 57 w .. h1 1 00 q~i Amb. °F lsroreoe

Cycl. R-t p N.-Io Ocering P,--u 850 psi , b

Maxim-m Op.. ting P--ssure 1 1 0 0 p P .

Ti, Bd,.k c.t.. Bt-k. B 5,h.k. C~,j PRESSURE
______ I L m o Cond'n Cl-- T..p P ': REMARKS* R-

83 -25 -68 0800 100% .080 80 1100 000 Start max. pressure BEFORE ENDURANCE TEST

cycling.

3-25-68 1345 -I% 080 81 1100 5020 Completed endurance test =___
Total number of cycles ___

= 109, 816. No leakage. __

=_=__________________, = AFTER ENDURANCE TEST
___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~410 10014 1

EP73 _ _ U _ I

EP73
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

EXTREME TEMPERATURE TEST TEST NO. Q-6031 Shoes I of I

Brakc A5 ssy No. 2-1162 Condion. - Pktoo 1looing No. 260-439-1 S-1bo _ Fluid MIL-H-5606
Other

HOT TEST COLD TEST
REQUIREMENTS, REQUIREMENTS:

168 .. 850 '.ow 160 F 72 b ...e 0 P. -65 ° F
1000 opl. e 850 _ . Z .5 . & 850 p.i

- ___ 35 @ I0 Si 5 CYCtEo J @ r oo -r
Ooo Bo .5o. So. Cold Book. Boo.k. I ol. R.,.

Do,. T Im, T m. p, Cpo o. Co,.. REMARKS Do- TI-. §oo P,..o,. CI.o.,. Co. otlo. REMARKS
8F p. t., No. F p1. No. TI...

11-2-67 1130 70 _ .015 Started heating 11-30-67 1030 IRcm __ .015 Started chilling

_ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~test
lliB43-790800 _6_0_850 .01 Continuing 12-1-67 1300 -65 .015

11467 1200 160 1850 01' Continuing 12-2467 130C -65 __ .01

11-25467 1200 160 850 .015 Continuing 12-3-67 1 30C -65 __ .01 0 . k_ No leakage

Il-Z6471430I 160 1A50 Cnntinuiny

11-2748?00h 160 j 850 o .01 - Con
t
inuing

11-B-6710815 1601850 I .01'

11 1430160850 .015 0

112947 1525 1100 .015 1000

EP74

Continuing

i 1000 c
iwhi 1.

2 25 cvcles at

t test and

12-3-67 1303-65 I 11001 .01! 25 1.0 Brake cycled 25
times @ 1100 psi.
There was no leak-
age, Retraction
time between each

ond.

11-29-67115301 160 1100 I .0151 1025

>4

.01.

-



HYDRAULIC PRESSURE TESTS

Brake Assembly No. 2-1162

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRO
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

Pistin trusinag No. 260-439-1 Seals

Shket 1 of 1

FIuid MIL-H-5606

LEAKAGE TEST S'lATIC TEST I.S'lRUCTION|

Requireners: 10 Pe Opati.n Requiremnts: Requirements:
5 min. 3 15O psi Normal ° gi5 min u 2000 psi5 mm. ____ P-.. 850 p.,i
5 mi. n 5 ;rs s Brake co-diiiorr 100 5 morn Determine pressure au demtrutiorm.

-- Cycles@ - psi NaximumO Iperating Pressure
10 00

psi

Brak Brok [ Brake Brakc Brake Brake

Date Time Cond'n Press- Other I)atc 'l'ime Cd' Oir Dart Tin Cd' n Press Oiier
ureI N ureN r

Worn PSI Wern PSI WBrn PSI

1-Z647 1100 25 1500 Held 1500 2-8-68 1000 100 2000 Held 200( 2-8-68 1005 1000 3170 Failure @
Rsi for 5 _psi for _ 3170 psi
minute s minutes

____ with no with no
110_ __ lemakage _ _leakag

1246-67 1105 Z5 5 Held S prsi i i

for 5 min.
__ ~~~~with no

leakage=

__ =__ I'"-

[P72

I

C'

o



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

HYDRAULIC TEST LOG

Type 01 Test Salt Fog

TEST NO. Q-6031

Part No. 2-1162-3 Fluid --

Sheet I of I

Swttee Salt Chamber

Dale Time T- p. Pe-s. Co.el REMARKS
F PS] Readieg

5-21-68 1030 Begin Salt Fog Test

_5-22-68 1030 Test check

5-23-68 1030 Removed brake from salt chamber

5-23-68 1500 7__ Pumped brake to 1500 psi. Then released.
____ Brake functioning normally.

6_ _ I C

_.;



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

STRUCTURAL TORQUE TEST

TEST CONFIGURATION

BRAKE ASSEMBIY NO. 2- 16Z-3

Size 12 x 4 or 108 Ib..
Disk No. 134-44 Matertal Steel
Lining No. Z44-Z70 baterral 5043A
Piston llousing No. MteritI Aluminum

WHEEL ASSEMBLY NO. 3-1293-1

Size 28 x 9.0-14 *t 45 lbs
iner-HallfNo. 10-1181 Chg.A Mtcrinl Aluminum

leat No. - F- Fint.Wt. -_- lbs Mark L34Z

0uter flaiNo. 10-1180 Chg. A Mterrl Aluminum
Heat No. -- Fin. Wt. -- lbs Nlark L34Z

TIRE

Mako BFG Size & lype 28 x 9.0-14 Type VI
Tubeless X PlyZZ Iof. (psi) 270 S.N N/A

Prior test on snme assemblies: None

TEST EOUIPMiENT

Dynantotete: 120 inch left are

REQUIREMENTS and RESULTS
-1 ____________________________________________________________________________

REQUIREMENTS

Spocificafioo MIL-W-5013G

Str=cro..l Torque 20850 lb ft Rolling RndiusjJ. 9 nn
Tangentitl load -- lbs Brake PressureIO0flpsi
Tiehot Tosqoe 1440 lb in
MounttOg Conditions:

Straight Anle Offset 8 in

lFtition Stack:
Pined _ Bolted Welded X Othe r-

RESUI.TS

lorquc 21880 lb ft (Oscillogrph
Torquc 21940 lb ft (Panel Recorder)
Of-tl r F-ar.. -r- A't-al Tor1q. Z1940 lb ft
Rolling Rdius 11 .9 int

Brake Prensore 1000 pi ( Otcillogrnph
Brake l'tessN e__ pst (Panel Recorder)

REhMARKS

Dote 4-25-68

CA>
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted mpb
STOP TIME As noted -

STOP DISTANCE I I

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p.- b.k
-- p.I mIn.

__ RSI mw'.

Sho, 1 of7

D-.. 4-16-68 -

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

Ti.,. Lph pDl .'. i

TI 1327 [3
1 1133C

T21
3 1342

Tl =

6 F415
TZ _

Ti 11452

35
35
35

40. 5
40.5
OSrnu,

151

35

35
40.5

0n I

35

550t 4.5
_ S r inute ta

5001 4. 9

700

10

500

_ 7 r

Z4.61

5
5. 9

Inute t

ninute tkxi

30 6ninute ,

TOROUE

A,
5
. P~o

lI, Ib P

. . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PrI

P]ase _ :1
nutes tai I I

167Z0 17800

SJo E n
55Z0 73Z0

curves

TEMhPERATURES°F *
* OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES F

4 1 5 1 6 1 7 5 0 1 9So. I I0

TZF_

_j r

'See

EP355

I I I I I I I I I i i iI I _. I ..___ I _. I .____ _

iinute tixi

7---- 1 5750-mute ta�d---

C..-e S-., I Pi...n H ... 1l Tl
Inl1-1 I P..k Inlo I P..k

, I



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted ,.,h

STOP TIME As noted .
STOP OISTANCE -- h

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Planl

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p _ .I6

__ p.i m1

-- PSI,,- .

S.., 2 of 7

o." 4-16-68

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

_ Londln9 Deie S,.. SIop TORQUE ziTEMPERATURES DF
NI. Tl Vlel7 P Tlr. DI.,n- Av Poi - e tfrPsrHuig TqoPo * OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES °F

.e ph _ I | _ lb d b 1 nl 1 P.o.k nil P..k Ilto P.oik 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 150 40. 5 500 6.5 5640 8100 = = =_= = _

SF _Simula ted £1 ght pE rind -No Fans_ ==

1 1532 15 1 700- Z2.- -,s 5040 5950 _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Tl _ 35 _ 3 minu te tax, _ _ _

121535 35 500 6.8a 5040 5950 _ = =_ _ _

13 1540 35 500 6.7 4920 t tl 6000 = = = = = == = = _

T2 40. 5 - 7 minu te tax._ = = = = =

14 1547 40. 5 500 7. 1 5100 6060 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

H _ 30 min ute p r D iod________
1617 End E hase _ le I 3 C ce _ = = = = = = = =_

Tl 2045 35 Begin _vycle 2 - 3 ninul e ta-- 1

XL204* 35 500 5, 9 - 5760 7320 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

im _ 35 i5 minu~ te a _ _ _ _
16 205: 35 500 5. 9 5760 7320 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T21
17 IZ10C

l8 2125

40.5 _

1 51 700

7. 2

7 minu te taxi

I 5520 7140

3 minulte tax

EP355

Tl 35
23.E

.I

ING



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted mph

STOP TIME As noted
STOP DISTANCE -- h

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p.i 6-k

-- - ml .17.

-- p.I .-

__. 3of7
oD.. 4-16-68

OTHER Tnrn-Ar-Lad -

Capability

S. I| L. I L| V g I |P.k.
N.. TI-~ .

7
h H".)

I 4 -__-
10 1217 35
T1I 1 35

'I 12140

21 3

221I

5; 12250

TI

T2

Ti I

40.5

40.5

151

35
27 IZ5i8 35

PP I

sV p st.p
Tl' Dlspr

T!ee I (.

5401 8.0

;4_ I A 4 1

800 Z0.7

565 16.9

TORQUE * TEMPERATURES°F

Ag.

lb F,

:e taxi

P.k k
lb I,

4800 6470
Eriod I

e. tax1
;7A0 17020n

7 minule taxi

6480 F9000

5 minule tax
5040

[0.5 | |_ | 117 minuke tax
14R00 (420

30 minlste pa-k per [odI

* OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES-F

EP355

10

I.5y 58n Q 7.S

l l l l l l l

F1 1 -- 1 3 5 1 1 - -
Z6 122531 35 1 565 1 7. 0 1

4 5 6 7 a 9

minU

w
-

3 mln



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted ph
STOP TIME As noted
STOP DISTANCE -- ft

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 - .i bock

_ __ S I n

,.I -

sh-, 4 of 7
Do-. 4-17-68

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

_... s.k DS.IP TOROUE S TEMPERATURES F
So°P T~og V.loeit P..~.. T,.,. Di.Mon. A P.k C.,,.. S..,., Pij.on Ho..F,, T.,.e.. Pi. _ OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES°F

Ho. ITi. mph, p6i *ee h lb ,1, In.1i P..k .1-1.1 P..k I,,i,,1 P..k 4 5 6 7 a 9 0

,Dase 1..Cy le 3
1 4 n 1di ycle - 3 mi-. ===

Z 0z48 560 6.7 _ 5100 73z0

0Q2s: so .0. - - - - - -s-s so==
7 min .e tah.

31 03O0 60 7. 0 4980 7680I
SF - Simul ted fli ht - lo F ns
3Z 03z5 760 zz,1 16000 8880
Ti 3 min, ttax.
33 03z8 6z0 6.4 5Z80 6z40

_T -_ 5 min tilX t a x _
34 0333 640 6.0 5Z80 6600
Tz 7 rnin, m t-_
3s~ 034t 64 7Q -4 4Rn0I(,77_n =_

_Z _ L 30 mi te park pel iod _

Ti 041i_ 3 mint e tax,_
36 0413 680 s.8 sszo 8s80

37 0418 t 680 5. 5 5400 8340
TZI I 7 min te tax ___

REMARKS * See temperature curves

EP355

00



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted mph

STOP TIME As noted

STOP DISTANCE -- 1I

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p.i .,

- - 1 I.

_- _ p ti w.

si,.. 5 of7

Don 4-17-68

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

_ _ tanding DroW S,.p Sop TORDUE
SwDp L§v VSOIY P-,. Ti . Dls'n- 7A .OR P.

Ne. Tlme mpb _P., ... lb 1S 1

3_8 0425 680 7. 1 SZZ0 8340

SF _ Simula ted nl ght Re
39 0450 800 Z1.7 6480 9000
Tl1 3 minutes ta di

40 0453 700 6. 5640 7200
TI 5 minute tax.

41 0458 0 . 5400,7320

4Z 10505 17001 7.01 6Z0017500

* TEMPERATURES*F
* OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES °F

5 L 6

EP355

>
I-a

Seetempertutre curves

74 a 9 I 0



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY As noted .,h

STOP TIME As noted
STOP DISTANCE -- h

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 P.1 b.1

_- p.l .Il

__ F-t'.P -

Sho, 6 of 7

Do.. 4-17-68

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

_'. I L. I L-ding IREk. SI p Stop TOROUE * TEMPERATURES °F
SN. TIZ V.1-Ity P. Ti. I- A . P k C- , So. Pisb, n H, Torq PH * OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES *F

N T ..pI, PmIph ._ I lbf, I lb I I ,- I P..k la.Ii I P..h * |_5 | 6 7 | 8 | 9 | 1 __9

PhaEse 2
32. _ _ __ _ mnpe_ a~p..2 r.

1 17 32.3 3 mne ta
& T3I3 32.3 50l A1 A

Tl 32.3 _ rut a

2 -1 3-35 32. 3 5001 6.7 40

T2

SF

4

1 34
_ 37 -

14071 139.5 1700 124. 6

TI 1 32. 3

7 1422i 37. 5

TI 1145Z 32.3 _

600 1 8.0

7 n-i-
4740

ted fnu
6000

te tax
4Rn5

5 minute t.,

4980

4800

7n(n

6900

6080

6600

_ 1451 i 32. 3 650J 5.7 155Z018580
T1 32.3 _ 5 rninu te t.

3 1 50 32 3 650 6. 1 5760 8460

_ _ _ A .__
REMARKS * See temperature ceurveR

- . . - I -

EP355

Ie0

3

010

SD4



BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LAHDING VELOCITY As noted .p,
STOP TIME As noted
STOP DISTANCE -- I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. Q-6031

PRESSURE: 140 p.1 hcL

-- psI -

--p s S I -..

sh, 7 of 7
D-. 4-17-68

OTHER Turn-Around
Capability

L-niln I'll S .o .S [r TOROUE v* TEPERATURES F * OTHER PEAK TEMPERATURES F

Stop Loq V. P,.:. TIl. OIs,- A,; I P.kIL C-n..., S.,, P- [ ... .i T.,,q_, Ild.
N. TI. Iph PI - 1 6' ID 1b I,.Iol | P I P.k I lIi'm| P.oI 4 [ 5 | 6 | 7 1 B | 9 10

__ _ _ - -I I I I 1 I I

TZ7 1
no 1150o,
11 I50ln

ble.1

7
14980 1 780

7Z~00 97800

EP355

I

peratuire curv

_ I
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Q-6 031

Qualification
of the

B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3
MLG Brake Assembly for the
LTV A7D Aircraft.

May 28, 1968

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of qualification tests conducted on the

B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3 MLG brake assembly for the LTV A7D aircraft.

Test procedures and requirements were derived from Military Standard

MIL-W-5013G, LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, and B.F.Goodrich Engineering

Report ER-2731 Revision "E".

AUl tests were conducted at the B.F.Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant,

Troy, Ohio.

Tests were conducted under the following Internal Test Request Numbers:

T-1906-45 stop, 5 stop and worn brake RTO.

T-1867-New brake RTO

T-1572-Extreme temperature, endurance, leakage.

T-1904-New brake peak torque survey, structural torque.

T-1724-Worn brake peak torque survey.

T-1720-Piston housing burst test.

T-1859-Turn around capability test.
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Hydraulic Pressure Tests
Structural Torque Test
Turn-Around Capability Test-Cooling Profile
Salt Spray Test Log
2-1162-3 Parts List
3-1293-1 Parts List

Page

A-27
A-28 thru A-30
A-31
A-32 thru A-34
A-35
A-36 thru A-38
A-39
A-40 thru A-42
A-43
A-44 thru A-46
A-47
A-48 thru A-50
A-51
A-52 thru A-54
A-55
A-56 thru A-58
A-59
A-60 thru A-62
A-63
A-64
A-65 thru A-67
A-68
A-69
A-70 thru A-72
A-73, A-74
A-75
A-76
A-77
A-78 thru A-89
A-90
A-91
A-92
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CONFIGURATION

Brake assemblies

-- B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162

Extreme Temperature Tests

Leakage Test

Statiu Test

--B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3 Parts list, pag'

Normal Energy Stops

Overload Stops

Worn Brake RTO

-_-Peak Torque Surveys

Structural Torque

Turn Around Capability

B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3

Brake Burst Test

B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3

New Brake RTO

Wheel Assembly

B.F.Goodrich P/N 3-1293-1 Parts List, Pai

II- TEST EQUIPMENT

Dynamometers

84 inch (Flywheel Diameter) Adamson-United Company
Inertia Equivalent-1797 to 19794 lbs.
Flywheel peripheral speed 0 to 130 mph.
Wheel load to 25000 lbs.
Standard Dynamometer Instrumentation

* 120 inch(Flywheel Diameter) Adamson-United Company
Inertia equivalent-7511 to 49763 lbs.
Flywheel peripheral speed 0 to 250 mph.

*Wheel load to 60000 lbs.
Standard dynamometer instrumentation

e A-90

ge A-91
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II TEST EQUIPMENT

Hydraulic Test Panel

B.F.Goodrich Special Design
Cycle rate 0 to 60 cpm
Pressure-O to 5000 psi

Hydraulic Pump

Blackhawk Porta Power
0 to 5000 psi

Extreme Temperature Equipment

Blue M Electric Company, Manufacturer

Model FTBR-27-6owC-HEG/l004-27

S/N R2C4-i02

Range -1000 F to +400°F

Oscillograph

Midwestern Instruments Corp.

Model 621

NS/N

Direct-writing light beam

Tape System

Bell and Howell, Mfr.

14 channel

Model VR-3400
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III RESULTS

Before undergoing formal qualification tests, all test specimens were

subjected to the standard quality control inspections of the B.F.Goodrich

Company and as required by MIL-W-5013G, paragraphs 4.5.1 through 4.5.4.

1. Dynamic Brake Tests

1.1 Normal Energy Stops

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.11 and Table 1.

LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, paragraph 4.3.1.10

BFG ER-2731, Revision "E"

b. Requirements

45 normal energy stops shall be conducted to the conditions presented

in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Enerey Condition
Test Conditions Normal Overload RTO 1* RTO Z*

Number of Stops 45 5 1 1
KE - ft-lbs x 106 12.01 13.95 2. 135 18.09
IE - lbs. 18273 16928 18311 18311
Landing Velocity - mph 140.3 156.94 59.0 171. 6
Deceleration - f/s/s 9.33 10 10 10
Inflation - psi 270 270 270 270
Wheel Load 18, 100 18, 100 18, 100 18, 100
Back Pressure - psi 140 140 140 140

*These 2 stops comprise the RTO condition for the brake. These
stops shall be conducted in rapid succession with elapsed time not
to exceed 5 minutes.

After normal energy stops 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33, 38, and 43 while

energy absorbing members are at their peak temperature, increase the brake pressue

to 1000 psi. Cooling fans will be turned on when the bead seat temperature reaches

its peak value.
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After normal energy stops 3, 18, and 38 no cooling shall be used until

all peak temperatures are reached in the brake.

Stops 5, 20, 23, 33, and 35 shall be conducted using cooling fans during

and after the stop.

It shall be demonstrated before each stop that the brake is free to rotal

The 45 normal energy stops shall be conducted on one set of friction

material.

c. Results

The 45 stops were conducted with the following average results:

Number of stops - 45

KE- 12.01 x 106 ft. lbs.

iE - 18273 lbs.

Landing velocity - 140.3

Deceleration - 9.32 ft/sec/sec.

d. Substantiating Data

Brake Test Logs - pages A-1 through A-7, Appendix.

Wear Data Sheets - pages A-l1 through A-14, Appendix

Torque, pressure vs time curves
pages A-i9 through A-42,

Cooling Profile Curves

Peak Torque Surveys

Specification Reference

LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, paragraph 4.3.1.10.

BFG ER-2731 "E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.1.1.

:e.

Appendix.

34-919 0 - 70 - 12

1.2

a.
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1.2 Peak Torque Surveys(continued)

b. Requirements

During the course of the 45 normal stop test, the torque development

capabilities of the brake shall be determined by conducting maximum pressure

stops from speeds of 10, 20, 40, 60, and 100 mph. Tests shall be conducted

on both a hot and cold brake, at worn conditions. This will also be conducted

on a new brake.

c. Results

Tests were conducted as specified on both a new brake and a worn brake.

d. Substantiating data

Peak torque vs Time curves - pages A-15 through A-18, Appendix.

1.3 Static Torque Test

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.11.

SFG ER-2731 "E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.1.2.

b. Requirements

The pressure required to develop a static torque of 113,000 in-lbs. shall

be determined during the 45 stop test. The test shall be conducted on the brake:

a. While at room temperature (approximately 70PF)

b. With brake heated bya normal energy stop, the test to be conducted

as soon as is practical after the stop.

The above tests shall be performed after stops 4, 23, and 41.

c. Results

Test was conducted as required. Results are shown on static torque

log sheet(See Appendix)

d. Substantiating Data

Static Torque Test Log, page A-10, Appendix
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1.4 Overload Energy Stops

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.11 and Table 1.

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.2.

b. Requirements

Five overload energy stops shall be conducted to the conditions of Table 1,

using the same friction materials as were used for the normal energy stops.

After overload energy stops number 3 and 4 (test stops 48 and 49) no

cooling shall be used until all peak temperatures are reached in the brake and

in the bead seat. Temperature recordings shall continue until the hottest

portion of the brake has cooled to 3000F.

Overload stop number 2(test stop 47) shall be conducted using cooling

fans during and after the stop. Temperature recordings shall continue until

the hottest portion of the brake has cooled to 3000F.

c. Results

The 5 overload stops were conducted with the following average results:

Number of stops-5

KE - 13.78 x 106 ft. lbs.

IE - 16928 lbs.

Landing velocity - 156.1 mph

Deceleration - 8.91 ft/sec/sec.

d. Substantiating Data

Brake Test Log, page A-8, Appendix

Torque Pressure vs Time Curves
Pages A-43 through A-62, Appendix

Cooling Profile Curves
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1.5 RT0 Stops

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.11 and Table 1.

LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, paragraph 3.3.14.2

BG ER-2731 "E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.3

b. Requirements

The 2.135 x 106 stop and the 18.09 x 106 stop described in Table 1,

comprise the RT0 energy condition for the brake. The brake shall have new

friction materials for this test.

The 2.135 x 106 stop shall be conducted first and the 18.09 x 106 stop

shall be conducted as soon as the dynamometer has achieved the required velocity.

This time is not to exceed five minutes.

Pans will not be used until fuse plugs have blown.

This test shall be conducted on both a new brake and a fully worn brake.

c. Results

The test was conducted with the following results:
NEW BRAKE

RTO1 RTO 2

XE- 2.135 x 106 ft. lbs. 18.09 x 106 ft. lbs.

IE- 18311 18311

Landing Velocity- 60.4 mph 171.8 mph

Deceleration- 9.13 ft/sec/sec. 9.54 ft/sec/sec.

WMX~ BRAKE
RTO I R 2

KE- 2.209 x 106 ft. lbs. 17.82 x 106 ft. lbs.

IE- 18311 18311

Landing velocity- 60.1 mph 170.7 mph

Deceleration- 6.12 ft/sec/sec. 5.81 ft/sec/sec.
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1.5 RTO Stops(continaed)

d. Substantiating Data

Brake Test Logs, pages A-8, A-9, Appendix

1.6 Turn Around Capability

a. Specification Reference

BFG ER 2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.4

b. Requirements

The brake, with new friction materials, shall be subjected to the Test

Spectrum of Table 2, three times. The brake shall be cooled to ambient temperature

between sequences.

After the three sequences of Table 2 are performed, the sequence of Table

3 shall be conducted.

The energy absorbed by the brake during the 15 minute taxi period shall

be simulted by 3 brake stops to the conditions shown in Table 4 for the sequence

shown in Table 3, and to the condition shown in Table 5 for the sequence shown

in Talbe 2. The deceleration for the taxi stops in Tafe 2 will be 8 fps2 and

6 fps2 for Table 3.

TABLE 2

Total Elapsed KE IE Decel. Rate
Maneuver Time (ft-lbs) (Ibs) (ft/sec/sec)

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Fly 25 min.
Land 11. 95 x 106 15630 10

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Park 30 min.

• Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Fly 25 min.
Land 11.95 x 106 15630 10

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 106 15630
Park . 30 min.

Wheel beadseat temperature shall not exceed 3500 F and fusible plugs
shall remain intact.

NOTE: * Taxi Requirements
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1.5 RTO Stops (continued)

TABLE 3

Total Elapsed KE IE Decel. Rate
Maneuver Time (ft-lbs) (ibs) (ft/sec/sec)

* Taxi 15 min. 2.135 x 1o6 18311
Fly 25 min.
Land 11. 95 x 106 18311 8.5

* Taxi 15 min. 2. 135 x 106 18311
Park 30 min.

' Taxi 15 min. 2. 135 x 106 18311
RTO 14.4 x 1o6 18311 10

*Taxi Requirements

Cooling fans may be used during taxi to simulate 30 knot wind speed
and during parking to simulate an 8 knot wind.

TABLE 4
Taxi Requirements

Stops Total Elapsed IE Landing KE
Required Time (lbs) -Velocity - mph ft-lbs x 1o 6

1 3 min. 18311 32.4 .6402
1 8 min. 18311 32.4 .6402
1 15 min. 18311 37. 4 .8552

TABLE 5
Taxi Requirements

c. Results

The test was conducted as specified. Results are shown in graphic form

on pages A-78 through A-89, Appendix.

d. Substantiating Data

Cooling Profiles, pages A-78 through A-89, Appendix.
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1.7 Structural Torque

a. Specification Reference

NIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.12

LTV Specification Document 204-16-37d, paragraph 3.3.10.

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.1.1.3.

b. Requirements

With the brake actuated by maximum operating pressure of 1000 psi, the

wheel and brake shall withstand a structural torque of 250,000 in-lbs. without

failure. The load shall be applied by means of a belt wrapped around the periphery

of the tire. If slippage occurs, the friction forces of the brake shall be

pinned or welded. This test shall be performed after the turn-around tests

of paragraph 1.6.

c. Results

Test was conducted as specified. A structural torque of 250,200 in-lbs.

was pulled with no failure to the brake or wheel assembly.

d. Substantiating Data

Structural Test Log, page A-77, Appendix.

2. Static Brake Tests

2.1 Endurance Test

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.15.

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.2.2.

b. Requirements

The brake actuation device, using simulated piston loads in lieu of friction

materials, shall be required to withstand 100,000 cyles of application and release

of normal operating pressures (as defined by MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 6.3.2) and

5,000 cycles at the maximum operating pressure of 1000 psi. The 100,000

cycle portion of this test shall be divided into portions of 25,000 cycles
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2.1 Endurance Test continued)

b. Requirements(continued)

each with piston loads adjusted to simulate 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent worn

conditions respectively, for the four 25,000 cycle portions.

There shall be no leakage or failure during or upon completion of this

test.

Before and after the endurance test, pressure required to bring the

braking surfaces into initial contact shall be observed and recorded. The minimum

pressure at which braking surfaces disengage upon release of pressure shall also

be noted and recorded. This test shall be conducted with the brake mounted

on the torque flange of a horizontal axle, with the wheel assembly installed.

c. Results

The test was conducted with results shown on the Endurance Test Log(See

Appendix).

d. Substantiating Data

Endurance Test Log, pages A-73 and A-74, Appendix.

2.2 ExtrememTemperature Test

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.16.1 and 4.5.16.2.

BFG ER 2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.2.4.1 and 1.4.2.2.4.2

b. Requirements

The brake, filled with operating fluid, shall be subjected to a temperature

of 160%F in a thermostatically controfled oven for apperiod of 168 hours with

an applied pressure equal to normal operating pressure. Immediately upon

removal from the oven and while still at elevated temperature, the brake shall

by cycled 1000 times at normal operating pressure, followed by 25 cycles at

maximum operating pressure. Leakage at static seals shall not exceed a trace,
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2.2- Extreme Temperature Test (continued)

b. Requirements (continued)

and leakage at dynamic seals shall not exceed one drop of fluid per each 3

inches of peripheral seal length.

Upon completion of the aging and heat test, the brake filled with operating

fluid at atmospheric pressure shall be subjected to a temperature of -65oF for a

period of 72 hours. (See Figure 2) There shall be no leakage during this period.

At the expiration of the 72 hours, the brake with fluid entering at a temperature

of -65 F shall be cycled 25 times at normal operating pressure, followed by

5 cycles at maximum operating pressure. Leakage shall be limited as above.

Brake clearance shall be checked between each cycle to insure complete brake

release. The time required for complete brake release shall be ovserved and

recorded.

c. Results

Test was conducted to the conditions shown on page A-75, Appendix.

d. Substantiating Data

Extreme Temperature Test Log, page A-75, Appendix.

2.3 Leakage Tests

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraphs 4.5.13.1 and 4.5.13.2

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraphs 1.4.2.2.5.1 and 1.4.2.2.5.2

b. Requirements

After completion of the cold test, the brake shall be parked for a period

of 5 minutes with an applied pressure of 1500 psi.(one and one half times the

maximum operating pressure). The brde shall then be parked for 5 minutes with

an applied pressure of 5 psi. There shall be no measureable leakage or

permanent set during these tests.
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2.3 Leakage Tests(continued)

b. Requirements(continued)

The brake shall be cycled 25 times at maximum operating pressure(lOOOpsi).

Leakage at static seals shall not exceed a trace. Leakage at moving seals shall

not exceed one drop of fluid per each 3 inches of peripheral seal length.

c. Results

The tests were conducted as required.

There was no leakage or permanent set.

d. Substantiating Data

Hydraulic Pressure Test Log, page A-76, Appendix.

2.4 Static Pressure Test

a. Specification Reference

MIL-W-5013G, paragraph 4.5.14

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraph 1.4.2.2.6

b. Requirements

The brake, with 100 percent worn linings, shall be parked for 5 minutes

at twice maximum operating pressure (2 x 1000 = 2000 psi). There shall be

no leakage or failure. Pressure shall then be increased undil failure occurs.

Pressure at failure shall be recorded.

c. Results

There was no leakage when pressure of 2000 psi was applied to the brake

for 5 minutes.

Pressure was increased to 3170 psi before failure occured.

d. Substantiating Data

Hydraulic Pressure LTest Log, Page A-76, Appendix.
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2.5 Salt Test

a. Specification Reference

BFG ER-2731"E", paragraph 1.4.1.6

b. Requirements

The brake shall undergo the salt spray test of MIL-STD-810A, Method

509.1, Procedure I.

c. Results

The test was conducted as required. There was no detrimental effects

on the brake.

d. Substantiating Data

Test Log, Page A-90, Appendix.

IV CONCLUSION

The B.F.Goodrich P/N 2-1162-3 brake assembly does not meet the intent

or the requirements of the applicable specification documents and therefore

is not qualified.
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brakc Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B:FGOODRICH AEROSPACI ;!EFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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Sheet ____ __
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B:F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC I DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake PlMnl

Troy; Ohio
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B'F.GOODRICH'AEROSPAt, .'' DEFENSE PRODUCTS
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS '
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. _____o_
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY 10.3 m .ph

STOP TIME "..2 /
STOP DISTANCE .2V 9e

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE'& DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY /40L1,. mph

STOP TIME v2 /

STOP DISTANCE I .9 . I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

BRAKE TEST LOG
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B.F.GSODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Disk _ Lining

I - NOMENCLATURE

Disk Assy No. 1,34-4 .. Carrier I
Cirrier No. Carrier I
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Dirk_ - Ain

Disk Assy No.. /
Carrier No. /
SDgm nt No
Friction Matra _

TEST NO. r7-,9o(6
Shee-t _ o G

NOMENCLATURE
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CarrierNo. OZZ,24- . C e
Lining No. .CD 43 A.
Friction Material 5.yr nn,,

BRAKE STOP THICKNESS WEAR
LOCA- COM- WT. OD ID Position Per Stop REMARKS
TION PLE- LBS. INS; INS. i 2 3 Avg. Total Per Surf.

.LBS .s INS.-~ INS.,o I0 251 _91 _ Lpeo

. _. t/gS ZS 0 ,P~~~~~~~~~o- gis«in .s ins.

9qe qff t 0i . q1 f - -eh 60 5i fI -Y

/10 .0bo L .f I:
_1 ~2?~ 0 292 og3 .77~ 2r.Y v

2Ao 6. 0> R-fj R0 ".@.M6~7.Z 1

_ n _O _ _

__= =_ _ __ _

_f Qi 'o te C vt t > ss- fr9 -} 
w fd~7 R

eD7- bi.oZ v o f /vrrrooFc.L / R -r H

0

2D

,/¢1

.1

:

_ _ I

...' -e, EP215



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

t WEAR DATA
Disk_ -

1
.ining

Disk Assy No.

Carrier No.

Segment No.
Friction Material

TEST NO. T7%176
Sheet 3 o/

NOMENCLATURE

Carrier & Lining Assy No.2Y4427o, .
Carrier No. 2 &- 26

Lining No. .Tog.t
Friction Material S;i '" erd

THICKNESS WEAR
BRAKE STOP'
LOCA- COM- WT. OD ID Position Per Stop REMARKS
TION PLE- LBS. INS. INS. I 2 3 4 Avg. Total Per SurL.
NO. TED - / in. in. in. in. ins.

S. o. .730 o 9 3&2. 7

/ .<S0 A1. B/B SR2-.7SD 9,2-.3 vo 9L3 316i 922 -

-. ,f 60 _7wa o- -a 6 (a .C 5 A

.3 _ . $- YA_ -

3 30; 491 44c 7&J6,at ^

k. 0I/°
- -.i- ;, , s' b -

Ep2L5 _ -- _ _ __ __.
IeP2 15'

ts3
0



B.F.GO

<~~~~~
o to /

ODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Disk _ Lining

NOMENCLATURE

Disk Ansy No. / 3 3- Carrier &
Carrier No. _ . Carrier N
Segment No. 13 3, Lining N
Friction Material1 Friction

TEST NO. -/9oG
Sheet 4ao _

h Lining A.ay No.
No.

M t. i
Material /

BRAKE STOP THICKNESS WEAR
LOCA- COM- WT. OD ID Position Per Stop REMARKS

TIO)9. PLE- LBS. INS. INS. 2 3 4 Avg. Total Per Surf.
NO. TED A/" in. in. in. in. in. ins. ins.

-P21 --



B:F.GOODRICH'AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel' and Btake Plant

Troy; Ohio

TEST NO: T-/90G___
HBakL Aasembly No. - -- Lining No. S-04.34

Lining Material

Sheet I

Disk'No. /3 -4 <
Disk'Miterial S

After Arab. Brake Temperature Brake Pressure Static Torque
Date Stop Temp. Hot Cold' Hot I Cold' Hot Cold REMARKS

No. OF OF OF psi psi lb ft lb ft

S/_ S 'f s1 0 / o O O / ° °° ° dD 7.006 Thgse i 0 o u0 F_ s tkr9 ec Ffemv _
_ vfaL 2

_ 2. iT -io i _ _ g O , 6 ' - C

S//x,/ 't' VO f 1e00 /Z03 Sooo /Zo Q0____ i/ AzL u fa n /CAD1 A ss G .

_ _____ __________ _

STATIC-TORQUE

I
I

0

I



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE-& DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. 7- So a,

Brake Assembly No. , -/ 14-3 LiningNo. -144-2.70
Lisisg Material . 3

STATIC TORQUE Sheet / of /

Disk No. / _34-_44

Disk Material 5S7.

After Amb. Brake Temperature Brake Pressure Static Torque
Date Stop Temp. Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold REMARKS

No. OF °F OF psi -psi lb ft lb it

- .S~-3- 6f t . a .L .... o00 e C o G° L rH6ss raA&..s r wds,, A4M x6

_ 26. co 2 F6LT~~~~~~~100 "e 0

~'-9-d6> ~L. .to -L: 0 /000 G O 0 q ne4 .° X .a gco orzAer
c'- f-6 L LO JoP o ,o /eo

rP69

0



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. / 2-/J4

DATE SIGNATURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

m 2 /L. Ic--$Thsr /I,_ow sep sc,~z. o 73sOU e,re F12. y TI~d". £)7S.,-

T, ~~ 7- S 7- u pJ *-2 ~ ,.'~~-

5rD PS n .QPi Vz.C C. IL.T- n' rICA' p .A7

6/gW ?, Je 1!. 9/elO~e ZD eAC14 Sr~fX T741; nPOTZ . ^ / CltA< *CF 1L.7'

7). ~P G7)4-cS~ S 4 A.v O AiM A £-C rn a 7) . l ., D1L P f im/aLEJC_ ,.0 r s _ ,, I T? r f 0 . PSa' 4L- t': °C PL L '74

.~~~~>~ .fgC m P I" -A~DW-A1-J L0f 'd1 TC. 7 71 CVS ZY OtscR rd P .-J :.-G.#CI

/L,'r-r r S')4 AP A RenG C'S,->LJ /SP rn R,9P Rc-QO.PL . o)t3g

/3~~~~~~~4r-rL- , sqnk ; 774 .f . DE P o t p .r f' P~ / AL L. rX >L

. 4/4/ a A~ ~~n4 oA01- 4. M,

E Pr64A' 7i, R - 04Y PANCL *If-ou71- P /V

LP64

Sheet / Or' 7



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC. A DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. LL-
Sheet

DATE SIGNATURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

-71L. & M~ ~1 ~.9, 1 I-S..CALL, 7?.kf AY, .L A0t

v~~~~~~~~ S

v~~~~~~P C- Eli, /F 8_ar '

___ ~~~~~~~~~a) 7I.- o735 %c//4i -' G6fZ'eA- /Ig'4 0F

_&)EE0 OLI VE 15OL o4gf=

OLIJE -? M-ACg I-7g 70 r
. iB) 7ig-n92 ie//Oal -oe tAtJvLC- 788 °Fi

.__ °~,0 PA)-> 6r2AY I 2- 2F

__6,qy --7 So go Wj 198 F

AU_ i ,. ~ I ~,~e m .m I £ •,e.-..4 G1efs i ' AMP TdOU7?4AFrl"C A),-' TrjFr-

kiC rg~44. r-H n,' T)iA or 7?L VP6 +

_____ ~ ~ EXGS RU4-V A4M- ,RLL.S. P .S-k
EP64:.

o



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC, I DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel andl Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. ir- 14 .7
Sheet 3 .oc. 7

DATE SIGNATURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

_.6 . . ..

4/si D2g/e R'A2 osf )/o"e4 0WL of urfl 5Ivp (i) 0k0 46 I f-4r A,

t4IAS STh,/'- .co6s :s I4? SCL ojd f_ Lo

LrIVO U 41 t J ';A0g3Th1 MPe1 K ntAt T r744M. nrP IF,e ,rF

4Wi1-/ + tAAP_ (rw4' +i-i 2i~ -.

/~~~~~~~~~~~ nt r IC n.; 0 f- 4 i.O, jb F41 .... .......... .,-70 7),fr nrf^x~J DZ4c1yM,

9 < j~~~no. g~~an rn S>17P 7&& ck/e/.4Jr- nlje . a'ri 9T~E rQ e- rt

}'>'~~ ~ ~~~ wd_ s , -5 t;- , Co ufd-

k~~~~~~~~~-cZ p) } , AO- 1)6, S0 §MEW 14 K'n 9Mc0 fili

H _ _ _ _ _ _ __ , .
EP64

toCO3



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC. i DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. 7-,&7

DATE SIGNATURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

i lI)gLVFf~eri. Wv-zp~np 7* &4 (le At tgacti 'wIzE R(oPeu SPek

,, ~~~A "I . Yf-J,~t WIF{ N- /S5S2 Ft PL,. OA)f I AtS7;- )

fL w JX l 7- - -m P :*i&a 72r '0oJ QF -ISPAkly REL195r-61 PQS~r7O0r ¢

.. __ p1 5/n( = P l (=tC- (ei im, 'MP 2- a-7

EP64

0



. B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC. , DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. -- IS-G7

DATE SIG kTURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

P 30 IIeAigg 7?~4~1e ZOA Pd~r k4 9:V F (J9- C~)A

Al I

_____ ___________A___4___-AAAA 7V -L. oe z ,iA-Z~, 44 4 , -- oIf

4'/1 ~ ~ ~ ~ u .I. P,7 7W/)7)c- ~Z.•O
SklL R X~~~x A,. ss *447 /9oZx B~g~td G.t

<=zK4 = ~~~6=70lz sE f ;/ ,) 0_ 4 op~

0 I,~~~~~~0 0 1(4&~j&-S~~FFe

< A2. ST s ~v Ps/ 73F..t s~e F,~ £nc )7# SF ?>nA .7 9

m _ oi 2r<I ~~~AC- -sT. 5r~ 7 Ce-PLzrs c-,rNo -5trAAD^enr 7-'Ce~v.-Le

S7r: p 4k r 9 & s7J CIF ?C CvE.PLiM 5 Fa7--

. >fS 2~~~~~~~~~, 4 §;,,r, 5]as, -C ?,n ' : .Ak 91VC/r-rA!14 16-L no tlf

-- 6r (4AJ 1 bT
EP64

Sheet mc- 0 7



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACL > DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. I- 2
Sheet Go C e

DATE SIGNATURE SPECIAL TEtT REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

V Co 1. -KoE c IG .00Sx FT- &-; XE

._. 1931/. lhA. v~ M=/A/. 8o adI., scaZ A = 3 73

_ AC m ,s e ,,4.uf Lfv rD , 0 . ? ,E e,6 r< bea v e r z

EP64

5e w-



* B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC. . DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. 7 - / 7 (i- o * C)

DATE SISNATURE SPECIAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

. .Zai ~~ThfZAL6r e-~=C,9A47ad 72!U A *AuL-,%' - S1- 7+'- 9-11- VA

J VfLocjr'1 ~ ADc{ PuEeo

80

.~~~~~ ( f Tr A2 4 ~mAI R Dw. r l 6,vj 7A *S~RW /-acG (7 . 0 >S4,vs-Y. OA.S^ : t1SL

_ Z~~ AsnnfL 5S (..... .. R~r) + ~Fl FAAJ ftVR#j6 L6 ItTf.O. oAdLo.V

.~ .s A ,InOFF Fe-,?, /L4- Sv o f IPr Rc

~~~~~~~Vb 7/o0 Pm "w d/cr f?,-. 5 vVa P/r iQ A..X ffm £ Coo zPs YIG 12 R- 0 o

____ L I

____ L ________________ L

Shect 7 Of' 7

CAD

EP64



B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & OEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. T-2kc 7

OPERATOR'S COMMENTS Sheer ,"'o / °F I

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

-4.9f s. WAS * O,.,VVL. rWS 5- 8.0 l I A. - I JD -- nIM e"fA.,2

Snr 4T.- ,. /,-D ST 4.''e4, 1 h,2 .Cv A C ,0WsbJ n s-/~s, A_ 5,.

.4-'i4~ ~ ..;"i R.s,..,t..,~..< C. .-/L, .,... WaAl..v T7J ! 2.s t4, A T r. Apcp TI Att. R,,,r ,.'& .AS

S AIns wz 
T

A h&.- &C-$ A"P-v..v r..'fA~snAf '

_________ ,',ra 01ZSM~,0CMOPJ -4,.F1 .h~., o .- 1- S Po-- A4s p PT0A,0.TJW,-1-4 f8 I v 2O. Afl_,t * .1...... 7tS ACDibf~M, s~rP. re., ~ = rl .is C I-F: SdA crxfl P,.r-Le= +crv

____ ______ rtci..e,,erxt,4 eag 7?&,tA.C .,ucer*,f. T r*.eu Pa,,,. ... ,,, PC ly.,"C pfl, W. ,p,-' e~.D

._____ _________ ,,.P sAA7n1 AcmiY Rh-r A4' oY, t'P6^ P-0s.-c-R 7' c0flL'C Pf-r L a'S

_______ __ __ ? r4 LY. (C~ci.c'l i? am T. Arno - r-T 11.4 ,Lf->

_____l___~i-4-,/7&'P....)<7v.. nS,~ 2WiSe-- r$Cp" A.- Ma)b- 57JAP IAkIz/ CLC~aeOaCTr a277'C .. d

. .~~~~~~~~~ C75 ,ay.-aS CPLDeAf ,C]P.HEr] yJ At-c'r r. "CP.MP., Nqera'Cr'rs .... ) 20 /.OC' S.
;V4s .L;72 b fewe i7.P 7, Il 2w7.rme~ . 'Dfs X's4ce-- vvrj /00cO P's1
*- ",3'ALXf 4- nf . A,, S .- -~ L 2~ . <ACL.4EE 1 LVHjSVFd

0V iP,-44 L-ki oF TH.C TDr-k 4CS-MAn - IVCAMAL-n -77PA1- ( .4A705 ) r

n. UCS PSI . I D F " It / S .AV / 'o M, ,"/A4L/ - A, rO jPAV* P47c?

_I T- IT M0c;nA2

EP65
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. T-Ik7
OPERATOR'S COMMENTS Shoot No. 2 -

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

.eJ,2EoŽE T7l -J 0!;' - -T .R PL' I-' ,: £ .e c r, - -rG F7.cP
7_-, PS75 r LV e1--, FCYA7L-, v'- , 4e~ 57.S

.li±-i _ ,w 6E.~ri, jhRgA UbiL Iz,-aT a GtIAdhb- r,pAe WAs Cj/m--l - Vh- t ' oJ
Ju,,o .o177'? SroP (W_77c ,.,,its : v >Em AeIk6E ,., .s,.' ,s~ ~-r7*

_________ Lc9 V my c-,.g c,,o .J i g T- 4-~ o'.c', 6c -s.. p4ve.°-,Qi2

AA-m I4' ,'L T I, m Ar w' ,i________ &'-k,- A RWAvrJe. Pr"AL)- A TU / e / sv7c7-, --,p- -r

AflsAZ ro 5sE g.iclzer r-r4 _ rx,

5 Ulp R. , -. 5 7 7c6.r 'P A.cfa ' r .'

,______ 6&1 
1

FST wAs f'tr Pf.OI rpr'o ;[N, 740E 1-sJrkawgt0 fLrACJ o

_______ MA.V ivr R-i i-coA .. AFs 5A,.i)A mSS CAL^iO I , gcb A PI F P/777- ee

_______ afi/lPST ,CS ,.A p o, ZF- 57Pq, Tuo v Rf nu A-^ u

_0 )S_ R T tp iA5-i5 'F 9 OS '%O4° WA, C £4a

&Rwf:,.,.thv rpO- )rpO0 , A4PiSF Ps, A Sm F I - _r r Idwa rd,;t c Pfr 'un YA%?,v-mJtp

_______ cAS~~~~~'- FO ~i' t.i dOP00 o-o ~ ,iip , /Tp1kSo~ 4f~ 7,

'J0 gyIJ Atz. . vp.i lop w ,p . D,,c.,i-, P .r -rA Nor CCA r Ac iaF Tpi zrC ' -

Pirao:T., J&iA.. Wl WOO-.r I,. oit- iftr rm 4A7-W A -2 pid 70r Ter C v4gCl ...?

____ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ _ c . S . A-. ,i, '-no,, oaftc ., _so rLP 6c AiA p. A.an atI 0 T 9p.e 6

_ IJE p~~~~~~~ASIJ?- 008 Cl A179 FR C,#Plg -,J+5 2C TTA IPV OF LO' W~SIAS n%~ -TAtz^r~e Ap-gr

_A__ _ _ _ 25t .SOOM Al,-" ii acoS so. iOrf.. .,A5 r-r& O , C , ,in A r ' 0 9, Art p ,) 4

EP6, T~a~f :^sT@R^.t Yo$?;agJID; T5C & hL4 r LA5 r&rD ZFr T cmt ara

I Ak~am~.10t A. VT ICo- A4A-IL:Rrnw*= t r F r
E P65
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. /et: 7

OPERATOR'S COMMENTS

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

A-S-G8 IxA Ro¢C Rrl l5 rflelenl o~taary~rl h-k. 5 aro' ) P ckhnnd ed T. realcr-/nr

Shl Ni-r, ohee I

~D nR X R& U2 g "-P.'. A.r.h:e/ r SnS ed'rP -w4' r le~rte- AAfk' cI~,C /e.T °r/ o -

h CG~ ŽA s 3+ek~i.4/Lk P.-G- AMth e 7, / .S.'ev /n~ br ,I(r c/WX,/ 4-4 /ax '9s c .o PS.I .

____ TAsrn..,'S RAA T - Lg PSL:- > rn -s.I, rA,7-,': <c ~ vxIoe sp., , f^. .7 ~, .4+3

H-.fi=&______ LA <,L ..4(LEed r,; Tir ,5~eQ r:~h .:-i A,,rA p .<~2Q ;~re.. -si-
;/-g-6 ro __________ce Ifl-,,,l ^ :-.nn sL,,./ -G.nlM~ ATr ~ tiU<o G/~r.E or. as WT. A~o4,

. r, SoAE sr-v^ l<;t<I

____-6 '^,"EJ i/,/ T'-j"4c AkM- xtr- TrAr/, /e nA Au7J4Ac'.

4kd- I Ar.: r F J C4. PD , lt 1 .4 PAL A5 7-_EAA'sii/ 45CA

.___ ______ UifPrs .. ne , a. 7sac~ vao pa:z * rOscn 42r:,.cn r, ,'+ cs, .'p R~~pAf

________ CT "Jz~is/n h~p'tA.C / 'sLA .'s,- r,., C,, is. 4,c E /. ia' vW / .vr. 'Adue ni Ac/ se (rosr SW,._____ lrt./ As.~srD As/so * 0.51 5ft5,SbY?) (., t.:/P :j 7AsF Ad ns,, FLS-.:A7'
TI (rep sL .. 7 c .-. :T:.: A r- SA LSR PY .5k 7s dpn PA c.LeAN Ab .

_ _ st qIa -fs74-c,-ga A. eP e Ar Z;!; r,5 ASP -rA, rv r- _.As rIt k C..,
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EP65 b ;O C - 7EIO S; AAILD.e L, I A S -r D TJ_ -a
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. '1-5L7

OPERATOR'S COMMENTS

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

,..'rp t. , AW mcs. 2-At,) Ai. c .,AUg A 4~AtO 7s.,Smgftw l Thc~. ,TiffOg 5-m) AU1AL Al. A

- .......frr~e.........t...... A..n.....o.£..p..A P flF *.,A C MAT CU.,1040r AfltRA SAVP 
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............O....................................... -( A n? SC. p iir_ M Lo/.a'rr~~~~a. AS rrp,
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. _-__&_7

OPERATOR'S COMMENTS

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

L4S PUrL., TA A/eAkp- T,'2A kh, - f r o4c

_ t I fS ,.,,T ,~~~,r, z~tc./ )o 4~w- r& Tw~r.(i/,trzX -Lvr- :As. 49Jct: W4f,+,t.JizZ~~4~ L.. ~1C aAg-i A -T -iT rb&g A r r .O. . I- 2. b --

?Z Pt' it/,o, s/i:~'4 t.a5C-I /e prcod ? / ,? -kS ZV Cn74

_,_____ I re ,T . R. r- Arfz- rho,' PRfIF-4/ vA-fKfriF Iho A fzts I
Jb. D-Oe F 7FS cq fl pcAF S~7; IvF£Ls f~hD Fts?; srF c,;.g4 'r'iZ ReF A&MACU2P WA, CIC1

f t+ -A FRf F tPr Slk Ai~rm 'SwM FAv -6RF, PAF 5--,"ITas ?f aC Xzr
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

TEST NO. - Q_ _

OPERATOR'S COMMENTS

DATE OPERATOR REFERENCE COMMENTS

_,- 4, . 4.ad A-li-T7' 4 f R zwe

_____dz-S YWS Co 26 /2, fort ifz> eez AaSL h ,/r7'r; A.;D.'LAr, To 2-e/-.R
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY / St nph

STOP TIME 22 If -
STOP DISTANCE I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY / .. L ,hp

STOP TIME 3Qa. I ...
STOP DISTANCE _ I

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPAC. & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
LANDING VELOCITY I/& .... omh

STOP T IME M E :

STOP DISTANCE I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACL 6. DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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BRAKE, TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS: /
LANDING VELOCITY 5L.0//7/.

STOP TIME I M. M E

STOP DISTANCE I,

B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Disk L _I Lining

Dink Assy No. / 3 - 4
Carrier No. -

Scgment No. /.:3 -. 2o o
Friction Matcrial 57~

TEST NO. 7. /-& 7
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Dinsk -__ng
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- Scgent No.

Friction Material

TEST NO. r-,6 7
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPACE & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
Dink ;/Linin-

Disk Assy No.
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Scgmcnt No. |
Friction Material

TEST NO. P-l/- ,
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B.F.GOODRICH AEROSPALt & DEFENSE PRODUCTS
Wheel and Brake Plant

Troy, Ohio

WEAR DATA
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BRAKE TEST LOG

REQUIREMENTS:
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Representative CONABLE. At the time you resigned from Goodrich,
what was transpiring with respect to this brake? Apparently it had
failed in the actual tests that were being made, the flight tests, rather
than the laboratory tests; is that right?

Do you know what was transpiring with respect to the brake then?
Mr. VTANDIVIER. During the flight tests; no, sir.
Representative CONABLE. Do you know if anything was going on

with respect to the development of another brake?
Mr. VANDIVIER. There had been mention of scrapping the four-rotor

brake and developing a five-rotor brake. Whether or not it was in pro-
gress at that time I do not know.

Representative CONABLE. You were not consulted and you would not
have been consulted?

Mr. VANDIVEIR. No; I would not have been consulted.
Representative CONABLE. In connection with this?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Not with that decision; no, sir.
Representative CONABLE. Do you know whether anything might

have been going on in some other parts of the laboratory with respect
to the development of a new suggestion? As far as you know your con-
cern was the four-rotor brake?

Mr. VANDIVIER. In the laboratory; if there had been any development
in the laboratory I would have known about it through the test data.
I would have known about it through the test data. I would not flatly
say there was nothing going on in regard to a five-rotor brake. I could
only say that if there was, at this time I do not remember.

Representative CONABLE. Did you have any contact with Govern-
ment inspectors during this period of time?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Only of routine day-to-day contact, speaking to
them and all. They were not

Representative CONABLE. Was the Government inspector involved
in any way in the making of this report?

Mr. VANDIVIER. No, sir. The specification did not require Govern-
ment inspection of the testing.

Representative CONABLE. Is this because it was between you and
LTV at this point, between Goodrich and LTV or why?

Mr. VANDIVIER. I am not sure of the reason for this. I know that on
some tests on some projects the C-5A, for instance, witnessing was
required and the resident Air Force inspector witnessed most of the
tests. On the A-7D this was not required. Why, I do not know.

Representative CONABLE. You make no allegation that a Govern-
ment inspector was somehow involved in this falsification?

Mr. VANDIVIER. The only observation I would make is that he would
not be involved. I am sure that he would have nothing to do with-
I know the man, and his reputation is beyond question.

Representative CONABLE. And so the only people apparently in-
volved in the falsification that you are alleging here would have been
Goodrich people?

Mr. VANDIVIER. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. There would have been no crossing of com-

pany lines on it. It would have been an internal matter as far as you
know?

Mr. VANDIVIER. As far as I know, yes.

34-919 O-70-16
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Representative CONABLE. Do you know from whence the orders
emanated originally to falsify this data? Do you know who was actu-
ally making the statements that you hve reported here, but you do
not know where the orders came from?

Mr. VANDIVIER. I do not know, no. I only know what I was told.
I know that I had discussed this with Mr. Line who was not my im-
mediate supervisor but one of my supervisors and asked him if he
was aware of what was going on, and he said he was aware, and I
asked him, as I have said in my statement here, if he did not think
that this was a rather foolish thing to do. And one thing I did not
mention in my statement-I was concerned that I did not think we
were doing the Goodrich Co. justice by allowing this thing to go on,
and without their knowledge, because I knew that the people in
Akron would not dare risk their reputation on such a project.

Representative CONABLE. What is your employment now, sir?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I work for the Troy News. I am a staff writer.
Representative CONABLE. For a newspaper?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. Were you working for a newspaper at

the time?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I worked part time for approximately 3 years. I

wrote a column three times a week.
Representative CONABLE. I see. And you went right from the Good-

rich Co. to the newspaper?
Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes. When I began writing for the newspaper ap-

proximately 3 years, I had a standing offer to go to work for them at
any time.

Representative CONABLE. That is all I have at this point. Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I would like to follow up, Mr. Vandivier. I
was asking-let me ask this. Did you ever object to the project
manager of the aircraft wheel and brake design section, Robert L. Sink,
about what Goodrich was doing on the A-7 brake report that was
unethical?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes. At our meeting just prior to the meeting
with LTV, this was a day-long Saturday meeting, and I questioned
Mr. Sink repeatedly about what we were doing, and I asked him how
we could present anything to LTV without adding that we had been
lying in the beginning.

Mr. Sink seemed to think that all we had to do was to make a
clean breast of everything, and this would be sufficient, and I sug-
gested that before you can tell the truth, you must first admit that
you had lied, and Mr. Sink became extremely angry and I shut up.
We went to lunch and after lunch he called me to his desk and said
he apologized for losing his temper earlier that morning, and he said
he did not see the situation as one in which we were lying. He said we
were-his words were that we were exercising "engineering license,"
and frankly I do not know what he means by engineering license.

I know what literary license is. I do not know what engineering
license means.

Chairman PROXAHRE. I understand when engineering license is takeNi
it loses engineering license. Why did you finally agree to take part in
writing the false qualification report that you have described for the
A-7D brakes?
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Mr. VANwDnER. Mr. Chairman, that is a question I have asked my-
self many times, and I can give you three reasons. I have seven
children; I have a lot of bills; and I only have a high school educa-
tion. That is the only excuse I can offer you.

Chairman PROXMRE. In your statement you say:
He also said that the latest instructions he had received were to the effect that

if the data from this latest test turned out worse than test T-1867 that we would
write our report based on T-1867.

That was said by whom?
Mr. VANDIVIER. I believe this was said by Mr. Lawson who was pass-

ing along that we would either write the final report from the 13th
qualification attempt or the 14th qualification attempt, whichever was
the best. No. 13 was the one that had the 3-mile RTO, and the torque
values on this test were so low that this was an impossible brake. We
had no choice, if they were going to write a report. We had to do it
on the next attempt, and Mr. Lawison said that we would wait and see
what the data was going to look like and then we would make our
decision in order to write the test from the 13th attempt or the 14th
attempt.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Who changed the brakes stop time to which
you have referred in your statement? Did you change that or was that
changed by somebody else?

Mr. VANDIVIER. No, sir, I did not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You said "The actual stopping time was 141

seconds" and then it was changed to 47-46.8 seconds.
Mr. VANDIVIER. Mr. Chairman, the only thing I can say in regard

to that is that I have here a copy of a note, a handwritten statement
dated the 15th of April, 1968 signed by Mr. R. L. Sink. It is headed
"The A-ID," the No. 1 statement on this "complete the dynamometer
load log for RTO. Use RTO stop time from service stops plus 1 sec-
ond. The stop times on the overload stops need correction."

I do not know who this was submitted to. It was signed by Mr. Sink.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I would like to ask you did you at any time

make any charges whatsoever against the five-rotor brake?
Mr. VANDIVIER. No, sir, that was developed after I left.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is my understanding the five-rotor brake is a

good brake. I have said that. I understand that this is a brake that is
now in use on aircraft. As far as I know, there is no question about
this brake whatsoever. I want to make that absolutely clear, because
I think there has been some confusion between the five-rotor brake
which I understand is a good brake, a workable brake, it is not being
challenged by anybody, it is accepted, it is in use. But it is the four-rotor
brake which is the one that you have been discussing this morning?

Mr. VANDIVIER. Yes, everything I have said here is concerned with
the 2-1162-3 brake which is the four-rotor brake.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very good. All right, now Mr. Lawson, will
tell us again, please, what your job responsibilities were with Good-
rich and how long you were employed with them?

Mr. LAWSON. I started employment with B. F. Goodrich on Jan-
uary 16, 1967, and I was hired in as a project engineer, and my job
duties were detail design of projects that were turned over to me
from the proposal engineer.

Chairman PROXMnRE. And you worked for how long, until what
date?
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Mr. LAWSON. Until October 25, 1968, so about 22 months, 21.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Approximately a little less than 2 years?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. When did you first become aware that there

was a basic design fault in the four-rotor braking?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe I became aware if it after the-I would say

two or three qualification attempts, which would be in December of1967 in that area.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was this basic fault?
Mr. LAWSON. The brake would not make the required number of

stops as far as life of the brake. It just would not make it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did you inform your superiors of this fault?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, I did.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was their response?
Mr. LAWSON. Well, I was told-I wanted to change the design.

That was my original request to them, to put more weight into the
brake, and I was flatly refused by Mr. Warren. He said we would not
put more weight in the brake.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Flatly refused by whom?
Mr. LAWSON. Mr. John Warren, and that we would not put any

more weight into the brake. It was going to remain as is and we were
going to qualify it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Did either Mr. Sink or Mr. Van Horn ever
tell you prior to the final qualification tests now what Mr. Vandivier
told us "Regardless of what the brake does on the test we are going
to qualify it."

Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Who told you that?
Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Van Horn was the man who actually said tie

words.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Van Horn said that?
Mr. LAWSON. And Mr. Sink was at the meeting at the time. There

were just the three of us.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was his job responsibility or position

with Goodrich?
Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Van Horn ?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. LAWSON. He was the project manager. He was in charge of

proposals and items like that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. He was your superior?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was your reaction to that statement?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't know. I guess I was just dumbfounded. I did

not say anything except OK.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Didn't it shock you that after all he is telling

you that even if the brake does not meet the tests we are going to
say it does, isn't that correct?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct. I don't know. I guess I had no re-
course. I just accepted it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Your recourse was to resign immediately?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Or take it to a higher authority. Could you

have taken it to somebody else above Mr. Van Horn?
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Mr. LAWSON. I really didn't feel there was anybody above him that
I could take it to.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Did you assist in the preparation of Q-6031-
the Goodrich report under discussion here today-and did that report
contain numerous false statements?

Mr. LAWSON. There were numerous erroneous statements in there.
I would not use the word false. I do not know under what test they
were telling me to do this, I do not know what motivations they had
but there are changed statements in that qualifications report.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Changed statements you say?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How do you know they were changed?
Mr. LAWSON. Because I changed them.
Chairman PROXMIHRE. You changed them. And you did this on the

basis of being told to qualify the brake?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PROX-IIRE. Regardless of the situation. In order to do that

you thought you had to change those statements?
Mr. LAWSON. Well, I did not think I had to change them. I was told

to change them.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. I understand that these brakes, these 4-rotor

brakes which we are discussing now-who told you to change the test
data in the report?

Mr. LAWSON. Mr. Robert Sink.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Mr. Robert Sink told you to change them?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand that these 4-rotor brakes we have

been discussing were passed along to Ling-Temco-Vaught, LTV, and
were actually tested in an aircraft?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. At Edwards Air Force Base?
Mr. LAWSON. Right. They were tested on a flight test airplane.
Chairman PROX3IIRE. It seems to me that on the basis of the testi-

mony that you and Mr. Vandivier gave us, this was extraordinarily
dangerous to the pilot involved. He could have been killed. The air-
craft could have been destroyed, isn't that correct, or is it correct?

Mr. LAWSON. I don't think it was as dangerous as I originally had
thought it might be.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Wh771at is that?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't think it was as dangerous as I had originally

thought, as I became more familiar with the testing procedures and
the safety precautions that they do have at the military test facilities.
I realized it wasn't as dangerous as I thought, but I still believed it
was a dangerous situation.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. How about the danger of fire? Isn't this a
real danger?

Mr. LAWSON. Well, it is present. The brakes can weld up.
Chairman PROX3,IRE. It could have happened?
Mr. LAWSON. Well, yes, it could have happened.
Chairman PROXM3IRE. What actually did happen when these brakes

were tested? You said you were there.
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, I was there.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. How did the brake perform when the brakes
were used?

Mr. LAWSON. I don't know the exact number of occasions, but the
lining surfaces of the brake did stick together and the airplane slid
to a stop on occasions and the brakes had to be pried apart with a
screwdriver to get it to roll again.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Describe as accurately as you can exactly what
the brake did when the plane came in and the brakes were used?

Mr. LAWSON. It would be landing under normal return from flight,
and the pilot would touch down. They were doing brake tests, and
he would apply the brakes at a certain velocity that was prescribed
in the manuals, and they would be doing a normal braking roll and
the brakes would lock up.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The brakes would lock?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes. Well, they would stick together.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The plane would skid?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, and it would just slide.
Chairman PROXMIRE. The possibility under these circumstances

heat would be generated within the brake which might cause a fire?
Mr. LAWSON. Well, not after they stopped rotating, but while they

were rotating heat was being generated.
Chairman PROXMIRE. This was a possibility?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How fast would the plane be traveling com-

ing in?
Mr. LAWSON. The speed varies with the weight.
Chairman PROXMIRE. GAO, in response to our question investigat-

ing the brake-we asked them to go ahead and investigate this discus-sion-stated in their report (see appendix) and I read on page 10,
"In response to question regarding pilot safety and structural dam-
age Federal Aviation Administration officials stated warping or weld-
ing of the brakes would blow out the tire which in turn might cause
collapsing of the landing gear" No. 1.

2. Breaking of the hydraulic lines and/or puncturing of the gas tanks located
in the aircraft wing.

As a result they further stated the most likely danger was a fire due to the
combination of the heat in the brakes and leaking hydraulic fluid and/or jet fuel.

They also told us, however, they did not have any accident investigating re-
ports concerning such instances.

On-the basis of your expert knowledge and the fact that you were
there at the time, were you concerned that this would be the situation?

Mr. LAWSON. Originally I was.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As a danger?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why did you make the statement you made to

the FBI?
Mr. LAWSON. I believe my really feeling for going to the FBI was

one of just, I guess, protecting myself. I realized from speaking with
Mr. Warren, who had made statements to me to the effect that when-
ever something gets in trouble, referring to being at the Goodrich
plant, you were on your own, don't look for your supervisors to be
around, and from seeing experiences, experiencing things at Good-
rich, where Mr. Sink had been involved in another incident, and some-
body else was demoted, and other items like that, that I felt that I
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needed to talk to somebody about it, because it was a pretty serious
situation, and the only person I could think of was to consult an
attorney, and then he advised me to talk to the FBI.

Chairman PnoxMIRE. What did you say in your statement to the
FBI?

Mr. LAWSON. I told them about the items in the testing procedures,
what had gone on.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you provide the committee with a copy
of your statement?

Mr. LAWSON. To the FBI?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. LAWSON. I really couldn't because I just gave it to them verbally

and I did not record it. They must have a record.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Were any Government inspectors or em-

ployees involved in the testing of the brakes?
Mr. LAWSON. No, they were not.
Chairman PeRoxmiRE. At any time?
Mr. LAWSON. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman PROXMIRE. There were not present when the brakes were

tested?
Mr. LAWSON. There was not a requirement for them to be present

on this test.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How about LTV employees, were they present

when these brakes were tested?
Mr. LAWSON. On some of the preliminary tests, yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They were there at some times and not there

at other times. They were not there during the final testing?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct. They were not there for the final test.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say they were there for some of the pre-

liminary tests?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Wouldn't their presence protect against some

of the things that you have described ? Why wouldn't they have noticed
the fact that these brakes were defective?

Mr. LAWSON. Why wouldn't they notice?
Chairman PROXMiRE. Were these preliminary tests so limited that

they wouldn't indicate the brake's qualifications?
Mr. LAWSON. I am trying to recall right now, Senator, what were

some of the explanations we gave, because the original tests were pro-
totype tests on hardware that was put together to evaluate the para-
meters that Mr. Warren had set up for the AID brake and I do not
really recall the exact explanations that were given according to the
testing.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate the procedure was that Goodrich
was the representative on the production of the brakes at times and
when the preliminary tests were made LTV had some representation
there ?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But there was never any Air Force represen-

tation on the four-rotor brake?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't remember any Air Force personnel being pres-

ent for the testing.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. It was put into the plane at Edwards Air
Force Base and tested under the conditions that you have described to
us this morning?

Mr. LAWSON. No, I don't remember any Air Force people being
there.

'Chairman PROXMIRE. Congressman Conable?
Representative CONABLE. Mr. Lawson, what were the circumstances

of your separation from employment by B.F. Goodrich? I notice that
you terminated your employment there the same day that Mr. Vandi-
vier did.

Mr. LAWSON. I turned in my resignation before Mr. Vandivier.
Representative CONABLE. You turned in your resignation before

that?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. I notice that you are now employed by the

general contractor in this case.
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. By LTV. Did you have any discussion

with LTV before you terminated employment there?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I did not, sir.
Representative CONABLE. And there is not any connection between

your employment by LTV and your having been involved in this
particular brake affair?

Mr. LAWsON. No, there is not. I just wanted to get back into the
aerospace industry, and I turned in an application to them and they
accepted and I just went to work there.

Representative CONABLE. Do you know if anybody discussed with
representatives of LTV the qualification report on the 4-rotor brake,
if there had been any discussion of problems with the brake or any-
thing of that sort?

Mr. LAWSON. There probably was. I cannot answer the question, sir.
I really am not that well informed.

Representative CONABLE. Mr. Vandivier, do you know if there was
any discussion with LTV?

Mr. VANDIVIER. None that I know of.
Representative CONABLE. I am confused. I do not see what Goodrich

would have had to gain by falsifying the qualification report on the
4-rotor brake. What does a favorable qualification report indicate?
Perhaps that will clear up something for me. Does it indicate that
the laboratory tests showed that the thing may work on flight testing
or what does it prove?

Mr. LAWSON. Are you directing that question to me?
Representative CONABLE. Yes, I am asking you as an engineer.
Mr. LAWSON. What the qualification report has to contain?
Representative CONABLE. What it indicates. Does it indicate any-

thing besides the fact that certain tests were made?
Mr. LAWSON. It indicates-that is correct, it indicates that the brake

has met the requirements of the procurement "spaces" of both the
Government and the contractor.

Representative CONABLE. It means that it is qualified to be used on
a production aircraft, does it, or does it mean simply that it is
qualified to be flight tested?
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Mr. LAWSON. It is qualified to be flight tested. It was flight tested
first before it went on any production airplanes.

Representative CONABLE. Mr. Vandivier said in his statement that
flight tests of the brake were begun after the qualification report was
issued. The GAO said that flight tests of A-7D were conducted prior
to LTV's approval of the qualification report. Is that a usual practice?

Mr. LAWSON. I do not know the real sequence of it.
Representative CONABLE. Do you know if sometimes they do flight-

test something before the qualification report has been approved?
Mr. LAWSON. There would be no reason why you could not use

a piece of equipment on flight test before the qualification report was
approved as long as there was-

Representative CONABLE. The problem would be that there would
be greater risk involved if you did not complete the qualification
report first, is that it, or why would they have a qualification report
if you are going to go ahead and flight-test it anyway?

Mr. LAWSON. I believe I really don't know that.
Representative CONABLE. Is it your understanding that LTV did

not flight test the brakes until after it accepted the qualification re-
port? Maybe we should clear that up with the GAO, but do you
have any knowledge of the sequence? You were there at Edwards
Air Force Base when it was flight tested. Do you know what the
status of the qualification report was at that time?

Mr. LAWSON. I know the qualification report had been submitted
before the flight testing at Edwards.

Representative CONABLE. It had been submitted but you did not
know whether it had been approved or not?

Mr. LAWSON. No, I did not know whether it had been approved.
Representative CONABLE. Did Goodrich as a corporation have any-

thing to gain by deviating from testing procedures and falsifying test
data ?

Mr. LAWSON. I really don't know.
Representative CONABLE. In fact, problems with the brake were

discovered in the normal procedures that are followed in such cases?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. And Goodrich did have to make good on a

piece of equipment that they had contracted to furnish?
Mr. LAWSON. That is also correct.
Representative CONABLE. I am just confused about what they would

gain from falsifying this data.
Mr. LAWSON. Frankly, so am I.
Representative CONABLE. Is it your opinion that this is more a matter

of personal internal programs, personnel internal problems of the
Goodrich Co., or do you think this is a result of some company
policy to try to-

Mr. LAWSON. I don't believe it was company policy. I believe your
original statement was probably more correct. It was a matter of pride
of certain individuals who were involved.

Representative CONABLE. In the 2 years
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Will the Congressman yield at that point? I

agree wholeheartedly and I think Mr. Vandivier does too. So far as
we know, and I think there is every reason to suspect this is true, the
Goodrich top management and other officials are blameless on this.
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They did not know about it. It was somewhere along the line that
somebody had this pride.

Representative CONABLE. In the 2 years that you worked for Good-
rich were you aware of any other incidents similar to this?

Mr. LAWSON. No, I was not.
Representative CONABLE. That is all I have at this time, Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I just have-I would like you to give us ad-

vance word on this. Goodrich has the last word here and they should
have. They are the last witnesses, but in the prepared statement made,
to be made to us by Goodrich, there are three statements I would like
to ask your judgment on, Mr. Lawson. One is on page 2, where Mr.
Jeter says:

It was the judgment of the responsible B. F. Goodrich aircraft brake engi-
neers that the 4-rotor brakes satisfactorily performed the indoor tests and was
ready for field testing on the A-7D.

Now, apparently-you are an engineer?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You disagreed with that and you told your

superior you thought these brakes would not qualify, is that correct?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you know anybody else who is qualified or

would be in a position to know, any other engineer who knew about
this who would contradict your position?

Mr. LAWSON. Contradict my position, you say?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, in saying that these brakes were qualified,

were ready for field testing.
Mr. LAWSON. I know thev said it then, Mr. Warren did, but I don't

know if he would say it on the witness stand or not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You what?
Mr. LAWSON. I don't know if he would say it here. I know at the

time
Chairman PROXMIRE. You had the direct responsibility. You were

the engineer responsible in this area, is that correct, Mr. Lawson?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And you were the one who worked on the

brakes, is that correct?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this then. Further on page

2 he said:
It has never been determined whether the knitting problem resulted from

the brake design or because of an incompatibility between the brakes and its
associated parts of the braking system.

I take it your testimony to us was that the brake needed more
weight?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct. I felt that way.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you contradict, then, this assertion

made by Goodrich-let me read that again:
It has never been determined whether the knitting problem resulted from

the brake design or because of an incompatibility between the brakes and its
associated parts of the braking system.

Mr. LAWSON. I would disagree with that statement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right. Finally let me .ask you this. What is

your opinion on this?
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Mr. LAWSON. As I originally stated, the brake had a lining material
in it which was of a low fusion level, and on the overload energy stops
there was enough heat generated to weld the surfaces together.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And then finally also on page 3 of Mr. Jeter's
statement it is stated:

It is most significant that the four-rotor brake knitting problem referred to
above could not have been predicted from the indoor laboratory tests which the
contract required regardless of how precisely these tests may have been per-
formed. The knitting problem was the only significant field problem with the
four-rotor brake.

Mr. LAwsoN. I disagree with that statement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You disagree. You think it could have been

predicted and you, in fact, told your superior that this brake would
not work?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. On the basis of the indoor laboratory tests?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did anybody else make tests besides you on this

brake?
Mr. LAWSON. No, I do not believe they did.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You were the engineer working on this brake?
Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you.
Representative CONABLE. One last question.
Mr. Lawson, there are Government inspectors around the Goodrich

plant, are there not, when they are working on a contract of this sort,
and I suppose they are there primarily to check specifications, is that
correct?

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Representative CONABLE. Do you know of anybody having had

any contacts with the Government inspector about this problem during
this period of time?

Mr. LAWSON. As I understand it, the Government inspector at the
plant only witnesses the tests when he has paperwork that requires
him to witness them. I believe the Government inspector did not have
such paperwork and he did not witness any of these tests in this case.

Representative CONABLE. Why did he not have such paperwork in
this particular case, since it was eventually for the benefit of the
Government that the work was being done?

Mr. LAWSON. I do not know.
Representative CONABLE. Was it because at this stage in the process

it was something between LTV and Goodrich?
Mr. LAWSON. I do not know. Other times there are Government

inspectors on contract in Goodrich brake qualifications.
Representative CONABLE. Suppose someone had complained to the

Government inspector at this point. Would he have taken any juris-
diction of problems relating to the laboratory tests?

Mr. LAWSON. I assume he would have.
Representative CONABLE. You assume he would have?
Mr. LAWSON. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. But nobody did?
Mr. LAWSON. No, not to my knowledge.
Representative CONABLE. So that there was some other authority

you could have appealed to other than the project manager had you
wished to at that time?
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Mr. LAWSON. I suppose you are correct. I did not think of him at
the time, to be truthful with you, because I never really had any
contact with the gentleman.

Representative CONABLE. All right, that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very, very

much. Incidentally, Mr. Lawson did go to the FBI. He did appeal in
that way.

Mr. LAWSON. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I want to thank you gentlemen very much for

this testimony. I think it takes extraordinary courage to do what you
have done. You were in a difficult position and you have agreed per-
haps that if you had it to do over again you would have acted more
expeditiously, but the fact that you did go to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, you did resign, you did suffer an economic risk and
loss through this incident, I think is to your great credit, and I very
much appreciate your testimony to us today. Thank you very much.

Mr. LAWSON. Thank you, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Our next witnesses are from the Air Force.

Mr. Robert L. Hartman, chief systems Engineer, Headquarters, Aero-
nautical Systems Division, Wright Patterson, and Mr. Bruce
Tremblay, Headquarters, Aeronautical Systems Division, AFSC,
Wright Patterson Air Force Base.

Gentlemen, do you have a statement?

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT L. HARTMAN, CHIEF SYSTEMS ENGI-
NEER, AND BRUCE TREMBLAY, HEADQUARTERS, AERONAUTI-
CAL SYSTEMS DIVISION (AFSC), WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR
FORCE BASE

Mr. HARTMAN. Mr. Chairman, we do not have a statement as such.
We do have some background information which refers to our quali-
fications and our role in the development of A-7D airplane and qualifi-
cation of the brake.

Chairman PRox1mIRE. This is very brief. The qualifications will be
printed in the record.

Why don't you go right ahead and read this short page on your
present position responsibility as to component qualifications.

(The background information of both witnesses follows:)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON MR. TREMBLAY, SYSTEMS GROuP LEADER FOR LAND-
ING GEAR IN AIRFRAME SUBSYSTEM DIRECTORATE, AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIvI-
SION, AIR FoRcE SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAME: David B. Tremblay.
TITLE: Systems Group Leader for Landing Gear in Airframe Subsystem Di-

rectorate, Aeronautical Systems Division.
QUALIFICATIONS: BME University of Dayton 1950; MBA Ohio State Uni-

versity 1969; Professional Engineering License, State of Ohio, #22661.
Major Assignments-

-5 years automotive equipment test engineer;
-Approximately 4 years Air Force landing gear project engineer, par-

ticular specialty of wheels and brakes;
-1%2 years-Group Leader Aircraft Wheel and Brake R&D, Bendix Prod-

ucts Division of Bendix Corp. in South Bend, Indiana;
-5 years Air Force landing gear subsystem engineer on C-141A and

F-111; and
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-3X^ years Systems Group Leader for Landing Gear in Airframe Subsys-
tem Directorate of Aeronautical Systems Division. Exercise technical cog-
nizance of all systems under development with specific responsibility for
A-7D.

A-7D RESPONSIBILITIES:

I am responsible for technical review of A-7D landing gear equipment. I rec-
ommend approval or disapproval of Ling Temnco Vought equipment specifications.
proposed test procedures and resulting test reports to the Aeronautical Systems
Division A-7D Systems Engineer. These recommendations are based upon corn-
parison with military specification technical requirements and experience ob-
tained on other development programs. On the A-7D, this level of review was
exercised on the anti-skid brake control system, wheels, brakes and tires. These
items are A-7D peculiar and have been developed specifically for this applica-
tion.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON MR. HARTMAN, CHIEF SYSTEM ENGINEER, A-7D
AIRPLANE, AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIvISION, AIR FORCE SYSTEMS CO.IMMAND

NAME: Robert L. Hartman.
TITLE: Chief System Engineer, A-7D Airplane.
QUALIFICATIONS: BSME Purdue University 1950; Employed at WPAFB

1954-Present;
Major Assignments-
1954-1959-Development Engineer, Propulsion Laboratory, for Fuel System

and Mechanical Equipment;
1959-1961-Senior Development Engineer, Rocket Propulsion Laboratory Field

Engineering Office, for Solid Rocket Motor Development;
1961-1963-Asst Chief Airframe and Propulsion Division GAM-87A Engineer-

Office. Responsible for engineering development of airframe and propulsion
ing Office. Responsible for engineering development of airframe and propulsion
system;

1963-1966--Chief Engineer, Systems Engineering Directorate, Responsible for
providing technical guidance and engineering direction to the F-104 G airplane
and GAM-77 (Hounddog) missile program offices; and

1966-Present-Chief Systems Engineer, Systems Engineering Division. Re-
sponsible for providing engineering guidance and technical direction to the A-7D
airplane program office.

PRESENT POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES

As the Chief Systems Engineer, I provide engineering and technical support to
the A-7D Program Management Office (PMO) located in the Main Navy Building,
Washington, D.C. This office is a joint Navy/Air Force program management
office.

As the Chief System Engineer, I determine the level of technical review re-
quired, the tehenica-l disciplines necessary to accomplish the review, assign the
tasks and establish the priorities.

The engineering support provided involves technical review and recommended
action on all engineering data necessary to develop the A-7D airplane. This in-
cludes specifications, test programs, test reports, engineering inspections and
reviews.

COMPONENT QUALIFICATION RESPONSIBILITIES

As the Chief System Engineer, I provide assurance that the procurement speci-
fications contain sufficient and valid requirements for use on the weapon system.
I assure that the testing accomplished verifies compliance to the procurement
specification reqiurements. I monitor the flight testing of the component and eval-
uate this testing as evidence of compliance or noncompliance to the airplane re-
quirements. I provide recommendations to the Program Management Office rela-
tive to the qualification staus of the component under evaluation and recommend
appropriate action.

Mr. HARTMAN. I am chief systems engineer for the A7D Air Force
airplane. As the chief systems engineer I provide engineering and
technical support to the A7D program management office located in
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the main navy building, Washington, D.C. This office is a joint Navy-
Air Force program management office.

As the chief systems engineer I determine the level of technical
review required, the technical disciplines necessary to accomplish the
review, assign the tasks and establish the priorities. The engineering
support provided involves technical review and recommended action
on all engineering data necessary to develop the A7D airplane. This
includes specifications, test programs, test reports, engineering inspec-
tion and review.

With respect to component qualification responsibility as the chief
systems engineer I provide assurance that the procurement specifica-
tion contains sufficient and valid requirements for use on the weapons
system.

I assure that the testing accomplished verifies compliance to the
procurement specification requirements, and I monitor the flight test-
ing components and evaluate this testing as evidence of compliance
or noncompliance to the airplane requirements.

I provide recommendations to the program management office rela-
tive to the qualification status of the component under evaluation for
appropriate action.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, sir.
Mr. Tremblay, do you have anything to add?
Mr. TREMBLAY. My job is landing gear systems engineer and my

responsibility is to review specifications, test procedures, and qualifi-
cation tests on landing gear equipment associated with AID and other
systems in the Air Force.

Chairman PROXMIRE. According to Mil-W-5013G the specifications
governing the brakes used for qualification tests, the brake which is
used for qualification tests is supposed to be identical, it has to be, in
the production of the brake. In your opinion, judging from the testi-
mony you have heard this morning, and from the photograph which
I take it is in front of you at the present time, which Mr. Vandivier
had brought with him, and from information contained in the GAO
report, was that B. F. Goodrich four-rotor brake qualified identical
to brakes slated for production?

Mr. TREMBLAY. The brakes shown in the picture is not identical to
the production brake that was delivered for the flight test program.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In what way does it differ?
Mr. TREMBLAY. It has two plates between the brake housing and the

first rotating disk.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you want to comment, Mr. Hartman?
Mr. HARTMAN. No, I do not want to comment on this. I defer to

his technical judgment.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you agree with him? Are you technically

qualified to comment on that question?
Mr. HARTMAN. I do not believe I am qualified to comment on the

detailed design of the braking system.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How would that part that had apparently

been inserted in this test brake make a different production brake?
Why, Mr. Tremblay, would that make a difference in testing? Can
you explain that to us?

Mr. TREMBLAY. My technical judgment would be that if the lining
had worn sufficiently, there was danger of the pistons exceeding their
allowed travel in the housing. This would prevent that.
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In other words, it would act as a spacer.
Chairman PROXMIAE. As I understand it, then, what this would do

is to make it show up better in the wear and tear on the lining, is that
correct?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, explain it to us again.
Mr. TREMBLAY. It would permit it to complete the stop without

losing the piston from the housing.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What it would do is permit it to pass the test

when otherwise it might not pass the test, is that right?
Mr. TREMBLAY. It depends on when it was inserted, sir. I do not

believe I understand your question completely. You mean complete
the one run involved or for the whole test program?

Chairman PROXMIRE. The one run involved.
Mr. TREMBLAY. In trying to recall Mr. Vandivier's testimony, he

indicated that this brake was used in this configuration for the worn
brake RTO. Worn brake RTO by instruction in the Mil Spec is for
information only. The purpose of the test is to determine the mode
of failure. It is known that the brake will fail during the conducting
of this worn brake RTO.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this. We have heard this
morning that during the qualification test B. F. Goodrich disas-
sembled the brake being tested for qualification for the A7D and
cleaned, machined and generally reworked the brake. Is this process
permissible according to military specification and/or industry ac-
cepted practice during qualification tests?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir; it is not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is not. And you think that kind of practice

and test-would it make the test still valid?
Mr. TREMBLAY. No.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Or would it invalidate the test?
Mr. TREMBLAY. It would invalidate the test in my technical opinion.
Mr. HARTMAN. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, Mr. Hartman?
Mr. HARTMAN. The specification does not specifically address this

particular subject but it is accepted practice that you not do this sort
of thing.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate your testimony as far as I am
concerned as a layman is that by doing this in the testing while the
test was going on, the test would not be worthwhile, would not be
useful?

Mr. TREMBLAY. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now would you indicate whether this would

also be true with production testing?
Mr. TREMBLAY. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. According to the GAO report under the sec-

tion entitled "Test Procedures for the Four-Rotor Brake" we learned
that B. F. Goodrich switched stator, or stationary parts during test-
ing. An Air Force engineer who is unnamed in the report commented
on this to the GAO and he said and I quote directly from the report:
"The switching of parts was unacceptable."

In your opinion, Mr. Tremblay, was this switching of parts
acceptable?

Mr. TREMBLAY. If parts were switched it would be unacceptable.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. It would be unacceptable. And how would
that affect the validity or the usefulness of the tests?

Mr. TREMBLAY. If the lining or if the brake were experiencing a
localized wear condition, changing of the disk location and position in
the stack would prevent the adverse wear from progressing any fur-
ther, and would in fact give an average longer life to the brake.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this. We have heard testimony
this morning that the lining material used on the brake for testing
purposes was thicker and heavier than lining material used on produc-
tion brakes. Is this permissible?

Mr. TREMBLAY. Absolutely not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Absolutely not?
Mr. TREMBLAY. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. When you receive a qualification report for

approval, for instance, the AID qualification report, do you have any
way of knowing whether or not that report is accurate in its docu-
mentation of the actual raw or test recorded data? Do you have access
to the raw data so that you can check out the qualifications for
yourself ?

Mr. TREMBLAY. I requested that data.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did you handle this particular brake?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What happened when you requested the data?
Mr. TREMBLAY. I was told that it was not available because it was

proprietary.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You were not given this data in this instance?
Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir; I was not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now let me ask you this question again. When

you received the qualification report for approval, did you have any
way of knowing whether or not that report is accurate in its documen-
tation of the actual raw or test-recorded data when you do not have
access to the data or when you have been refused access to the data
as you were in this case?

Mr. TREMBLAY. In review of the test reports I do not have any way
other than looking at the raw data.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And you were not given the raw data in this
case so you have no other way in this case except relying on the report,
is that correct?

Mr. TREMBLAY. But I did request it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You did request it, I understand that.
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And they said it was proprietary and you

could not have it?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Does this happen often when you request data

of this kind, you are not permitted to have the raw data on the grounds
it is proprietary?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir; it is not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why did you request it in this case? Were you

suspicious?
Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir. It is standard practice of mine when I review

the qualification test report, to compare it with the raw data, because
there is a requirement in the specification that the data be reported,
and I wanted to see it and compare it.
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Chairman PRoxmIRE. How often are you denied the raw data?. Do
you usually get it when you ask for it?

Mr. TREMBLAY. I usually get it; yes, sir.
Cliairirian PROXMIRE. What did you do when you were denied that

raw data in this case?
Mr. TREMBIILAY. I wrote a letter to Mr. Hartman who in turn passed

it to the A-7 program management office telling them that the quali-
fication test report should be disapproved.

Chairman PROXMiRE. You recommended that it be disapproved?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Will you supply that letter for the record?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir; I would be happy to.
(The letter follows:)

ASNNX-A-7D MAIN WHEEL BRAKE REPORT #Q-6031, DATED JUNE 5, 1968

AUGUST 26, 1968

Reference is made to the attached letter from ASNFL to ASNNX, dated 20
August 1968. This letter contains comments resulting from a technical review
of the subject report. These comments identified numerous discrepancies in the
report. In addition it should be noted that unsatisfactory performance is pres-
ently being experienced in the Cat I flight test program. It is, therefore, the
recommendation of this office that approval of this report be withheld until the
contractor satisfies the request for clarification and additional data made in
the referenced letter and satisfactory performance is achieved in the flight
testing.

ROBERT L. HARTMAN,
Chief System Engineer, Division of Systems Engrg. "A."

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,
HEADQUARTLRs AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIvISION (AFSC),.

Wright -Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Auigust 20, 1968.
Reply to Attn. of: ASNFL (Mr. Tremblay/55555/B16/P 1-106)
Subject: A-7D Main Wheel Brake Test Report
To: ASNNX (Mr. R. L. Hartman)

1. Reference is made to the following:
a. B. F. Goodrich Test Plan #273, Revision E, dated 16 May 68, submitted

for review.
b. B. F. Goodrich Test Report #Q-6031 dated 5 Jun 68, submitted for review.
2. The referenced test plan appears to satisfy the requirements of LTV Specifi-

cation #204-16-37d and MIL-W%-5013G. However, there is inadequate detail for
testing as evidenced by the referenced test report, which was submitted as being
in compliance. Details are furnished below.

3. The referenced test report has been reviewed, and it is recommended that
approval be withheld. The report contained no original test data, only replotted
information. Samples of the oscillograph traces are needed for evaluation of
vibration tendencies. The peak torque data are totally inadequate. The details
on how the information was obtained is not presented nor is the method of
selection for the data presented. Some assurance is needed that the runs selected
are the most severe since the requirements are in terms of maximum allowable
peak. The brake pressure associated with the peak torques is required to insure
that even higher torques are not feasible within the aircraft pressure range.

4. The method of conducting the test was highly unconventional and without
suitable explanation acceptable to this office. The Industry accepted method of
dynamic torque testing is to intersperse overload energy stops with the normal
energies rather than to conduct all of them at the conclusion of the normal energy
sequence. From the report, it was impossible to determine if the lining material
was changed after the 45 stop condition. The text on page 19 states that "The 45
normal energy stops shall be conducted on one set of friction material." This
would not preclude changing for the 5 overload.stops and the report does not
indicate one way or the other. The test data indicate that none of the 5 overload
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stops were conducted within the requirements of the LTV specification or
MIL-W-5013G. All had excessive stop times, which implies inability to meet the
required deceleration rates of 10 ft/sec/sec. These were conducted with brake
pressures ranging from 900 psi to 965 psi and the maximum available pressure
is 1000 psi. The deceleration rates range from 9.58 ft/sec/sec at stop #45 to 8.74
ft/sec/sec at stop #50. This occurs while increasing the brake pressure from 900
psi to 965 psi. It was also noted that a fuse plug blew during one of the overload
energy stops, which is forbidden on all other Air Force applications because of
the potential nuisance of premature activation in the field. Actually the overload
energy is comparable to a normal energy stop plus only 2 x 106 ft lbs input during
taxi into the ramp.

5. There appeared to be a discrepancy in the data presented for overload stop
#4. The tubewell temperature in the wheel was reported to be 464° F and the
fuse plug temperature was only 350° F. Since the fuse plug is mechanically at-
tached to the tubewell, it is physically impossible to have a 1140 F temperature
differential. It was also noted that the brake housing temperature exceeded 3500
F' during the overload energy test. This is beyond the stability temperature of
the fluid and seals during a condition which is supposed to impose no permanent
damage.

6. There appeared to be a basic discontinuity in the data presented on the new
brake RTO. The plot of temperatures was terminated 18 minutes beyond the start
of test and the point of fuse plug relief was not shown. From the text, it was
indicated that the fuse plug blew after 12 minutes but it did not give the point
of reference. The cooling curves show continuous recording from the start of the
conditioning stop but the actual rejected takeoff started at the point of 5 minutes.
The point of 3500 F occurred at the bead seat at 2.5 minutes after the start of
the rejected takeoff but if the fuse plug action occurred after 12 minutes, there
was a period of 9.5 minutes when the tire would be damaged to the point of
potential failure until there was pressure release. This clearly indicates im-
proper and inadequate fuse plug performance.

7. On the worn brake RTO, the peak torque reached a value of 15,500 ft lbs
which exceeds the limit load for drag on the landing gear. A worn brake RTO is
just as likely as a new brake RTO.

8. The report submitted an environmental test report on a C-5A brake for
substantiation of the A-7D design. The C-5A uses beryllium brake or a steel
brake, and it is not discussed which unit is being tested. No correlation was
presented between the unit tested and the A-7D, therefore, the information has
no validity.

9. In LTV Specification 204-16-37d, paragraph 3.16, the reliability requirement
is for 1000 MTBF. The Goodrich analysis indicates a MCBF of 785 landings and
assumes a 2 hour mission time to produce a 1570 MTBF. The assumption of 2
hours mission time is questioned.

10. The data submitted for review did not include a wheel test report. Since
the assemblies are tested at the same time and the interface is so vital, it is man-
datory for the wheel test report to be reviewed before any final disposition of
the brake assembly.

11. In accordance with paragraph 4.5.18 of MIL-W-5013G, the right is re-
served to require service tests on equipment before any approval is granted. In
view of the poor performance to date on the A-7D during Cat I flight test, with-
holding of approval is recommended.

12. In view of the many items enumerated above, it is not understood how
LTV could have granted approval of B F Goodrich. The Contractor should be
instructed to rescind any approval previously granted.

WM. A. HAMILTON,
Chief, Landing Gear & Afechanical Equipment Div., Directorate of Air-

frame Subsystems Engineering.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Hartman, do you recall receiving that
letter from Mr. Tremblay?

Mr. HARTMAN. Yes, sir. We received the letter and I forwarded a
letter to the Program Management Office identifying the reasons that
we were not accepting the report.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What were the reasons?
Mr. HARTmkN. The major reasons were that there were some areas

in the report that technically were difficult to understand, and in addi-
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tion some of the test data submitted did not meet the requirements. I
would like to defer to Mr. Tremblay if you want more specifics oln this
kind of discussion.

Chairman PROXMTRE. What happened when this report was not ac-
cepted? At what point was this refusal to accept the report made?

Mr. HARTTIAN. My letter?
Chairman PROXDIRE. mWas it after the testing at the Edwards Air

Force Base?
Mr. HARTMAN. Yes, sir, it was.
Chairman PROXDIIRE. It was after?
Mr. HARTMAN. My letter to the Program Management Office was

dated 26th of August, 1968.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did the FBI discuss this with you at all?
Mr. HARTMAN. No, sir; they did not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They did not pass on their information that

they had received from two previous witnesses.
Mr. HARTMAN. The FBI did not discuss this with me at all.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I did not say with you.- Did they discuss it with

anyone in the Air Force so far as you know ?
Mr. KHRTMAN. I learned at a later date that they had discussed this

with Captain Gallagher of the Navy.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You learned at a later date they had discussed

it with somebody in the Air Force but not with you or with the Navy?
Mr. HARTMAN. With the Navy, who have program management re-

sponsibility. This is a joint Air Force-Navy program.
Chairman PROXMLRE. What was the name of the man with whom it

was discussed?
Mr. TREMBLAY. If I may correct you, I believe the story was Captain

Gallagher was interviewed by the FBI, but I do not believe that he
received a copy of the report.

Mr. HARTMAN. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. A copy of what report?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Of an FBI report.
Chairman PROXMIRE. FBI report?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. My time is up. I will be back with a couple

of more questions.
Congressman Conable?
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Hartman, was this plane, was the testing of this

plane completed on schedule? And did it meet the qualifications ulti-
mately that the Government had set down ?

Mr. HARTMAN. Your question was was the testing of this aircraft?
Mr. CONABLE. Yes.
Mr. HARTMAN. Completed on schedule?
Mr. CONABLE. Yes.
Mr. HARTMAN. I would like to submit that to the record at a later

time.
Mr. CONABLE. Was it delayed in any respect because of the con-

lroversy attending this particular brake?
Mr. HARTMAN. There were no delays in the program because of

the brake.
Mr. CONABLE. Was there any additional cost to the Government be-

cause of the controversy attending this particular brake?
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Mr. HARTMAN. To my knowledge there was no additional cost to
the Government.

Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Tremblay?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CONABLE. Did you have any evidence of problems with the re-

port prior to your having rejected the qualification report?
Mr. TREMBLAY. The only evidence that I had was a flight test re-

port indicating that they had had some difficulty at Edwards Air
Force Base, and the discrepancies of the report were in comparison
to the requirements that were established by the approved specifica-
tion document.

Mr. CONABLE. The flight test report was before the qualifications
report had been reviewed then?

Mr. TREMBLAY. There was a report of an incident of the brake seiz-
ing; yes, sir.

Mr. CONABLE. Is that usual? Do you usually have a flight test before
completion of the qualification report?

Mr. TREMBLAY. I believe the qualification report was completed in
May.

Mr. HARTMAN. If I may, I would like to answer that.
Mr. CONABLE. Yes.
Mr. HARTMAN. It is normal practice that you do not wait until the

components are completely qualified before you put it into flight test-
ing. You do sufficient testing, laboratory testing, to determine that
it is safe for flight, and this was done. The brake was in the flight
test program simultaneously with the completion.

Mr. CONABLE. In other words, reliance is placed on laboratory tests
before the report is approved. This is quite a normal procedure?

Mr. HARTMAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. CONABLE. Did the original specification for this brake set out

that it should be a 4-rotor brake or were they performance specifica-
tions?

Mr. HARTMAN. The original specification was performance speci-
fication.

Mr. CONABLE. Do you know if the decision to go to a 4-rotor brake
instead of a 5-rotor brake was LTV's or Goodrich's?

Mr. HARTMAN. Mr. Tremblay, can you answer that? I do not know.
Mr. TREMBLAY. I believe it was a joint agreement.
Mr. CONABLE. A joint agreement; in other words, worked out by

the general contractor?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Tremblay, have you reviewed the GAO report

on this brake?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir, I have.
Mr. CONABLE. In your opinion do the data discrepancies noted con-

stitute significant deviation from what the report should have shown?
Mr. TREMBLAY. The deviations that I observed were of a general

nature and I could not tell specifically what the variations were.
Mr. CONABLE. But they were sufficiently significant so that these

deviations were a part of your decision to reject the qualification
report; is that right?

Mr. TREMBLAY. The qualification report was rejected at least 6
months ahead of the GAO report.
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Mr. CONAIMLE. And that was based on the sort of discrepancies the
GAO report-

Air. TREMBLAY. No, sir.
Mr. CONABLE. It Was not?
Mr. TREMIUAy. No, sir. Our disapproval of this report was based

exclusively upon the inability of the brake to meet the specification
performance requirements.

Representative CON'ABLE. Did you carry on an independent investi-
gation of the data then?

Mr. TREMIIBLAY. I do not believe I understand your question, sir.
Representative CON-ABLE. Did you yourself carry on independent in-

vestigation of the data outside the report and certainly outside the
GAO report?

Mr. HARTMIAN. Sir, the only review that was made by us was of the
submitted qualification test report and based upon the data presented
in that report, that report was not accepted.

Representative CON-ABLE. Is this the usual procedure that is
followed?

Mr. HARTMAN. Yes, sir.
Representative CONABLE. It is. Now the qualification test report has

the Government inspector's signature on it.
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, Sir.
Representative CONABLE. Does that operate to relieve LTV or Good-

rich of any responsibility for the accuracy of the figures reported?
Mr. TREMBLAY. It is my interpretation that it does not.
Representative CONABLE. Why is that required?
Mr. HARTMAN. I am not sure that it is really required, but I do not

know that we are the right people to respond to that question.
Representative CONABLE. Certainly it means something for the

Government inspector to sign the report.
Mr. TREMBLAY. Technically to me, sir, it has no real significance

except that for the fact that-
Representative CONABLE. He does not certify to anything, does he?
Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir.
Representative CONABLE. I do not understand that. Would it be your

opinion that the safety of test pilots was endangered by a defective
4-rotor brake, defective in the manner in which this was?

Mr. HARTMAN. No, sir.
Representative CONABLE. Why do you say that? Because of the cir-

cumstances under which the plane is tested?
Mr. HARTMANT. That is right. This is fairly normal practice that

one does test new equipment such as this, and it is in a category
I flight test program, which is conducted by the prime contractor, in
this case LTV. We have qualified, or they have qualified-highly
qualified-test pilots who are conducting these tests, in this case upon
the brake for the sole purpose of determining its adequacy for later
use in aircraft that will be flown by the Air Force.

Representative CONABLE. In other words, the procedures used were
normal procedures, and they did turn up the defect as they are
designed to do, and no serious risk was involved as long as the test
pilot knew his business, is that correct?

Mr. HARTMAN. That is my opinion, sir.
Representative CONABLE. I think that is all.

34-919 O-70-18
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Senator PROXMIRE. Along that last line, in responding to Mr.
Conable, you indicated that you did not think there was a danger to
the pilot or the aircraft in this case, is that correct?

Mr. HARTMAN. I did not believe there was an unusual danger, be-
cause this kind of a test program does exhibit danger and risk to the
test personnel.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The FAA seems to disagree with that. I just
read into the record before and I want to read again in your presence
and ask you to comment on this observation:

GAO said in response to our question regarding pilot safety and structural
damage Federal Aviation Administration officials state "that warping or weld-
ing" and it was testified by 'Mr. Lawson who was present at the time of the
Edwards Air Force brake tests that the brakes welded-warping or welding of
the brakes would blow out the tire which in turn might cause collapsing of the
landing gear.

Might cause breaking of the hydraulic lines and/or puncturing of
the gas tanks located in the wing.

They further stated the most likely danger was a fire due to the
combination of the heat in the brakes and the leaking hydraulic fluid
and/or jet fuel.

Do you feel the FAA was being too alarmist in this case, that this
is not a danger?

Mr. HARTMAN. I believe they are being a little severe or extreme.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why wouldn't this be a possibility?
Mr. HARTMAN. I cannot say that it is not a possibility.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why is it so remote?
Mr. HARTMAN. Because usually the brake seizure is at relatively low

speeds. The pilot does have the capability to steer the airplane down
the runway. The testing is done at a place such as Edwards where you
have extremely long runways, where you have fire protection, ambu-
lance, and what not standing by.

Third, the brake itself, the wheel itself-even if you blow a tire,
which is usually the first thing that happens, the wheel itself will not
disintegrate. It is designed so that it will not disintegrate, and I
would like Mr. Tremblay to amplify on this if he feels that he should.

Mr. TRmIfBLAY. That is the case.
Chairman PROXMrRE. Mr. Tremblay?
Mr. TREMBLAY. We do encounter tire failures, tire blowouts. The

frequency of occurrence of fires as a result of the tires blowing out are
very minor. They are not minor in nature, but they are very infrequent.

Chairman PRoxMiRE. I just have a few more questions I would like
to ask.

In the GAO reports on the A7D 4-rotor brakes it is stated:
Brake pressure was released at 10 miles per hour and the wheel permitted to

coast or taxi for ten or fifteen seconds.
The report further states that military specifications require the

brake to bring the wheel to rest. An Air Force engineer told GAO that:
He considered the failure to come to a complete stop was unacceptable because

torque stresses reach their peak during the ten to zero miles per hour velocity.
Gentlemen, in your professional opinion when conducting qualifica-

tion tests on a brake, is it permissible or is it not permissible for the
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manufacturer to release brake pressure near the end of the simulated
stops in order to eliminate any intense vibrations and thereby pro-
long the life of the brake?

Mr. TREMBLAY. It is not.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Supposing that during a qualification test

there were instrumentation failures and critical temperature or other
information was not reported as was the case in the 47D qualification
as documented numerous times by the GAO. Would it be acceptable
practice for the manufacturer to report the figures lie felt might have
been reported had instrumentation not f ailed?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir; that would not be acceptable.
Chairman PROXMIRE. If during qualification tests recorded tem-

peratures were consistently higher than the manufacturer had anti-
cipated, as reported by the GAO on the AID brake tests would it be
acceptable for him to include in the qualification report the tempera-
tures that he felt should have been developed in the brake rather than
those temperatures which were actually recorded?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir; it would not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It would not. All right, now let me ask finally,

I want to ask you this. I would like to ask you if the real facts of the
test had been known, would you, Mr. Tremblay have advised that the
flight test proceed?

Mr. TREMBLAY. I am not really sure what the real facts are.
Chairman PROX3IIRE. All right, if the facts had been known as have

been testified this morning by Mr. Vandivier.
Mr. TREMBLAY. I would have requested that they stop the flight test,

yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That the flights not go ahead?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. HARTMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think that at a minimum

we would have had a more detailed review. We would have had to
insist upon that before we made the decision with respect to whether
the flight tests would continue.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At any rate you went ahead on the basis of
this report?

Mr. TREMBLAY. No, sir.
Chairman PROX-MIRE. To fly the plane which indicated that the

brakes were safe enough and they were not safe enough, at a minimum
as you say, Mr. Hartman, you would have asked for more informa-
tion, and Mr. Tremblay, you testified that you would not have advised
that the plane fly?

Mr. TREMBLAY. Mr. Chairman, the report was not reviewed until
August 1968, and these tests were conducted in June.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. Why didn't the Air Force find out what was
in the FBI report?

Mr. TREMBLAY. As an engineer, sir, I do not know.
Mr. HARTMAN. As engineers that is not in our-
Chairman PROXMIRE. What is that, sir?
Mr. HARTMAN. As engineers that is not in our scope of responsi-

bility.
Chairman PROXMIRE. When you heard that the FBI was involved

why didn't you inquire about it?
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Mr. HARTMAN. This is a management task as far as I am concerned.
The management, we knew, were aware of it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Did you advise management under these cir-
cumstances that the FBI was involved, that you ought to be informed?

Mr. HARTMAN. We-advised management of the knowledge that we
had that there was an FBI investigation.

Chairman PROXiXIRE. Mr. Conable?
Representative CONABLE. One last question. I am referring now to

a statement which was made by Mr. R. G. Jeter, vice president and
general counsel of the B. F. Goodrich Co. I would like to ask you if
this is a correct statement:

It is most significant that 4-rotor brake knitting problem referred to above
could not have been predicted from the indoor laboratory tests which the con-
tract required regardless of how precisely these tests may have been performed.
And the knitting problem was the only significant field problem with the 4-rotor
brake.

It that correct, or would you challenge that statement?
Mr. TREMBLAY. I believe I would challenge that statement, sir,

because
Representative CONABLE. You disagree with that statement, Mr.

Tremblay?
Mr. TREMBLAY. Yes, sir; I do.
Representative CONABLE. In other words, it could have been pre-

dicted that there would be a knitting problem from the indoor labora-
tory tests if the tests were conducted correctly?

Mr. TREMBLAY. That is my opinion; yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So we have the testimony of Mr. Lawson to

that effect, and we have your testimony to that effect.
Gentlemen, thank you very much for your very helpful testimony.
Mr. Hartman, would you return just for a minute. We want to find

out from you, and I will ask you as you come up, to whom the FBI
talked. You said as I understand it it was somebody from the Navy,
a captain in the Navy. We did not get his name. If you know that,
we would appreciate knowing who it was.

Mr. HARTMAN. It was Captain Gallagher.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Captain Gallagher?
Mr. HARTMAN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you identify him further, his first name

and his position?
Mr. HARTMAN. Thomas is his first name.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thomas?
Mr. HARTMAN. Captain Thomas Gallagher. He is head of the Joint

Air Force-Navy Program Management Office, and has management
responsibility for all A7 airplane procurement.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Program manager, fine. Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses are from the General Accounting Office. We

have here Richard W. Gutmann, Guy A. Best, Stanley R. Eibetz, and
Jerome P. Pederson.

Mr. Gutmann, you have the honor of leading this delegation.
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STATEMENTS OF RICHARD W. GUTMANN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
DEFENSE DIVISION; GUY A. BEST, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DE-
FENSE DIVISION; STANLEY R. EIBETZ, ACTING ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE DIVISION; JEROME P. PEDERSON, SUPER-
VISORY AUDITOR ACCOUNTANT, DEFENSE DIVISION; AND
STEVEN HAYCOCK, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, I do.
Chairman PROXmiRE. You have a concise statement. It will only

take 3 or 4 minutes to read it. Let me say, before you begin, that the
GAO report, "Review of the Qualification Testing of Brakes for the
A-7D Aircraft," will be included in the record at the conclusion of
today's proceedings. (See Appendix.)

Go right ahead, Mr. Gutmann.
Mr. UUTMrANN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

we are pleased to appear before the subcommittee today in response
to your invitation of August 7, 1969.

The review of the brake qualification testing performed by the B.F.
Goodrich Co. was performed in response to your request of May 13,
1969, for an inquiry into (1) the accuracy of the reported qualifica-
tion test results; (2) the effect of defective brakes on the test pilot's
safety; (3) the identification of additional costs, if any, incurred by
the Government to obtain an acceptable brake; and (4) the responsi-
bilities of the Government, including Air Force actions, in the qualifi-
cation testing.

The A-7D aircraft was purchased for the Air Force by the Navy
from LTV Aerospace Corp., Vought Aeronautics Division, Dallas,
Tex. LTV awarded a subcontract to the B.F. Goodrich Co., Aerospace
and Defense Products Division, Dallas, Tex., for the development and
production of brakes for the A-7D aircraft. The subcontract was per-
formed at Goodrich's plant in Troy, Ohio.

In performing this assignment we took the following steps: (1) we
reviewed the qualification test procedures and compared the actual
and reported qualification test results at Goodrich; (2) we discussed
qualification test procedures with LTV officials and Air Force engi-
neers; (3) we reviewed the applicable specifications for qualification
testing; (4) we discussed potential harm to pilot and aircraft result-
ing from defective brakes with the Federal Aviation Administration,
Air Force, Navy, and LTV officials, and LTV, Navy, and Air Force
test pilots who had flown the A-7D aircraft, (5) we reviewed prime
contractor and military flight reports and flight discrepancy sheets;
(6) we reviewed the prime contract, the subcontract, and other docu-
ments and correspondence relating to the pricing and/or configura-
tion of the brakes; (7) we discussed the effect of brake problems on
aircraft testing and delivery with an Air Force engineer and LTV
officials; and (8) we reviewed documents regarding the prime con-
tractor and Government responsibilities with personnel of TTV, the
Air Force, and the Defense Contract Administration Services District
Dayton, personnel.
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The results of the review have been summarized in the digest of
our report to you, Mr. Chairman, dated July 3, 1969, and in a sub-

sequent letter dated July 11, 1969.
In summary our work shows that:
In some instances Goodrich's test procedures for the four-rotor brake

did not appear to comply with specification requirements or normal
industry practice.

Goodrich's qualification report on the results of testing the four-rotor
brake contained some discrepancies that may be considered significant.

Chairman PROX3IRE. Would you repeat that statement again?
Mr. GUTJMANN. Goodrich's qualification report on the results of test-

ing the four-rotor brake contained some discrepancies that may be con-
sidered significant.

In our opinion Goodrich should have accurately reported the test
results, since in the absence of accurately reported test results it is
difficult, if not impossible, to properly evaluate product performance.

Opinions differed as to the potential danger to the pilot and damage
to an aircraft due to brake failure. However, no significant aircraft
damage due to the use of the four-rotor brake had been reported.

Goodrich offered to, and did, replace the four-rotor brake with a new
five-rotor brake without any apparent increase in cost to the prime con-
tractor or the Government. We were advised that the change did not
cause any delays in the delivery or testing of the aircraft.

The prime contractor's procedures and those of the Defense Con-
tract Administration Service District were inadequate to protect the
Government's interests in the qualification tests of the four-rotor brake.

The Department of the Air Force protected the Government's in-
terest by withholding approval of the qualification report.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, in this case we did not follow our
usual practice of obtaining written comments on the matters discussed
in the report from the parties involved; that is, Goodrich, LTV, and
the Department of Defense.

This concludes my statement Mr. Chairman. My colleagues and I
would be pleased to try to answer any questions that the subcommittee
may have.

Now if I could introduce my colleagues; to my immediate right is
Mr. Guy Best, Assistant Director.

Mr. Best is now assigned to our new major weapons systems acqui-
sition group in the defense division, and he is an industrial engineer
who handled the technical aspects of this review.

To his right is Mr. Steven Haycock, representing our general coun-
sel's office.

To my left is Mr. Stan Eibetz, acting assistant director of our
procurement group, who handled the audit management of this job,
and to his left is Mr. Jerome Pederson, who is the audit manager
under Mr. Eibetz.

We would be pleased to answer any questions you might have.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Gutmann.
I am glad again to stipulate that there is not any question that there

was no additional cost to the Government as a result of this situation
which you found, and I think that is correct, that issue was never
raised by me. I do not know if anyone else raised it. It has not caused
any delays in delivering or testing the aircraft. I think it is good to
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state this even though it has not been raised because I think that this
kind of suspicion or charge might develop and you emphasized it and
I want to emphasize it again, that Goodrich did not, nor indeed did
the four-rotor brake at any time cause a loss of life or damage to
property.

Mr. GUIT-I A NN. That is correct.
Chairman PnoxtlimE. On the other hand, there is some difference of

opinion, as you put it, as to the potential danger to the pilot and dam-
age to the aircraft, and there is not any question that there were dis-
crepancies involved here, and as you put it:

In our opinion Goodrich should have accurately reported the test results since
in the inaccurate reporting of test results it is difficult if not impossible to evaluate
product performance.

You say:
The prime contractor's procedures and those of the Defense Contract Admin-

istration Services District were inadequate to protect the Government's interests
in the qualification tests of the four-rotor brake.

How were these procedures inadequate?
Mr. GUTMANN. Well, sir we feel that the prime contractor as well as

the Defense Contract Administration Services District should have
looked into the basic raw data in support of the test, at least to an ex-
tent, perhaps not 100 percent, but at least to an extent that would
satisfy themselves that they had an accurate report.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Tremblay testified to us that he tried and
was unable to get this raw data.

Mr. GUTMANN. That is correct; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It was just denied him, so he recommended that

the brakes not be approved.
Mr. GUJTMANN. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. After your investigation into A-1D qualifica-

tion procedure why did GAO recommend changes in the Government's
responsibility for brake testing procedures?

Mr. GUTMANN. This goes to the question of the meaning of the
DCAS signature on that qualification test report. We feel that their
procedures did not give real substance to the signature. They should
have looked behind the report more than the procedures called for,
and subsequently the DCAS did modify their procedures to provide a
little more substance and meaning to that signature.

Chairman PROXN[IRE. One of the things they did as I understand it is
to provide for the presence of the Air Force, LTV and Goodrich, the
subcontractor, all of them when these brakes were finally tested. We
have been told that the 4-rotor brake, in some of the preliminary
testing, LTV was present. The Air Force was never present at any
time, and the final testing apparently was conducted entirely by Good-
rich, not in the presence of the prime contractor or the Air Force?

Mr. GuTTIANN. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIiRE. This is part of your recommendation?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Very good. And this was a change which re-

sulted. I am corrected. The changes were made by DCA Dayton, not
by the Air Force.

Representative CONABLE. It is not an Air Force inspector.
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Mr. GuTMANN. That is true, it is DCA's responsibility for the Air
Force.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Were there discrepancies between the data
shown in the B. F. Goodrich report and the data shown by DCA's?

Mr. GuTMANN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Was data reported by Goodrich as to the A-7D

brake when in fact test instruments that were supposed to record the
data were not working?

Mr. GuTMANN. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would refer
this question to Mr. Best.

Chairman PROX3MTRE. Mr. Best?
Mr. BEST. That is correct.
Chairman PROX1IRE. That is correct. In other words, data was re-

ported by Goodrich in their report when in fact test instruments that
were supposed to record the data were not working?

Mr. BEST. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PROXMIIRE. What explanation did Goodrich personnel

have to offer for the discrepancies and for the instances where data
was reported when in fact none was recorded?

Mr. BEST. There were different explanations in different circum-
stances; sometimes no explanation given.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In some instances did they say they rational-
ized the data?

Mr. BEST. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What does that mean to you?
Mr. BEST. I do not have an interpretation of it, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It seems to me that it means that they changed

the data, is that right? When they say they rationalized, they changed
it?

Mr. BEST. What was evident to me was that the raw data, as best
we could read it and identify it to the item in the test report, was not
the same as had been recorded.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So it had been changed. You cannot really
rationalize engineering data very well, can you? It is not likely?

Mr. BEST. Yes, there are reasonable adjustments to be made in in-
strumented information. For example, to delete information because
it is erroneous, because you know from experience that you should not
use it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very good. Were these reasonable adjust-
ments that were made in your view or were they changes that were
made to make the brake appear qualified when it was not ?

Mr. BEST. I would like to answer the first part of the question first,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Mr. BEST. I could find no consistent reason in the adjustments that

I identified. In other words, they seemed to be individual adjustments
rather than the kind that you would apply because you know that an
instrument records so much off, either in a proportional or in a con-
stant error manner.

Chairman PROXMI1RE. To help us come to l conclusion on this, were
they changes in your view, did they give an-ih6nest picture of the brake
performance?

Mr. BEST. Taken as a total, no, sir.
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Chairman PRox-nRE. They did not give an honest picture taken as a
total r

Mr. BEST. No, sir.
Chairman PROX_'Nr1w. Let, me ask you gentlemen this, because I

think this whole thing goes to at far broader spectrum than Goodrich.
What are the Defense Department's responsibilities to administer sub-
contracts awarded by a prime contractor?

First tell us what the law and the Defense Department regulations
require of the Defense Department?

Mr. GUrTM[ANN. Mr. Chairman, I would ask Mr. Haycock to address
himself to the question of law here.

Chairman PROX3IIRE. Mr. Haycock?
Mr. HAYCOCK. Mr. Chairman, I know of no law which requires the

Government or the prime contractor to supervise subcontracts and
quality assurance procedures as were here involved. The armed services
procurement regulations, however, do impose responsibility on a
prime contractor for his subcontractors on the quality of their
products.

Government inspection is provided for by the regulations when it is
deemed necessary by the agency involved.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I think it can be most useful if I ask this in
this specific instance with regard to Goodrich then. Tell us how it
carries out its responsibilities in the B. F. Goodrich case, the respon-
sibilities for the subcontractor's performance, the Government's re-
sponsibility, for the subcontractor's performance. What did the De-
fense Department do to protect the interests of the Government in
this case?

Mr. HAYCOCK. What did they do?
Chairman PROXMIRE. What should they do and what they did.
Mr. HAYCOCK. 11i7ell, that is a little difficult to answer. It would

depend on
Chairinan PROXMIRE. Let me ask it this way. Did the Government

exercise proper diligence with regard to the testing of the brake in
question ?

Mr. GUTNEANN. Mr. Chairman
Chairman PROXMIRE. As I understand it, the report said it did not.
Mr. GUTA[ANN. That is right, sir. We do not feel that it did. As

Mr. Haycock stated the basic responsibility is vested in the prime con-
tractors in accordance with the armed services procurement regula-
tions, and implementing instructions. The agency is, however, and did
in this case, have a representative at the contractor's plant, a DCAS
man. They exercised some degree of quality assurance surveillance
over subcontractor s products.

In this particular instance, Ewe feel that quality assurance was lack-
ing, in that the DCAS representative did not observe any of the tests,
and did not really assure himself as to the quality of the product.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Then let me ask you this. In your report GAO
concludes that no additional costs were charged the Government as a
result of changes to the brakes, something that I said we should know.
Yet it does seem obvious that completely changing over from a 4-rotor
to a 5-rotor brake would have cost something to Goodrich. Is this
correct and if so what additional cost did Goodrich incur?
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Mr. GtTTMANN. We are unable to determine what the additional
cost was to Goodrich, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to qualify just
a little bit our statement that no additional cost was borne by the
Government, for this reason. It is possible that some of those costs
found their way into Goodrich's overhead accounts and subsequently
distributed to other Government contracts.

During the period of time that we had for this review, we could not
get deeply into Goodrich's accounting system and determine if that
happened.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is exactly what I am getting to because
I wanted to ask you this in connection with it. In determining whether
any increased costs were passed down to LTV or to the Government
did you have access to the books and records of Goodrich and LTV
and were books and records examined or audited to make this
determination?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir, I know of no instance where we had diffi-
culty obtaining books and records.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. You checked this fact against their records
to determine whether there was any additional cost?

Mr. GUTMANN. What we did was simply check the engineering
change orders to prime contracts and subcontracts. We did not find any
increase in price, so we know that there were no direct charges under
this prime contract.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How about the cost records?
Mr. GuTMA.kNN. 11re did not get into the cost records to make a

determination as to whether or not any of these costs became an
overhead item.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Let me ask did GAO ever examine or audit the
books, does GAO examine or audit the books and records of sub-
contractors?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PRoXMIRE. You do. The other question I have relates

to one that has been asked of the other engineers and I would like
to ask Mr. Best if it is your opinion that the statement made-that
will be made-by Mr. Jeter, Congressman Conable and I referred to
it:

It has never been determined whether the knitting problem resulted fromthe brake design or was because of an incompatibility between the brake andits associated parts of the braking system.
I would like to ask you, Mr. Best, if it is your opinion, based on Mr.

Lawson's testimony, that knitting problem was a result of design?
Mr. BEST. Mr. Chairman, I would like to beg off on this question on

the basis that the work that I did was fairly narrowly circumscribed,
and while I am an engineer, I am not a specific brake specialist.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You would not contradict the testimony by
the previous engineer, Mr. Lawson?

Mr. BEST. I would not contradict it; no, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I would like to ask you the truth about this

statement that will be subsequently made.
It is most significant that the 4-rotor brake knitting problems referred toabove could not have been predicted from the indoor laboratory tests %vhieh thecontract required regardless of howv precisely these tests may have beenperformed, and the knitting problem was the only significant problem with the

4-rotor brake.
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Do you think that could have been predicted on the basis of the
laboratory tests or not?

Mr. BEST. I am certain that the tests are designed for the purpose
of finding just such problems as the knitting problem, and this is why
we test components before we test larger assemblies.

Chailman11 PROXMIIRE. So you feel the whole purpose of the test
would be to predict whether or not the knitting problem among others
could have been developed, wvere developed?

Mr. BEST. Yes. And I would hope that this test. were a part of their
continuing design procedures, to conduct tests on their own as well as
for the customer.

Chairman PROXM;1IRE. Then you would not agree with the state-
ment that the 4-rotor brake knitting problem "could not have been
predicted from the indoor laboratories."?

Mr. BEST. I generally disagree with that statement.
Chairman PROX-MIRE. Mr. Conable?
Representative CONABLE. YOu1 would agree I am sure that you might

have a knitting problem even though the tests showed that it was not
likely?

Mr. BEST. Yes, sir, I agree to that, too, because more strenuous
circumstances might arise in the field, a completely different
environment.

Representative CONABLE. I am interested, Mr. Gutmann, in the
wording you have used here in your summary. You say:

Goodrich's qualification reports and the results of testing the 4-rotor brake
contain some discrepancies that may be considered significant.

You did not really come right out and say it was significant. Why
did you use that wording? Simply because of the limitations in your
investigation? They might be significant and then again they might
not. Why did you say it that way?

Mr. GUTMANN. Well, sir, we did not intend to use that word "may"
in the sense of "might." It is not the conditional "may."

Representative CONABLE. I see. In other words, you considered that
they were significant?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir.
Representative CONABLE. Fine, I am glad to have that cleared up.

Now the qualification report was one check in the production process
and not the only one, and I am interested in your statement here
that the procedures were inadequate to protect the Government's in-
terest. The fact is this difficulty was discovered by other check down
the line; namely, the flight test.

Is it your feeling that this wvas inadequate limited to the lack of
Government participation in the inspection process at the time of
the laboratory tests, or what is your feeling?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir. Although the flight tests subsequently re-
vealed some problems with the brakes, it appeared to us that for the
qualification testing to have real meaning and value, it should be per-
formed before the flight test which is not necessarily the case.

Representative CONABLE. Yes.
Mr. GUTMANN. And it is basically the lack of participation in the

qualification testing where wve consider the procedures inadequate.
Representative CONABLE. You do not feel that we have anything but

a quality product in the plane that has finally been evolved here, do
you?
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Mr. GriTMANN. We know of nothing adverse in this regard.
Representative CONABLE. I quite agree that it is ridiculous to have

a Government inspector sign the report unless it is going to mean
something, and I am confused about why he did sign the report.
There may be very good reasons for not involving him too directly
in the process, which is essentially, at this stage anway, a responsi-
bility between subcontractor and contractor, but it certainly is confus-
ing to have him apparently attesting to something although the state-
ment he makes does not appear to guarantee a darn thing. I quite
agree with you that that is a confusing aspect of this, why he should
have signed the report at all is shrouded in mystery.

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. Is that usual at this stage? Do they re-

quire a Government signature on the report?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, they do, and in many instances I am afraid it

simply means that the man has seen it.
Representative CONABLE. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We ap-

preciate your appearance.
Mr. GUTMANN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. Our final witnesses this morning are from the

Goodrich Co.: Mr. R. G. Jeter, vice president and general counsel,
and Mr. Robert L. Sink, the projects manager, aircraft wheel and
brake design.

Mr. Jeter, you go right ahead, sir.

STATEMENT OF R. G. JETER, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL AND SECRETARY OF THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., AKRON,
OHIO, AND ROBERT L. SINK, PROJECTS MANAGER, AIRCRAFT
WHEEL AND BRAKE DESIGN SECTION, B. F. GOODRICH WHEEL
AND BRAKE PLANT

Mr. JETER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is
R. G. Jeter and I am vice president, general counsel and secretary of
the B. F. Goodrich Co.

I have with me on my left Mr. Robert Sink, who is a senior wheel
and brake design engineer and projects manager.

I would like if I may to read my statement and interject a few
remarks in response to statements which have been made here this
morning.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., now in its 99th year, for many years has
been a leading manufacturer of airplane wheels, brakes, tires, and
other equipment. Many thousands of our airplane brakes are now in
service on commercial airlines and military planes, both in this coun-
try and throughout the world.

I am sure that some people who have listened to this testimony this
morning might wonder whether our company is capable of making a
satisfactory airplane brake, and let me assure them that we are. We
are, in fact, one of the very leading manufacturers in the world.

We manufacture the brakes for the Boeing 707, 720, 727, and the
newV, very large Lockheed L-1011. The ILockheed Jetstar, the Beech
Kingair, and other commercial and private planes also use B. F.
Goodrich brakes.
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In the military field we have supplied the wheels, brakes, and tires
for the giant Lockheed C-5A transport, the General Dynamics F-111
fighter interceptor, the Lockheed SR-71, the North American XB-70
supersonic bomber, the LTV A-7D under discussion here, as well as
a variety of other fixed wing and helicopter type military aircraft
now in service, and we expect to manufacture a great many hundreds
more before we are finished.

In listening to the testimony of the two first witnesses, I just wanted
to suggest that to me it seemed incredible that more than 30 engi-
neers, professional men who work at this plant, our Troy plant,
would continue to work for a company which would countenance any,
any of the conduct described by Mr. Vandivier and Mr. Lawson. It
appears that everybody at our Troy plant is out of step, or were out of
step, except these two ment. That is the substance of their testimony.

Now the Chairman has raised the question, as has Mr. Conable,
what did the company stand to gain by this? Why would the com-
pany do this? Why would we deliberately falsify records? Why would
we produce a defective brake? There is not any reason under God's
creation why we would do it. The fact of the matter is we contracted
with LTV to manufacture satisfactory, workable, efficient brakes for
an aircraft.

This is our obligation under our contract. We contracted to do this
for a fixed sum of money-and we are talking about I think $90,000-
and this is our obligation.

Now why go and produce a brake and go through all the agony
and tests and everything else of producing a defective brake so that
we could set about then and manufacture another brake, to design a
new brake and manufacture another brake which would work?

What on earth would be the point of this? It escapes my imagina-
tion or conception. I do not understand why such a thing could pos-
sibly happen.

We engineer and manufacture these airplane brakes and wheels
at the plant in Troy, Ohio, which specializes in only these products.

This plant includes laboratory testing facilities for aircraft brakes
which are second to none in the industry.

In short, B. F. Goodrich enjoys an excellent reputation within the
aircraft industry as a supplier of these products.

This hearing is concerned with airplane brakes supplied by B. F.
Goodrich as a subcontractor of Vought Aeronautics Division, of LTV
(hereafter referred to as LTV) for the A7D light attack aircraft for
the U.S. Air Force, as you gentlemen know.

On June 28, 1967, B. F. Goodrich was awarded a contract by LTV
to supply a four-rotor brake for the A7D) aircraft.

The four-rotor brake was designed and several were made for the in-
door laboratory tests required by LTV in the contract. You understand
the tests that were to be performed on this brake were not all of the
tests that have ever been conceived by man.

The tests that were to be performed on this brake were the tests
specified in the contract, and that is what I shall be talking about. And
I say that because at, the Chairman's questioning a couple of gentlemen
here have disagreed with the statement that the knitting would not
have arisen in the laboratory test if they had been most precisely and
properly performed, and they have said that that is not so.
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Well, the point of the matter is it is so, and I insist upon the state-
ment, if you are taking about laboratory tests prescribed by our con-
tract, so let us just keep that in mind.

Now this brake was designed, several were made, and then upon com-
pletion of these indoor tests in May 1968, it was the judgment of the
responsible B. F. Goodrich aircraft brake engineers that the four-rotor
brake satisfactorily performed the indoor tests and was ready for field
testing on the A7D aircraft. Brakes of this design were then installed
on a test airplane and given flight tests by LTV pilots at Edwards Air
Force Base.

Between May 1968 and January 1969, LTV pilots made, as reported
by the General Accounting Office, 229 test flights using the four-rotor
brake.

Now let us just keep this in mind also. We are talking about a brake
that was on an airplane, or more than one airplane, whichever the case,
on which 229 flights were flown by test pilots who, of course, deliber-
ately subjected the equipment, the entire equipment, to the most strin-
gent use.

In all of these 229 test flights the four-rotor brakes performed the
braking function. No one has said anything to the contrary here. They
brought the plane to a stop, as a matter of fact, in less than the required
distance, and these are the records.

There were no brake-related safety incidents involving, and we do
not need to use weasel words about this, these are the facts, and the Air
Force and LTV's records will substantiate it, there were no safety inci-
dents invoving either the pilots or the planes, a fact confirmed at page
11 of the GAO report.

(See appendix for report.)
However, in these 229 flights, as noted by the GAO report, page

11, the pilot reported 12 flights and I would like to emphasize this
now if I may, out of the 229 flights they reported 12 flights during
which there were, and I quote 'potential" problems with the brake
system.

Now that is the heading of the chart in which they record this
problem. There were 12 flights out of 229 in which there were "po-
tential" brake problems.

It should be understood at this point-and I am not sure that it is
understood-that a brake system on an airplane consists of three prin-
cipal components, one of which we manufactured, namely the brake,
the other an antiskid mechanism, and the third, the brake hydraulic
system.

In other words, this is the brake system, and all three of these things
are required if you are going to have a brake that functions on an
airplane.

Of the three parts, we manufactured the brake. We did not manu-
facture the other two items. We did not in our laboratory tests of the
four-rotor brake prior to flight tests have available to us, we did not
test the brake system, the entire brake system, hydraulic and the anti-
skid mechanism, we did not manufacture.

Pursuing these flight tests of the four-rotor brake-and I say listen-
ing to this testimony one might suspect that this brake fell off the
airplane and on the first taxi down the runway-LTV flew 229 test
flights, and these 12 potential problems which I have mentioned.
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Now of the 12 potential problems, only two, in only two of the
flights in which the brake system problem was noted was there a prob-
lem related to the four-rotor brake-in two flights out of these 229.

This problem was that the brake linings-and our engineers have
described this-knitted or fused slightly at low speeds, and this was
mentioned a moment ago in connection with safety. This problem oc-
curred at low speeds.

As I say, it has never been determined whether the knitting problem
resulted from the brake design, or was because of an incompatibility
between the brake and its associated parts of the braking system.

This was not determined because we set upon another course rather
than try to blame the problem on some other part.

In the same period-I have mentioned 229 test flights by LTV test
pilots-in this same period, military pilots flewv 38 test flights with
his four-rotor brake. These, of course, were in addition to the 229.
The military test pilots reported no brake system problems in the 38
flights which they conducted. Again I say this was not a defective
brake that fell off the plane the first time they started down the run-
way with it. They flew 229 plus 38 flights, test flights, and there were
12 potential problems regarding the brakes in that total number of
tests flights, and there were two problems which involved this knitting
or sticking together of the parts, whatever they were.

So let us reduce this thing. We can be factual about it I hope, and let
us reduce it to its facts. Let us see what the problem is, and this is the
problem.

We had a fusing or a knitting in this brake in two flights out of
299 plus 38, a total of 337 flights, and that is the only real brake
problem they had on this airplane.

I make the statement-and the chairman has questioned a couple
of witnesses about it-and I want to make the statement again, and
stand by this statement.

I meant exactly what I said in the statement, notwithstanding
what some of the witnesses have said. I say it is most significant that
the four-rotor brake knitting problem referred to above could not
have been predicted from it, from the indoor laboratory tests which
the contract required, regardless of how precisely these tests may have
been performed. And the knitting problem was the only significant
field problem with the four-rotor brake.

Now I trust I make the point that the statement is based upon test-
ing the brake pursuant to the specifications of our contract, which is
what we did.

It was during the period from June 14 to July 5, 1968, in flight test-
ing at Edwvards Air Force Base that the knitting problem appeared.
The company's engineers immediately initiated a two-phase program
to deal w'it this problem without regard to whether the real cause
was the brake itself, or the brake system.

The programin was: (1) we set about to study other possible linings
for the four-rotor brake which would have a higher fusion level; and
(2) we set about to design a five rotor brake in the event the lining
development was unsuccessful.

During. September 1968, wve started testing a new five-rotor brake.
This is a nonth before an r. tandivier left our company, but g ue appar-
ently did not know anything about this.

0
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Concurrently, B. F. Goodrich obtained from LTV an antiskid
mechanism and tested it in combination with the the four-rotor brake.
These were our first laboratory tests of the entire brake system. The
tests of the entire brake system were in no way provided for or
involved in our contract, but since we had a problem, we obtained the
system, the rest of the system, so that we could make a test with the
entire system. And with the entire system our engineers designed a
test, and note my words, we designed a test for the purpose of attempt-
ing to simulate or duplicate the knitting problem in the laboratory.

We did determine from this test, we concluded at least from this
test that a brake lining change would probably not solve the problem,
whereas a 5-rotor brake design probably would be satisfactory.

Our engineers reached that conclusion.
Now the chairman has stated that B. F. Goodrich did not "qualify"

the five-rotor brake for theA7D until after GAO had made its investi-
,-ation and recommended improved procedures.

The facts are that B. F. Goodrich satisfactorily completed evalua-
tion tests on the five-rotor brake on October 17, 1968, and the results of
these tests were reviewed with LTV on October 21,1968. The five-rotor
brake was formally recommended to LTV on October 29, 1968. The
fact of the matter is that the GAO investigation was not begun until
many months later, to be precise, on May 28, 1969.

Formal qualification testing of the five-rotor brake was completed in
December 1968, and the first shipment of these new five-rotor brakes
was delivered to LTV on January 12, 1969.

On February 13, 1969, the formal qualification report for the five-
rotor brake was approved by LTV. Beginning January 27, 1969, and
continuing to the present time, I am told, the five-rotor brake has been
flight tested on an A-7D by both LTV and military test pilots. The
test pilots have reported no significant brake problem, and I guess that
has been agreed to by everyone here.

The essential facts of this matter I summarize as follows:
1. There have been no safetv incidents-personal injury or property

damage-resulting from the flight testing of either the four-rotor or
the five-rotor brake, the GAO report on pages 10 and 11 are my
authority for this statement.

"Air Force, Navy, and LTV/VAD officials generally agreed that
the brakes did not endanger the life or safety of the test pilots."

2. The total experience with both brakes was a typical one. And I
understand the chairman is talking about the four-rotor brake, but I
am talking about both brakes, because we had a contract to perform for
the Government, well, for LTV and the Government, and I am telling
the story of what happened in the performance of this contract in-
cluding the four-rotor brake total experience with both brakes on the
A-7D, a new airplane, was a typical one. And I am telling you we have
thousands of brakes on airplanes flying in this country.

Obviously, the reason a newv airplane brake must be subjected to
rigid flight testing is because indoor laboratory tests alone do not
always provide a reliable guide to the performance of the brake on
the aircraft, and I daresay that the Air Force will not disagree with
that statement.

3. Now further, B. F. Goodrich engineers moved quickly, and I
think my listing of dates substantiates that certainly, to provide a
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solution to the knitting problem with no delay in the aircraft program,
and the GAO report supports this.

4. The substitution of the 5 rotor-brake, and Mr. Chairman, I trust
that you will not further question the conclusion of the General Ac-
counting Office, which was that the 5-rotor brake was in fact provided
under the contract with no additional cost to anybody except B. F.
Goodrich, and this is the fact of it; and 5, both the LTV and the Air
Force have expressed their satisfaction with our 5-rotor brake.

GAO REPORT OF ITS INVESTIGATION

Now I want to refer to the General Accounting Office Report of its
investigation of it and I would like to point out at this time that Mr.
Vandivier has testified here that he has told his tale to the General
Accouning Office. It had the benefit of this story of his for whatever
it was worth in the course of their investigation.

On May 28,1969, the GAO began its investigation of the B. F. Good-
rich A7D aircraft brake program.

I might interject at this point to say it was a rather thorough inves-
tigation. They were at our plant 8 or 10 days, I am not sure of the
exact count, but quite a few days. They were provided access to all
test data which had been compiled in the indoor testing of the 4-rotor
brake.

Engineers of B. F. Goodrich who were directly associated with this
project and who had worked in the program cooperated fully in an-
swering questions and explaining the test data.

We now know that early in July 1969 the GAO delivered its report
to Senator William Proxmire. The GAO did not submit copies of the
report to the Defense Department, LTV, or B. F. Goodrich for either
review or comment. In fact, B. F. Goodrich first received the GAO
Report on August 4, 1969, one day after Senator Proxmire had de-
livered his statement to the news media.

Further, the Senator did not contact B. F. Goodrich until after his
public accusations.

There are only tw-o "Findings and Conclusions" in the GAO Report
which are in the least critical of B. F. Goodrich. It is significant that
the news statement B. F. Goodrich issued on August 4, 1969, in re-
sponse to Senator Proxmire's press release, incorporated all the "Find-
ings and Conclusions" of the GAO Report.

FIRsT-B. F. GOODRICH'S TEST PROCEDURES

Now as to the critical findings, the first regarded our test procedures.
GAO stated that in some instances our laboratory test procedures for
the 4-rotor brake "did not appear to comply with specification require-
ments or normal industry practice." Our answer:

(a) LTVT approved our interpretation of the contract specifications
to end the test runs in a rolling stop. The energy level over each test
run was maintained as required, which is the principal purpose of the
test runs. The precedent for the rolling stop used in this test was es-
tablished at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base testing laboratory a
number of years ago when the Air Force was qualifying military air-
craft brakes, and this technique is often used in testing other aircraft
brakes.

34-919 0-70-19
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You may be interested to know that the brakes of the XB70 super-
sonic bomber were qualified in test runs with a rolling stop.

(b) GAO questioned the sequence in wvhich the normal energy
stops and the overload energy stops were run in this test, but GAO
admits (GAO Report, page 7) that test sequence requirements were
not specified in the contract. The sequence of the normal and over-
load energy stops B. F. Goodrich used was discussed with and ap-
proved by LTV.

(c) Finally, GAO states (report, page 7) that, for some runs of
the test, stators were interchanged between the No. 1 and No. 3 posi-
tions within the brake. The report acknowledges 13. F. Goodrich's
explanation that this was a laboratory technique for studying special
-wear effects. All components were subjected to the full qualification
test, however.

SECOND-TILE ALLEGED DISCREPANCIES

Now the second finding that I refer to as criticism perhaps in the
GAO Report relates to alleged discrepancies. The second and only
other respect in which the GAO Report is critical is that it states
that "Goodrich's qualification report on the results of testing the
four-rotor brake contanied some discrepancies that might he con-
sidered significant."

I want to say in this connection, Mr. Tremblay has testified here
from the Air Force that Goodrich refused to furnish data to the Air
Force. This is not a fact. We refused to transport this data to
Wright Patterson field, and we offered to submit the date for review
at our Troy plant.

Now those are all the facts on the submission of data to the Air
force. We do not take the data out of our plant, and this is our prac-
tice I am told for many years. But the offer was made for the Air
Force to review this data at the Troy plant.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me just interrupt on this point, please.
Mr. JETER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did you at any time say that this data was

proprietary?
Mr. JETER. We did say it was proprietary.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You said it was proprietary.
Mr. JETER. And we kept it in our plant.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But you did say it would be available if the

Air Force would come to the plant?
Mr. JETER. At our plant, yes, sir. We did say, sir, it was proprietary.

We did say that.
Now responding to this claim by GAO:
Owu answer: Appendix A of the report identifies 16 data items

characterized as "discrepancies that may be considered significant."
That is to say, there are 16 data items criticized out of more than 250
items the GAO examined. Therefore, we must conclude that 94 ler-
cent of the items were not questioned.

Of the 16 so-called "discrepancies," three of them are against our
interests for the purpose of the test report; in other words, three
discrepancies showed worse results than the actual data.
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Next of the 16 so-called "discrepancies," seven of these items werenot discussed or reviewed %with our representatives. As I recall theGAO states in the report that, it did not have time, or time did notpermit or something to that effect, but they were not even discussedwith us, so we do not know really anlything about what the problemis on them.
Next, the GAO report does not identify the size or importance orrelative importance of these alleged discrepancies. During the exam-ination of the test data, we, in fact our engineers who wenre workingwith it did in fact observe many "deviations" being noted by GAOwhich were less than 1 percent.
Finally, the stop times of our qualification report for the five over-load stops were taken from a digital tape record. The results of thistest are simultaneously recorded by two different methods-one is adigital or computer produced record. The other is a record visuallyinterpreted by the laboratory operator. Whenever these two records ofthis test are at variance, the computer produced record is accepted.This is our practice, and this is what we did in this instance.
Now there would be discrepancies between the two records, and inthose cases we accepted the computer produced record.
In the opinion of our engineers, and I can assure you that in view ofthe charges made here this matter has been reviewed thoroughlly, thedata and the entire subject by our aircraft brake engineers at ourTroy plant, and it is their opinion that none of the foregoing criticismsare relevant or significant as to whether the brake was or was notqualified.

ACCUSATION B1Y SENATOR PROXMIIRE

Now as to the accusations of the Chairman in the statement whichhe released, I think in view of that statement it is most-well, thestatement charged us with falsifying test reports to hide defects inbrakes which we had made for this A7D attack plane.
We think it most significant that the GAO report, contrary to theSenator's statement, does not even suggest that test records were falsi-fied.
Now I have read the report a number of times and I have not yet,Senator, found that accusation in it. I have found the section aboutdiscrepancies, which I have just finished discussing.
B. F. Goodrich emphatically denies that any test data relating tothe A7D four-rotor brake were in any respect falsified.
The Air Force has mentioned here, and I am sorry I did not getall their names, so I will refer to the group, that some data in thereport which was presented, did not meet some of the specifications.

It must be obvious that these data were not changed so as to makeit look like the brake wvas qualified.
Wie have presented data which the Air Force says did not meet someof the specifications.
As has already been shown, the field test problems encountered bythe four-rotor brake were wholly unrelated to the question of whetherthe test data on the four-rotor brake were or were not changed.
This entire controversy in our opinion, if I may respectfully say so,completely overlooks the fact that judgments based upon years ofprofessional training and experience are required in the interpretation
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and evaluation of test data. And I do not mean by this whether a
thermometer reads 98 or 108, I am talking about an interpretation and
an evaluation of this entire mass of test data, and in arriving at a judg-
ment, a professional decision as to whether this brake qualifies under
the test procedures prescribed by the contract. That is what I am
talking about.

Judgments must be made to reach reasonable conclusions regarding
the likely performance or the product being tested. Test data were
not changed or falsified, but in interpreting and evaluating the data
the project design engineer arrived at judgments as to the reasonable-
ness and validity of the test results.

This is opinion, based not only upon data but also upon professional
training and experience, and may result and in fact I am sure it did,
in a rejection of some data in arriving at conclusions.

Obviously, we are talking about something quite different from
changing or falsifying data.

As has been said, the judgments of our engineers were correct,
because tests we wvere told-were instructed-to run under a contract
would not have produced the problem which arose and there was not
any other problem with this brake.

In Senator Proxmire's press release of this past August 4, it was
said to have been based upon statements made by a technical writer
vho formerly was employed by B. F. Goodrich and who left our
employ in October 1968. At the outset it should be understood that
the technical writer is a high school graduate with no professional
training.

Now while we are oii that subject, I was informed by our people
that Mr. Vandivier was in fact a high school graduate, and he so testi-
fied here two or three times, but his application for employment written
in his haniidwriting shows that lie attended high school for 2 years,
September whatever the date is 1941 to 1943, and under "graduated"
the word "no."

For the record just to keep it straight I think I will leave a Xeroxed
copy of that employment report.

(The document follows:)
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AiIr. ,JETFR. This technical writer told the Senator that he had writ-
ten in the report that. A-7D four-rotor brake was not qualified, and that
someone changed the statement to read that it. Aas qualified.

If the Senator had inquired of us, whichl he did not, -we would have
told him that the sentence of the report referred to was changed as
stated. The climigne was made by the senior project engineer who was
responsible for the ultimate decision as to whether in the light of the
test results, as prescribed by the contract, the specifications, and the
views of LTV, the brake did or did not qualify.

This senior engineer was of course professionally trained, and
through his discussions from day to day with the LTV engineers
regarding test results, knew that they had accepted the tests.

Now this, of course, Mr. Vandivier knewv nothinlg wAhatsoever about.
He had nothing to do with contacting the LTV engineer who was on
the job watching the day-to-day progress.

Those discussions were held between the senior project engineer and
the LTV engineer.

Furthermore, the ultimate decision as to whether the brake was
qualified obviously could not be made and should not be made by a
technical writer with no professional training.

The conclusion of qualification of the brake was later formally
approved by LTV.

Mr. Lawson, who testified here this morning, apparently disagreed
with the conclusion that this brake qualified. I may say for your in-
formation and for whatever it is worth that Mr. Law-son is an engi-
neer and was an engineer, but this was in fact, so I am told, the first
airplane brake upon whichl he had ever worked. He had come to us,
to our employment just shortly before, and the decisions with respect
to this brake were in fact made by the project engineer, Mr. Warren,
who was directly in charge of this project.

The source of the accusations that the company's records were falsi-
fied is the technical writer who was a former employee of our coin-
pany. It has not been easy to find someone who would give any
credence to his bizarre tale of the falsification of records.

In the fall of 1968 he attempted unsuccessfully to peddle this story
to his employer, the Troy Daily New-s. He next reviewed his accusa-
tions with a lawyer. From there he went to the FBI and then on to
the General Accounting Office.

Failing to interest any of this impressive group, including two
Federal agencies, he then broadcast his tale to the newspapers and
magazines throughout the country according to a quote of him in a
newspaper the other day.

Significantly, wve think, the first public notice given to the story
was in the statement of Senator Proxmire on August 4,1969.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion I want to say that on the record it has been established
that B. F. Goodrich at a reasonable cost, and without any delay in the
Air Force schedule, produced a brake for the A-7D, the performance
of which exceeded the aircraft requirements. Throughout the entire
program there w-ere no safety incidents related to either the 4- or 5-
rotor brake.
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Further the GAO after an intensive examination, and we think itwas intensive, has found no evidence of any change or falsification of
any data.

Upon that record, we emphatically urge tOat there be an end to this
wholly unjustifiable pointless attack through releases in the national
press and congressional hearings which can only be harmful to the
fine reputation enjoyed by our company.

Now that concludes my statement. I have Mr. Sink with me. I would
like to ask him if time permits, Mr. Chairman, to comment on three or
four items very briefly, if I may do that.

Chairman Plfir. iRE. Very good. Time is getting along but I think
that is only fair.

Mr. Sink, you go right ahead.
Mr. JETER. Mr. Sink, you have been referred to in the testimony here

this morning by I think both Mr. Vandivier and Mr. Lawson.
Did you tell either Mr. Vandivier or Mr. Lawson to make any

changes in the report as they were writing the report?
Mr. SiNii. During the time that this report was written, I was on the

west coast supervising the certification tests on the 727-200 aircraft.
That was during the months of April, May, June and up to the early
part of July. I had reviewed some of this data prior to leaving for the
desert, but it had not gotten into report form yet.

Mr. JETER. Who, in fact, would have directly supervised the writing
of this report during this period that you were away?

Mr. SINi-. In my absence John Warren, the senior project engineer
assumed this duty.

Mr. JETER. Rerefence has been made, Mr. Sink to a photograph, and
mention I think if I understood it of an extra pressure disk or some-
think, whatever that statement was. Would you just comment on that
briefly?

Mr. SIN1K. Yes, sir. In the Mil Spec, the purpose of the worn-brake
RTO, as Mr. Tremblay has told you, is one for information only. Also,
as has been stated, prior to putting in the pressure plate, we actually
had a spacer prior to the 45 stop condition. This also is well known.
The pressure plate was put in so that adjusters could be installed and
the correct pressures run for this RTO stop.

As far as our ability to evaluate the heat stack for its capability to
conduct an RTO, it did not change in one way the capability of the
brake to demonstrate performance.

Mr. JETER. *Were adjustments made in the data to make-in the
report I mean of the data, to make the brake look better than it really
was?

Mr. SINiE. Yes, sir; but not to make it look better. If I may ask the
Senator a question concerning

Chairman PROX-mTPE. This is unusual procedure, Mr. Jeter.
Mr. JETER. Yes, you are getting a little bit out of bounds.
Chairman PROXMTIRE. I wvill be happy to let you do it, and if you

want to ask me a question I will be happy to reply.
Mr. Sixi1. Fine, thank yoIn, sir.
AMr. JETER. I did not suggest this, Senator, I assure you.
Chairman PRIOXIARE. Perfectly all right.
Mr. SINK. The submission that I believe was mnade earlier contains

several of these changes which were made, and cwhich were reviewed
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by the GAO. One of these changes that was made, of course, is that
on the overload stops, the pressure was run at approximately 850 p.s.i.
In the report you will see that this has been corrected to show the
correct pressure to compensate for the adjusters which were not pres-
ent during the overload stops, and what this would show is what the
correct pressure would have been if the adjuster pressure were com-
pensated for.

Another example is on the 45-stop condition stop time, and the 5-
stop condition stop time. When the original copy of the report was
submitted to engineering, Mr. Warren determined from the data pre-
sented that the stop times which were taken from the dynamometer
log sheet and the torque traces, which were shown to represent the
torque curve, did not coincide. There was a difference in stop time.
Mr. Warren had a torque trace plot made from the digital data, and
he determined from this what the actual stop time was, and informed
LTV of these stop times, since they were longer than the specification
stop time allowance.

It is our understanding that LTV in turn discussed these stop times
with the Air Force, and that LTV told us that these stop times were
acceptable, to present them as we got them off the digital data and
they would be acceptable to LTV. They subsequently did approve the
report.

Now wve also found an example in this report where after going
over the report in the July 27, 1968, session, to see how the raw data
checked actually with the report, we found that at stop 33 of the tire
change, that thermocouples for the fuse plug, bead seat, and tube well
were interchanged on the slipring and what we detected up to stop 33
they had been reading in order: tube well bead, seat, fuse plug. *We
found after stop 33 they were reading in sequence bead seat, fuse plug,
tube well.

Mr. JETER. These two readings, I do not understand this myself.
Mr. SINK. In this situation what I am pointing out--
Mr. JETER. The reading before and the reading after, were they

near one another or quite different? This is what the Senator and the
Congressman would like to know.

Mr. SINK. Yes, sir. We determined from this that here was another
case where we should have changed the data from the raw data that
was presented because it was perfectly obvious that when you have
temperatures running in a sequence, during parts of the test they are
not going to just arbitrarily change and run in a completely different
sequence from one stop to the next. So there were areas where we
should have changed the data in the report from the raw data, but
we missed it due to the relative unimportance of these temperatures
compared to other data that we did observe more closely.

Mr. JETER. Does that answer your question? You might say a word
about comparison, for example, of brake design program for an air-
craft for a military fighter plane as compared with the design of an
aircraft brake for-

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Will this be the last?
Mr. JETER. Yes, sir; it will, Mr. Chairman.
For a commercial plane?
Mr. SINK. Brakes for commercial aircraft are designed like work

horses, since these things perform many stops every day, day in day
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out service accumulating many stops in a very short period of time.
There is a lot of beef in them. They are the-well, work horse is a
good comparison.

The fighter aircraft, by comparison to this, is more like a thorough-
bred horse. It is skinned down. There is not an ounce of excess weight
in it. It is very high performance, and as a result of this, the develop-
ment program required to develop these fighter plane brakes is much
longer than it is for commercial brakes.

Mr. JETER. Let me say only one word, Mr. Chairman, if I may.
I understand quite well, I think, that the Chairman and members

of this committee are concerned and should be concerned that the
Government gets and obtains good products when it is required to
buy them, and that it buy these products at a reasonable cost. This
is a very proper concern of this committee, and I understand that.

I do want the committee to understand likewise that we at the B. F.
Goodrich Co. have this same concern, identical concern. We are in
this business. We are very big at it. We hope to continue in it for,
well, more years than I can say, and we do not know of any way to
continue in it and be successful and be one of the major producers and
suppliers in the world than to produce quality products at reasonable
prices. There is not any other answer, because this is a competitive
field.

I do want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Conable, for your
attention to our statement.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I want to thank you, Mr. Jeter and Mr. Sink.
It is a vigorous, forthright statement. There is no question where you
stand on this and it is very helpful.

At the same time, just to take up what you have said, I think I
would not be a responsible member of the Senate if two men coming
to me as these two men did with what I thought was a sincere effort
to express their concern about this very serious matter and told a story
that sounded plausible, if I had not asked that an investigation be
made. I did that.

The GAO made an investigation. You and I differ very much on
what the GAO said.

Let me just start with that.
You say in your statement that, "The GAO report does not even

suggest that test reports were falsified." Well, falsified is a word of
intent which I am sure the GAO and everybody else is very careful
about using. I did use it frankly in my release.

We did have testimony by the GAO engineer this morning and he
told us that data did not show an honest picture.

Now-
Mr. JETER. If I may interrupt.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, sir.
Mr. JETER. This is something he has added since the report was

written.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, yes.
Mr. JETER. OK.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As I say, when I asked the GAO to conduct

an investigation of this, I did not anticipate that they would come in,
and they never do come in, and make charges that somebody is lying
or that kind of thing. They do their best to find out what the facts are
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with relation to the data, with the substantive data which is being
considered whether it is accurate or inaccurate, so that -when I asked
them whether this was an honest picture or not, I think that their
answer to me satisfied me in that regard. But I think that you and I
could talk, argue all day about whether this was falsification or
whether it was a discrepancy that cannot be so categorized.

Mr. JETER. Let me say I am not to any degree whatever questioning
the chairman's motives. I want to make that clear.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right.
Now let me ask you this. Professional engineer opinon has been

unanimous, designer Searle Lawson, your employee, Air Force engineer
expert, Bruce Tremblay, and GAO engineer, Guy Best, have all testi-
fied this morning that the engineering practices at B. F. Goodrich in
qualifying the four-rotor A7D brake was unacceptable. In fact, each
of these gentlemen has testified this morning that Goodrich is still
making questionable statements about the AD-7 four-rotor brake,
this morning, for example, from your statement. You say, "It has never
been determined whether the knitting problem resulted from brake
design or was because of incompatibility between the brake and as-
sociated parts of the braking system."

As I recall, Mr. Best said that he was not sure on the basis of the
data he had that he could make an assertion on that. The other two
men were emphatic in saying that the knitting problem did result
from the brake design.

Then in the second place they all testified where you say it is most
significant "that the four-rotor brake knitting problem referred to
above could not have been predicted from the indoor laboratory tests
which the contract required regardless of how precisely these tests
may have been performed." There again they disagree and their dis-
agreement seems to be one of impressive unanimity.

Mr. JETER. The record w ill show, Mr. Chairman, but I think they
testified as a general proposition and without any reference to the
tests prescribed by the contract.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And then that they also testified where you
say, "It was the judgement of the responsible B. F. Goodrich air-
craft brake engineers at that time four-rotor brake satisfactorily per-
formed the indoor tests and was ready for field testing on the AD7,"
they disputed this.

Mr. JETER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So that the experts that we have here disagree

with you. Now let me ask you did B. F. Goodrich personnel add a
spacer to the brake that was undergoing qualification tests? Did you
testify that they did?

Mr. JETER. I am sorry, I did not hear the question.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You testified on this picture.
Mr. JETER. Yes sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. On the basis of that picture and the other

testimony I am asking you did B. F. Goodrich personnel add a spacer
to the brake that was undergoing qualification tests?

Mr. SINK. Yes.
'Chairman PROXMIRE. And that to assure that the brake would not

run out of piston travel during the tests?
Mr. SINE. Yes, sir.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Didn't the other engineer say that that was
unacceptable ?

Mr. SINK. The other engineer was not in a position to know whether
it WaIS acceptAble or not, Sentator. In fact, I think if you will look
again at the

Chairman PRzoxmiRE. When you say the other engineer you are re-
ferring to Mr. Lawson?

Mr. SINK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why wasn't he in a position to know? He was

the employee of Goodrich. You gentlemen hired him and you gave
him this assignment. It was your responsibility to put a competent
man on it.

Mr. SINlK. This is true, and he was a new engineer. We did try to
give him guidance, but he preferred to have his own convictions.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. You did try to give him guidance but he pre-
ferred to have his own convictions?

Mr. SINK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXNEIRE. An interesting response.
Mr. JETER. I think it is quite understandable if I may say so, Mr.

Chairman. He is a new employee. This is the i- brake he has worked
on. He is directly supervised by Mr. Warren, who is a very experienced
design engineer, who has been with our company many years and
designed many, many brakes.

I cannot believe this young man knew everything there was to know
about brakes, and I am not criticizing him.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Nevertheless, it was testified by the other inde-
pendent experts that the insertion of this kind of a spacer was not
acceptable. Do you feel that those men are not qualified?

Mr. SINK. As pointed out under item 2 under a spacer-
Mr. JETER. You are referring to what?
Chairman PROX3IRE. The spacer you have in that picture in front

of you.
Mr. SINK. I am referring to what I assume was introduced earlier.

It says following the overall stops the stack deflections was eight hun-
dred fifty-nine one-thousandths and the minimum travel allowable, the
maximum to be more than this but the minimum with all the tolerances
was eight hundred eighty one-thousandths which says had there not
been a spacer in there the piston still would not have bottomed.

We had gone through the 45-stop test and this takes quite a while
to do. We wanted to assure ourselves that the pistons would not bottom-
out, and discontinued the test on this heat sink that had the 45 stops
so the spacer was put in as a precautionary measure.

Chairman PROXIIMRE. Now that the Air Force has indicated this is
not acceptable you continue to test your brakes this way?

Mr. SINK. If we had the same situation come up today I believe the
thing we should probably have done was to go back to LTV and let
them go to the Air Force to have the Air Force witness this test.

I believe under these conditions that this procedure would be ap-
proved if it were properly handled beforehand.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Was in fact the wheel allowed to coast to a
stop as indicated by GAO and confirmed by Mr. Vandivier's testimony
this morning?

Mr. SINK. Yes, sir.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. It was?
Mr. SINK. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And is this, Mr. Sink, a standard test proce-

dure in the B. F. Goodrich, Troy, Ohio field and brake plant?
Mr. SINK. This is a conmmon procedure. I would not say it is a stand-

ard procedure. It is a common procedure, and it has precedence in that
this procedure ,vs used for the qualification of military brakes when
Wright Field was qualifying military brakes in that facility.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Didn't the Air Force say that this is unaccept-
able as quoted in the GAO report?

Mr. SINKu. I have heard that this has been quoted in that report.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Once again, here is the same kind of a prob-

lem. The Government experts who testified to us tell us that this is not
an acceptable procedure to give valid results.

Mr. SINK. But our contracting agency, sir, is LTV, and we discussed
this procedure with LTV engineering and they approved this pro-
cedure prior to our conducting these tests.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You have a responsibility, I am sure both of
you gentlemen are very honorable gentlemen, you recognize you have
a responsibility to the Federal Government, too.

Mr. SINK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. YOU are producing a plane, a product ulti-

mately to be used as a U.S. plane, and in view of the fact that the
policies adopted by the Air Force, which is the ultimate customer,
seem to contradict your position, it would seem to me that that would
govern rather than any negotiations or any agreement you might make
with the contractor.

Mr. SINK. It is always the function of the contracting agency to set
up the requirements for the design and qualification of a brake, and
where the contractor has set up these requirements, these take preced-
ence in many or most cases over the military specification.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Vandivier has testified before this com-
mittee that there are more than 80 falsifications of data in the Report
26031. He and others that are or were employed by B. F. Goodrich
wheel and brake plant in Troy contend that they were coerced by their
superiors into writing a distorted qualification report. Would you
agree that there is misinformation in this report?

Mr. SINK. I would say that the information that is in the report
presents a fair analysis of the performance of the 4-rotor brake dur-
ing the qualification testing. There have been changes made in the
data as we have noted before, but only to make them more consistent
with the overall picture of the data that is available.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You stand alone in making that assertion. No
other witness has indicated that. Certainly the GAO did not indicate
it. the Air Force did not indicate it. neither did of course Mr. Lawson
who is the engineer directly working on this project. Why do you
need a 5-rotor brake if this is the case?

If this 4-rotor brake is qualified, why did you have to go to the
trouble and exDense to yourself of the 5-rotor brake?

Mr. JETER. Let me answer. Mr. Chairman.
When you say this brake. the 4-rotor, 5-rotor or whatever, is quali-

fied, when we say this in our report, which we did, to the prime con-
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tractor, we are not saying this brake will fly on an airplane. We have
not flown it on an airplane. We are saying that this brake is qualified
under the specifications and tests prescribed by the contract, period,
the indoor tests prescribed by the contract. We cannot state that the
brake will pass flight test.

Let me say just this about this whole subject. If this science weresuch an exact science that we could design and produce a brake with
or without, say with laboratory tests, and this brake will perform on
an airplane exactly as it is supposed to, then there would be an abso-
lute waste of money to conduct these flight tests, and they conducted
almost 300 of them here, an absolute waste of money to conduct the
tests. You just put them on the plane and fly it.

Chairman PROX-MIRE. 'With all due respect-
Mr. JETER. I mean why do you have the flight tests?
Chairman PROXMIIRE. 'W-7hy did you change the design? 'Why did

you go from a 4-rotor brake to a 5-rotor brake if the 4-rotor brake
met the qualifications?

Mr. JETER. Well, the problem developed in flight. What I am trying
to say to you is that we said the brake qualified on the basis of the
laboratory test prescribed for us by the contract, and we do not certify
to another thing. 'We cannot. 'We have not even had the brake work-
ing in conjunction with the rest of the braking system. 'We have not
even seen that happen.

All we can certify to, and I think this ought to be clear, is that on
the basis of the tests prescribed by our contract, the laboratory tests
prescribed by our contract, we think the brake is qualified. It meets
the qualifications as shown by laboratory tests, not flight tests if you
please.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now you have changed your method of testing
between the four- and five-rotor procedure. You stated, "This problem
is that the brake linings knitted or fused slightly at low- speeds."

Then you say, "It has never been determiined whether the knitting
problem resulted from the brake design or was because of an in-
compatibility between the brake and its associated part of the braking
system."

Then you say-this is wvith regard to the five-rotor-"Special labora-
tory tests were performed with the system in order to simulate the
knitting problem."

So you obviously felt that the first tests wvere inadequate in that
regard, because you used a new test procedure which you have testified
with great emphasis in your view, although others seem to
disagree-

Mr. JETER. I do not think anvone has disagreed with what I say
on that subject if I may say so, IMr. Chairman.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Mr. Lawson flatly disagreed. I asked him that
question.

Mr. JETER. Mr. Lawson, I do not think, addressed himself to the
fact. If I may disagree with you, I do not think the record will show
that anyone in this room today except myself has testified with respect
to the fact that we obtained from LTV' the complete braking system,
and that we designed special tests with the entire braking system to
try to produce this knitting or sticking or whatever you want to call
it, and we did that in an effort to determine, Mr. Chairman, whether
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we could get a different composition, a different brake band that would
in fact work in this four-rotor brake and would eliminate this knitting
problem, but no one else has testified about this that I have heard.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Jeter, I have here documentation from
your own plant signed by Mr. Gloor, the engineer, who says-

Following stop number 49 the fuse plug material melted entirely.

It goes on to say-
Brake pressure was released on the brake when the velocity reached 10 to 15

miles per hour. The following abnormal procedures occurred. Stators numbers
1 and 3 were physically switched after stop number 30 and remained in those
positions to the conclusion of the test. Of the 5 overload stops were conducted
with a lining carrier placed between the housing and the pressure plate.

and so on.

And he concludes as follows:

In view of the aforementioned it is the writer's opinion that subject brake
assembly is not a fully-qualified item.

This is another expert engineer, your Goodrich engineer. Now
would you say that your Mr. Gloor is incompetent, not qualified?

Mr. JETEIR. I will ask Mr. Sink. I do not know Mr. Gloor.
Mr. SINK. Here again Mr. Gloor had just joined our organization,

and he had joined the A-7D as test engineer taking over from who had
carried it through the early development, so he had only been with
us a very few months, and had no wheel and brake test experience at
all prior to starting into the A-7D program.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What was this man's qualifications, this Mr.

Gloor, who along with Mr. Lawson had responsibility in this area?
Mr. SINK. To the best of my knowledge he has been an instrumenta-

tion engineer at McDonnell.
Mr. JETER. Where?
Mr. SINK. McDonnell.
AIr. JETER. McDonnell Aircraft.
Chairman PROXAIIRE. He is another independent engineer, inde-

pendent in the sense he was newly hired. He worked for you-was
employed by you. You are hiring people who appear to be incompetent
on the basis of your testimony here.

Mr. JETER. "Inexperienced," if I may substitute a word for you, Mr.
Chairman. If a new man is ever going to be hived, he has to be hired
inexperienced, and I do not see any carelessness in hiring people be-
cause they have never had experience. The question is whether you
give them adequate supervision until they get the experience.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Isn't it true that the instrumentation which is
where Mr. Gloor had his experience, the instrumentation went wrong?

Mr. SINK. I do not know whether you could say it went wrong. It
was a matter of interpreting what came off of it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In this area Mr. Gloor should be qualified.
Mr. SINK. When you take data from several different sources, you

have to rationalize among these data what is the true story. This is
part of your engineering know-how.

Chairman PROxMTRE. What was that again, you have to rationalize
data?

Mr. SINK. You have to look at the data rationally from experience
and make an enlginieering judgment as to which-
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Chairman PROXMIIIE. You did not say look at the data rationally.In the first place you said rationalize.
Mr. SINK. This is a play on words.
Chairman PPoxINinIE. All right, sir. Why do you believe that Mr.Armdivier and Mr. Lawson have come before this committee to tell ustheir part in the inclusion of this information in the qualificationreports. I believe there are some inexplicable aspects of this thing ofthe one we all agree that Goodrich has nothing to gain by this, and Iam sure that your motives, Mr. Jeter, and the motives of the otherofficials have been good.
On the other hamnd, the only logi6al explanation that I have heardof this whole incident was given by Mr. Vacldivier when he said thatpride or an attempt to hide a mistake or to save face seems to bethe answer, and I can understand that.
On the other hand, I can throw right back at you why would thesemen come before us to make this testimony? Certainly Mr. Lawsonhas not anything to gain by this. He is in the industry no-w. He canbe blackballed. He can be hurt badly.
Mr. JETER. Well, I am not going to question their motives either,but I will answer your question, and not question their motives.I do not know either man. I saw them here for the first time in mylife so far as I know, so I guess I must assume that they sincerelybelieve what they say.
I think that Mr. Vandivier is talking about some subjects and writ-ing an opinion about a qualification which ihe was not at all qualifiedto do.
Chairman PROXATrRE. He was your technical writer. He worked foryou for 3 years as a technical writer. He had written over 100 reports.Mr. JETER. It is one thing to write down and record a lot of dataresults which you can read. I mean I can read temperatures myself.I am not an engineer, and this and that. And it is something else toarrive at conclusions as to which data is most significant and whichis not. Where two tests are made simultaneously and they are at vari-ance, it is an engineering judgment matter as to which one should beaccepted, and when you look at this overall thing in the report, I didnot bring it here, the report that we are talking about, that we madeto LTV is this thick; two and a half inches thick. It is certainly anengineering matter requiring judgment to study, go over that reportand decide whether the ultimate decision is that the brake is qualifiedor is not qualified, and I say this unequivocally, this technical writeris not qualified to make that conclusion from a report.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, but you see, Mr. Jeter, we do not have aproblem of a man who is just unqualified; an engineer who is inex-perienced making some mistakes. We have men who have come beforethis committee and testified that they falsified, that they manufacturedthis data, that it was not true and they were told to qualify the brakeand shut up about it, and so they followed those instructions. That wastheir testimony.
Mr. JETER. Well, they in fact were not so instructed. At least wehave not been able to find-I can assure you that a very thorough in-vestigation was made of this entire subject long before, I am sure,you heard of it, and we have yet to find man one who supports thatstatement which they make.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. We have had man one and man two tell us
that that is the case.

Mr. JETER. Yes.
Chairman PROXMITRE. And Mr. Gloor says it-
Mr. JETER. I told you we have 30-odd engineers at this plant, and

most of them very experienced and very knowledgeable, and I say
to you it is incredible that these men would stand idly by and see re-
ports changed or falsified or whatever word you want to use when
they have knowledge of it and they are responsible engineers. I mean
you just do not have to do that working for anybody. I think you
understand that and especially if you are a qualified engineer in some
specialty such as the design and testing of brakes. Just nobody does
that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Finally, I would just like to ask you why after
the GAO investigation did GAO recommend changes in the Govern-
ment's responsibility for brake testing procedures, if the procedures
were all right, and why in fact has there been an actual change in
procedure in the Dayton, Ohio area where the Troy Wheel and Brake
Plant is located? As I understand before this the four-rotor brake,
for example, was tested as we have had testimony this morning, not
in the presence of the Air Force and not in all cases in the presence
of LTV.

On the other hand, the five-rotor brake has been tested in the pres-
ence of all the Air Force, LTV as -well as

Mr. JETER. Well, I want to make no defense of the test specifica-
tions prescribed by our contract, by LTV, and whether it should have
been changed, or whether the GAO is right in suggesting that an Air
Force man should be present. Maybe they are right in that recom-
mendation. I am not quareling with it.

The Government, at least, would have somebody on the job seeing
what is happening. We do not have any quarrel with it. They can
have two there if they would like, but Ewe did not design this program.
We were given a contract and test procedures in it and that is it.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Mr. Conable?
Representative CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Jeter, I have only one question and that relates to the interests

of the Government in this affair.
Mr. JETER. Yes, sir.
Representative CONABiE. Can you give us an assurance that the

Government will not at any time incur increased costs as a result of
the necessary changes over from the four-rotor to the five-rotor brake?
A statement was made here by the GAO that it was possible some of
these additional costs could find their way into overhead, and that
interested me because it would not be normally part of overhead.

Mr. JETER. Yes.
Representative CONABLE. And I just want to understand from your

point of view, obviously your company has had some additional costs
as a result of having to change.

Mr. JETER. Right.
Representative CONABLE. From a brake that had some flaws to one

that is functioning properly?
Mr. JETER. Yes, we just designed two brakes and tested two instead

of one for the same cost. This point or this mention in the GAO report
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I have discussed with our engineers. I, of course, have no personal
knowledge of it. I have discussed it with our engineers, and the head of
our aerospace division in Akron, and I am assured that there was no
additional cost to the Government in any form or manner whatsoever.
There were no additional costs.

Representative CONAmIs. Thank you.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRox-rIRE. Thank you, Congressman Conable.
And thank you, Mr. Jeter and Mr. Sink. I know this is a most un-

pleasant and a difficult job for all of us. You did a fine job and I
appreciate the responsiveness you have given us.

Mr. JETER. Thank you very much.
Chairman PROX3IIRE. The committee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 1 :05 p.m. the Senate Subcommittee on Economy

in Government of the Joint Economic Committee adjourned, to re-
convene subject to the call of the Chair.)

34-919 O-70-20
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. DC. MUD

B-167023

Dear Senator Proxmire:

The accompanying report presents the results of our examination

into the qualification of brakes furnished by The B. F. Goodrich Company

to LTV Aerospace Corporation, a subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.,

for use on the A-7D aircraft, as requested in your letter of May 13, 1969.

The significant contents of this report are summarized in the digest in-

cluded with the report. The review was made pursuant to the Budget and

Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act

of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We did not submit copies of this report to the Department of De-

fense or the contractors, The B. F. Goodrich Company, and LTV Aero-

space Corporation, Vought Aeronautics Division, for comment.

We plan to make no further distribution of this report unless copies

are specifically requested, and then we shall make distribution only after

your agreement has been obtained or public announcement has been made

by you concerning the contents of the report.

Sincerely yours,

-Comptroller General
of the United States

The Honorable William Proxmire
United States Senate
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT TO REVIEW OF THE QUALIFICATION
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM PROXMIRE TESTING OF BRAKES FOR THE A-7D
UNITED STATES SENATE AIRCRAFT

Department of the Air Force
Department of the Navy
Defense Supply Agency B-167023

D I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

At the request of Senator William Proxmire, the General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) has reviewed certain aspects (see p. 2) of the qualification
tests of brakes for the A-7D aircraft. These tests were performed by
The B. F. Goodrich Company under a subcontract with LTV Aerospace Cor-
poration, Vought Aeronautics Division (LTV/VAD), the prime contractor
with the Navy for the A-7D aircraft to be used by the Air Force.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of GAO's review indicated that:

--in some instances Goodrich's test procedures for the four-rotor
brake did not appear to comply with specification requirements or
normal industry practice (see p. 6),

--Goodrich's qualification report on the results of testing the four-
rotor brake contained some discrepancies that might be considered
significant (see pp. 6 and 8),

--opinions differed as to the danger to the pilot and the potential
damage to an aircraft due to brake failure. No significant air-
craft damage due to the use of the four-rotor brake had been re-
ported (see p. 10),

--Goodrich offered to, and did, replace the four-rotor brake with a
new five-rotor brake without any apparent increase in cost to the
prime contractor or the Government. We were advised that the
change did not cause any delays in the delivery or testing of the
aircraft (see pp. 12 and 13),

--the prime contractor's procedures and those of the Defense Contract
Administration Services District (DCASD) were inadequate to protect
the Government's interests in the qualification tests of the four-
rotor brake (see p.13), and

--the Department of the Air Force protected the Government's interest
by withholding approval of the qualification report (see p. 18).

Tear Sheet
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT TO REVIEW OF THE QUALIFICATION
TEE HONORABLE WILLIAM PROXMIRE TESTING OF BRAKES FOR THE A-7D
UNITED STATES SENATE AIRCRAFT

Department of the Air Force
Department of the Navy
Defense Supply Agency B-167023

D I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

At the request of Senator William Proxmire, the General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) has reviewed certain aspects (see p. 2) of the qualification
tests of brakes for the A-7D aircraft. These tests were performed by
The B. F. Goodrich Company under a subcontract with LTV Aerospace Cor-
poration, Vought Aeronautics Division (LTV/VAD), the prime contractor
with the Navy for the A-7D aircraft to be used by the Air Force.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of GAO's review indicated that:

--in some instances Goodrich's test procedures for the four-rotor
brake did not appear to comply with specification requirements or
normal industry practice (see p. 6),

--Goodrich's qualification report on the results of testing the four-
rotor brake contained some discrepancies that might be considered
significant (see pp. 6 and 8),

--opinions differed as to the danger to the pilot and the potential
damage to an aircraft due to brake failure. No significant air-
craft damage due to the use of the four-rotor brake had been re-
ported (see p. 10),

--Goodrich offered to, and did, replace the four-rotor brake with a
new five-rotor brake without any apparent increase in cost to the
prime contractor or the Government. We were advised that the
change did not cause any delays in the delivery or testing of the
aircraft (see pp. 12 and 13),

--the prime contractor's procedures and those of the Defense Contract
Administration Services District (DCASD) were inadequate to protect
the Government's interests in the qualification tests of the four-
rotor brake (see p.13), and

--the Department of the Air Force protected the Government's interest
by withholding approval of the qualification report (see p. 18).

I
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INTRODUCTION

The General Accounting Office, at the request of
Senator William Proxmire, has examined into the qualifi-
cation testing of the brake assemblies for the A-7D air-
craft at The B. F. Goodrich Co., Troy, Ohio.

The Naval Air Systems Command is purchasing 74 A-7D
aircraft for the Department of the Air Force under con-
tract N00019-67-C-0143 with LTV Aerospace Corporation,
Vought Aeronautics Division.

We were asked to inquire into whether (1) Goodrich's
qualification report accurately presented the actual re-
corded test results, (2) the use of a defective brake en-
dangered the test pilot's safety,and (3) the Government
incurred additional costs due to the changes in the brake.
In addition, we were requested to determine the Govern-
ment's responsibilities in the qualification testing of
the brakes and the Air Force's actions to protect the
Government's interest. Additional information furnished
by a member of the Senator's staff related the requested
information to the four-rotorl brake assembly.

LTV/VAD solicited, and we were advised that they re-
ceived, quotations from The B. F. Goodrich Co., Bendix
Aviation Products Division, General Tire and Rubber Co.,
and Goodyear Aviation Products Division on various items,
including the brakes, for the A-7D aircraft. LTV/VAD of-
ficials stated that The B. F. Goodrich Co., Aerospace and
Defense Products Division, was selected on the basis of
the price and technical design. LTV/VAD officials stated
that the Air Force concurred in their selection. There-
after, LTV/VAD issued a firm-fixed-price purchase order,

A rotor is a rotating metal disc interspersed with sta-
tors, which are stationary metal discs carrying brake
lining material. The rotor and stator discs, when com-
pressed, perform the braking action.

2
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number P-237138, dated June 18, 1967, to Goodrich and
supplements to this purchase order have been issued, ex-
ercising options granted to LTV/VAD by Goodrich in the
basic purchase order, as follows:

Purchase Quantity Firm-
order of brake fixed unit Total

document Date assemblies price price

Basic June 18, 1967 40 $364.50 $14,580
Supple-
ment 2X Mar. 20, 1968 160 338.50 54,160

Supple-
ment 5X Dec. 9, 1968 2 338.50 677

202 34 3.64a $69.417f

aWeighted-average unit price.

Also, LTV/VAD exercised the 1969 option of the above pur-
chase order through the issuance of purchase order
P-354831, dated February 10, 1969, for 260 brake assem-
blies at $338 each, or a total of $87,880. On April 30,
1969, this purchase order was amended to increase the
number from 260 to 267 brake assemblies at the same unit
price for a total price of $90,246. These brake assem-
blies had been included in LTV/VAD's proposal to the Gov-
ernment at $343.70 per unit, excluding general and admin-
istrative expenses and a 7-percent factor for scrap and
other miscellaneous costs, in determining the initial
cost for contract -0143.

LTV/VAD initially purchased a four-rotor brake but,
in January 1969, revised, in part, the purchase order to
require five-rotor brake assemblies. The differences
between the four- and five-rotor brake assemblies are as
follows:

Part Four-rotor brake Five-rotor brake
name Part number Quantity Part number Quantity

Rotor 134-44 4 134-49 5
Stator 244-270 3 244-306 4
End plat

s evens 244-271 28 244-307 28

3
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The LTV/VAD purchase orders show that the following
types of brake assemblies had been ordered:

Quantity
LTV/VAD of
purchase brake assemblies
order no. Four-rotor Five-rotor Total

P-237138 46 156 202
P-354831 0 267 267

Total 46 423 469

LTV/VAD purchase order P-237138 required Goodrich
to perform qualification testing on the brake assemblies
and to submit a report on the results of such testing.
The qualification tests are referred to as preproduction
tests in the referenced specifications. Both LTV/VAD
specification 204-16-37d and military specification MIL-
W-5013G defined preproduction tests as tests conducted by
the vendor on samples representative of the production
item to ensure conformance with the specification re-
quirements. Goodrich lawyers stated that the four-rotor
brake assemblies subjected to qualification tests were
hand made units, similar to brake assemblies to be manu-
factured, rather than production models.

Goodrich submitted to LTV/VAD its qualification test
report, Q-6031 revision A, dated July 12, 1968, on the
four-rotor brake assembly. This report was signed by a
DCASD Dayton representative (see p. 16) and approved by
LTV/VAD. However, the Air Force's Aeronautical Systems
Division recommended withholding approval of the report.
Subsequently, Goodrich proposed to supply a five-rotor
brake as it did not believe that the four-rotor brake met
their "suitable for the intended use" obligation to LTV/
VAD and requested that LTV/VAD withdraw its approval of
the four-rotor brake qualification test report.

Goodrich submitted the five-rotor brake assembly
qualification test report, Q-6046 revision A, dated Feb-
ruary 18, 1969. This report also was signed by the

4
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DCASD Dayton representative (see pp. 16and 17) and ap-
proved by LTV/VAD. We were advised, however, that, as
of June 5, 1969, the Air Force's Aeronautical Systems Di-
vision had not approved Goodrich's qualification report
on the five-rotor brake.

The scope of our review appears on page 20.

5
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REVIEW OF QUALIFICATION TESTS OF BRAKES

VARIATIONS IN QUALIFICATION
TESTING PROCEDURES AND
RESULTS REPORTED

The results of our review indicated that, in some
instances, Goodrich's qualification test procedures for
the four-rotor brake did not appear to comply with the
specification requirements or normal industry practices.
Also, we found that Goodrich's qualification report data
on the results of testing the four-rotor brake contained
some discrepancies which, in the judgment of an engineer
assigned to our staff, may be considered significant.

The qualification report and its supporting data
were considered to be proprietary information by Goodrich,
who requested that this information not be further dis-
closed. We have, therefore, omitted from our report the
specific data obtained from Goodrich during this review.

Test procedures for the
four-rotor brake

Qualification report Q-6031, which was applicable to
the four-rotor brake, indicated that the tests adhered to
the requirements of military specification MIL-W-5013G,
except where the specification differed from the LTV/VAD
specification. This report indicated also, that no devi-
ations were requested by Goodrich.

However, Goodrich's project manager stated, and doc-
uments showed, that the brake pressure was released at
10 miles per hour and the wheel permitted to coast or
taxi for 10 to 15 seconds. Military specifications re-
quired the brake to bring the wheel to rest.

Goodrich officials stated that, to compensate for
the rolling stop, higher energy was imposed on the wheel
at the higher speeds. Goodrich's project manager stated
that LTV/VAD had orally approved this waiver to the test
procedures and LTV/VAD officials acknowledged verbal ap-
proval of minor deviations to Goodrich's test procedures

6
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but did not describe to us the specific deviations. How-
ever, an Air Force engineer considered that the failure
to come to a complete stop was unacceptable because torque
stresses reach their peak during the 10 to 0 miles per
hour velocity.

Goodrich's project manager advised us of the follow-
ing test procedures which, he said, were orally approved
by LTV/VAD.

1. Use of the 84-inch instead of 120-inch dynamometer
for the 45 normal brake stop tests because
Goodrich stated the larger dynamometer was, tied
up, with other programs.

2. Use of a test sequence of 45 normal, 5 overload,
and 2 rejected-take-off brake stop tests, although
it was common industry practice to intersperse the
normal and overload stop tests.

A Goodrich official informed us, and we verified the
fact, that test sequence requirements were not specified
in military specification MIL-W-5013G or LTV/VAD specifi-
cation 204-16-37d. LTV/VAD officials advised us that
they considered the significance of the test sequence a
matter of opinion, but their Assistant Director for the
A-7D program stated that he preferred an interspersed
9 normal to 1 overload stop test sequence. However, an
Air Force engineer stated that any brake failure would
disqualify the tests; and, in his opinion, had Goodrich
performed the tests on the 9 to 1 interspersed basis, the
brakes would not have lasted through the 50 normal and
overload stop tests.

Goodrich's Special Test Requirement and Procedures
and Operator's Comments set forth various other instruc-
tions or actions regarding the procedures or methods in
the qualification testing. Among these was the statement
that the stators were switched between the number 1 and
number 3 positions and we selected this for further in-
quiry. Goodrich stated that this was a laboratory tech-
nique in which the results were studied by an engineer to
determine the wear pattern of the linings on the stator.

7
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Military specification MIL-W-5013G and LTV/VAD specifica-
tion 204-16-37d are silent regarding the switching of
parts or components. LTV/VAD officials, however, advised
us that the switching of stator positions was not normal
industry practice. In the opinion of an Air Force engi-
neer, this switching of parts was unacceptable.

Reported test results on the four-rotor brake

We selected brake stop tests from qualification re-
port Q-6031 for verification of the basic recorded test
results. Each of these brake stop tests included the re-
cording or measurement of 18 characteristics, or parame-
ters, 16 of which were selected for verification. The
extent and results of our verification were as follows:

Stop tests
Discrep-
ancies

GAO sample (note a)
No. in Percent Percent
uni- of of

Test title verse No. universe No. sample

Normal brake stop 45 7 15.6% 2 28.6%
Overload brake stop 5 5 100.0 5 100.0
Worn brake rejected-

take-off stop 2 2 100.0 2 100.0

Total stop tests 52

Total GAO sample 14 26.9% 9 64.3%

aThese are the discrepancies, existing in at least one or
more of the 16 test characteristics or parameters in
each of the stop tests, that may be considered signifi-
cant.

The parameter discrepancies that may be considered sig-
nificant between data shown in the test report (Q-6031)
and data shown by Goodrich's test instruments, as well as
Goodrich's explanations, are set forth in the exhibit of
this report. In addition, we found other discrepancies

8
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which we considered to be insignificant because they were
due to variations in engineering interpretations and
transposition of the report data between stop tests.

On the two remaining parameters in our selected sam-
ple of 14 stop tests, we compared the reported data with
the operator-recorded data and Goodrich's test require-
ments. We noted that reported and operator-recorded data
on stop time were in agreement except on the five over-
load stop tests where reported data presented a lesser
stop time than that of the operator-recorded data. A
Goodrich project manager advised us, however, that
LTV/VAD had orally accepted the five excessive overload
stop times after the tests but prior to the issuance of
the qualification report. In 12 instances the stop time
reported was greater than Goodrich's test requirements.
Limitations on our time for this review precluded our
comparing the stop times to the basic recorded test re-
sults and discussion of the resulting discrepancies with
a Goodrich engineer.

Test procedures and reporting
on the five-rotor brake

We did not review the test procedures regarding the
five-rotor brake or verify the resulting data contained
in qualification report Q-6046 due to the limited time
for our review. However, as discussed in subsequent re-
port segments, LTV/VAD, Air Force, and DCASD representa-
tives monitored, at least in part, Goodrich's performance
of the testing and/or were provided access to the basic
recorded test results.

9
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INQUIRY INTO POSSIBILITY OF DANGER
TO PILOT AND AIRCRAFT DAMAGE

We found that there were differences in opinions on
the danger to the pilot and potential damage to an air-
craft due to brake failure but that no significant damage
due to the use of the four-roter brake had been reported.

Air Force, Navy, and LTV/VAD officials generally
agreed that the brakes did not endanger the life or safety
of the test pilots. However, among these same officials,
there was no definite consensus regarding the potential
of damage to an aircraft, which may be incurred as the
result of brake failure.

In response to our question regarding pilot safety
and structural damage, Federal Aviation Administration
officials stated that warping or welding of the brakes
would blow out the tire, which in turn might cause (1)
collapsing of the landing gear, (2) breaking of the hy-
draulic lines, and/or (3) puncturing of the gas tanks
located in the aircraft wing. As the result, they fur-
ther stated the most likely danger was a fire due to the
combination of the heat in the brakes and leaking hy-
draulic fluid and/or jet fuel. They told us, however,
that they did not have any accident investigation reports
concerning such incidents.

Both contractor and military pilots conducted flights
in the aircraft with four-rotor brakes prior to and after
LTV/VAD's engineering approval of the qualification re-
port. However, Air Force, Navy, and LTV/VAD officials
advised us that there was no requirement for brake quali-
fication prior to use on an aircraft. The following sta-
tistics on flights and brake problems were obtained from
the contractor and military flight reports and/or flight
discrepancy sheets.

10
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Flights
After LTV/VAD

Prior to approval of
LTV/VAD qualification test

approval of and before
qualification installation of

report the five-rotor brake Total

Number of flights:
Contractor 37 192 229
Military 12 26 38

Total 49 218 267

Number of flights indicat-
ing potential brake
problems (note a):
Contractor 6 6 12
Military 0 0 0

Total 6 6 12

aThe brake is used in conjunction with an anti-skid system. These re-
ports describe other problems which the pilots appear to relate to
this system.

Generally, the contractor noted brake problems were
described in terms of the sensitivity of the brakes,
which concerns the relationship between the brake pedal
travel distance and the braking action. This problem was
also rep3rted in a military preliminary evaluation sum-
mary report. On only two contractor flight reports did
we note any effect of the brakes on the aircraft. In one
instance, the wheels locked up and, in the other in-
stance, the brakes fuzed so that they had to be loosened
with a screw driver. In addition, an LTV/VAD official
stated that, in one other instance, the brakes fuzed as
anticipated during a ground test.

Discussions with the contractor's test pilot who had
flown the flights where the lock-up and fuzing occurred
and with military test pilots indicated that they consid-
ered that there was no danger to the pilot and/or air-
craft from the four-rotor brake performance.

Air Force and LTV/VAD officials stated that they
were satisfied with the five-rotor brake although there
were some minor problems with this brake.

11
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NO ADDITIONAL COSTS INCURRED
DUE TO CHANGES IN THE BRAKE

We found no evidence of an increase in the costs to
the Government or LTV/VAD for the replacement of the
four-rotor brake assemblies with five-rotor assemblies
or for the performance of the second qualification test.

A listing of the engineering change proposals
(ECPs) was furnished to us by LTV/VAD officials as being
those changes to the prime contract, where additional
funds had been requested by LTV/VAD but had not been ne-
gotiated as of May 26, 1969. Our review of this listing
did not identify any ECPs related to brake assemblies.
Furthermore, LTV/VAD officials advised us that neither
had there been nor did they contemplate any ECPs for the
brake assemblies under the prime contract. Also,
LTV/VAD and responsible Air Force officials stated that,
to their knowledge, the prime contract price to the Gov-
ernment had not been increased because of the brake as-
semblies.

Goodrich offered to replace the four-rotor with
five-rotor brake assemblies and to perform the new qual-
ification tests at no cost to LTV/VAD or the Government.

We found that the price set forth in LTV/VAD's ini-
tial purchase order, P-237138, had not been revised ex-
cept for exercising the options contained in the basic
order for additional quantities at predetermined unit
prices. Further, we did not find, in the purchase or-
ders we reviewed, any other LTV/VAD purchase orders
which provided Goodrich with compensation for modifying
the brake assemblies or performing the second brake
qualification test.

Our review of the receiving and shipping records
furnished to us by LTV/VAD showed that 46 four-rotor
brake assemblies were received but that three had been
rejected during LTV/VAD's incoming inspection. We as-
certained that, of the remaining 43 units, 33 had been
exchanged for five-rotor brakes at no cost to LTV/VAD or
the Government. LTV/VAD officials stated that they
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could not readily provide us with the status of the re-
maining units. They assured us, however, that all four-
rotor brake assemblies received from Goodrich have been
or will be returned for replacement with the latest
brake configuration at no charge to LTV/VAD or the Gov-
ernment.

AIRCRAFT DELIVERY AND TESTING WERE
NOT DELAYED BY BRAKE PROBLEMS

We were advised that problems encountered with the
brakes did not affect aircraft delivery or testing. We
discussed the effect of the brake problems on aircraft
delivery and testing with an Air Force Aeronautical Sys-
tems Division engineer and LTV/VAD officials. They ad-
vised us that the brake problems had not delayed either
delivery or testing of the aircraft.

WEAKNESS IN CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

We found that contract administration responsibil-
ities had been assigned to LTV/VAD and DCASD. In our
opinion, however, procedures of both were inadequate to
protect the Government's interest in assuring that the
qualification tests were properly performed and the re-
sults were correctly reported on the four-rotor brake.

Requirements of the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation

According to Armed Services Procurement Regulation
14-102, the prime contractor is responsible for control-
ling product quality, including that at the subcontrac-
tor level, and for offering to the Government only those
supplies or services which meet the contract require-
ments. This section provides, in addition, that the
control of quality by the prime contractor may.~relate
to, but is not limited-to, testing and examination to
ensure that practices and equipment provide the means
for optimum evaluation of inspection characteristics.

Armed Services Procurement Regulation 14-103.1 and
14-407.1 provide for Government inspection, when deemed
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necessary, to assist the assigned contract administra-
tion office for the prime contract to determine whether
the prime contractor is ensuring conformance of the sub-
contracted supplies or services with the contract re-
quirements. They further provide that Government quality
assurance actions at the subcontract level do not relieve
the prime contractor of any responsibilities for subcon-
tract administration.

Prime contractor's contract
administration responsibilities

The prime contract assigned LTV/VAD the responsi-
bility for ensuring that all supplies and services pro-
cured from the subcontractor conformed to contract re-
quirements. However, the extent of control exercised by
LTV/VAD was to be dependent upon the type of supplies
purchased, the subcontractors' demonstrated capability,
and quality evidence made available by the subcontrac-
tor. In addition, the prime contract reserved the right
of Government inspection at the subcontractors' facili-
ties.

LTV/VAD's purchase order P-237138 and the refer-
enced LTV/VAD specification requirements for the quali-
fication test included:

1. LTV/VAD's approval of Goodrich's qualification
test procedures.

2. LTV/VAD's rights to witness the tests and to
perform other tests to ensure a satisfactory
product.

3. LTV/VAD's approval of the qualification test re-
port.

4. Government inspection at Goodrich's plant.

5. Government inspector's signature on the qualifi-
cation test report.

14
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6. Government inspector's right to use drawings or
other pertinent data required for adequate
source inspection, available at the subcontrac-
tor's plant.

LTV/VAD officials stated that they relied upon
Goodrich, whom they considered a responsible contractor,
to satisfactorily perform the qualification tests on the
four-rotor brake assemblies. LTV/VAD officials also
stated that none of their engineers were brake experts.
They stated, however, that LTV/VAD's representatives had
witnessed some Goodrich tests on the four-rotor brakes,
but that the tests witnessed were performed prior to
normal, overload, and worn brake rejected-take-off stop
tests supporting the qualification test report, Q-6031.

LTV/VAD officials stated that, prior to granting
its approval of the four-rotor qualification test re-
port, they reviewed only the data contained in the re-
port and did not compare the reported data with the
original recorded test results--hereafter referred to as
raw data. LTV/VAD's approval of Goodrich's four-rotor
qualification test report, Q-6031, was incorporated into
LTV/VAD's purchase order P-237138 in supplement 4X,
dated August 1, 1968, by reference to LTV/VAD's engineer-
ing order E 1001.770, signed July 16, 1968, by LTV/VAD
officials. This engineering order also included
LTV/VAD's approval of Goodrich's preproduction test plan
for the four-rotor brake.

LTV/VAD officials stated that, after Goodrich re-
fused the Air Force access to Goodrich's raw data sup-
porting the four-rotor brake qualification report, a
LTV/VAD representative was authorized to review this raw
data. LTV/VAD's review in the fall of 1968 disclosed
discrepancies in the qualification tests which were con-
sidered to be of such significance as to conclude that
the four-rotor brake did not qualify to the "letter of
the specification." Subsequently, Goodrich proposed to
substitute a five-rotor for the four-rotor brake.

LTV/VAD officials stated that its representatives
were present during the performance of the qualification
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tests on the five-rotor brakes. Approval of the five-
rotor brake qualification report, Q-6046, was made by
LTV/VAD's engineering order E1026.17, which was signed
by LTV/VAD officials during February 1969 and incorpo-
rated in purchase order P-237138 by supplement 7X, dated
April 9, 1969. In addition, LTV/VAD's engineering order
E1026.17 canceled engineering order E1001.770 regarding
approval of the four-rotor brakes and approved Goodrich's
preproduction test plan for the five-rotor brake.

Government's contract administration
responsibilities

The contract administration functions at LTV/VAD
were assigned to the Naval Plant Representative Office
located at the prime contractor's plant. Secondary del-
egations of quality assurance responsibility at Goodrich
was assigned to DCASD Dayton, Ohio.

LTV/VAD's purchase order P-237138 provided for Gov-
ernment source inspection at Goodrich and the referenced
LTV/VAD specification required the Government inspector
to sign the qualification report without further de-
scribing the meaning or significance of such a signa-
ture. In our opinion, the affixing of a signature to a
report is meaningless unless accompanied by some other
act, such as verifying, at least on a test basis, the
reported information to the original documents. We also
believe that the report or document should contain a
clear and concise statement as to the meaning of the
signature to indicate the reliance that may be placed
upon such actions by other readers.

The DCASD quality assurance representative stated
that Goodrich required his signature on the qualifica-
tion report because LTV/VAD would not accept it without
his signature; however, he had not received any specific
oral or written instructions from any Government activ-
ity or the prime contractor's officials as to what steps
were to be taken prior to signing the four-rotor brake
assembly qualification report, Q-6031. His signature
was affixed to the Q-6031 report, in which it was con-
cluded that the brake assembly met the intent and re-
quirements of the applicable specification documents and
therefore was qualified.
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The quality assurance representative explained that
he interpreted LTV/VAD's quality control requirements to
mean an inspection of the qualification test report in
the same manner as for any other hardware item, thus he
assured himself that all the tests listed in the front
of the report were accomplished and successful solely on
the basis of the report contents. The quality assurance
representative also stated that he did not witness any
of the tests on the four-rotor brake or compare any raw
data with the Q-6031 report and commented that this was
DCASD's normal practice.

The Chief, Quality Assurance Section, DCASD Dayton,
stated that the quality assurance representative's sig-
nature meant that he had compared, on a test basis, the
raw data generated by the test recording machines with
the information reported in the Q-6031 report and that
the information was in agreement. He stated also that
he had contacted Defense Contract Administration Ser-
vices Region, Cleveland, for an interpretation of the
signature on a qualification test report, but that they
could not provide any assistance.

The DCASD quality assurance representative stated
that he witnessed two of the qualification tests on the
five-rotor brake at Goodrich. This qualification re-
port, Q-6046, also was signed by the DCASD quality as-
surance representative.

Subsequent to our discussions, DCASD Dayton issued,
basically, the following internal guidance to their
quality assurance personnel:

1. Do not countersign qualification reports unless
contractually required or unless directed by
higher authority.

2. A signature constitutes verification of the data
contained in the report and shall not necessarily
indicate concurrence with the conclusions in the
report.

3. When countersigning as authorized in 1. above,
identify in the report the test data for the
tests actually witnessed.
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AIR FORCE ACTIONS TO PROTECT
THE GOVERNMENT'S INTERESTS

We found that the Air Force took action to protect
the Government's interest by withholding approval of the
qualification test reports until assuring itself that the
brake assembly either qualified or performed satisfac-
torily on the aircraft.

Air Force engineers advised us that the engineering
responsibility for the A-7D Government-furnished aeronau-
tical equipment and all contractor-furnished equipment
was assigned to the Chief System Engineer in the Direc-
torate of Systems Engineering, Aeronautical Systems Divi-
son, Air Force Systems Command, Department of the Air
Force. We were also, told that, within the Aeronautical
Systems Division, the Project Engineer in the Landing
Gear and Mechanical Equipment Division, Directorate of
Airframe Subsystems Engineering, was responsible for re-
viewing and recommending approval of the design, develop-
ment, and testing of the A-7D aircraft landing-gear equip-
ment, including Goodrich's four- and five-rotor brakes.

The Project Engineer stated that he had reviewed and
approved LTV/VAD's brake specifications which in his
opinion were very good and exceeded the military specifi-
cations. The Project Engineer also stated that he had
not witnessed any of the qualification tests of the four-
rotor brake, and during August 1968 he recommended with-
holding approval of the qualification report, Q-6031.
His recommendation was based on various specific irregu-
larities noted during a review of the qualification re-
port. This recommendation was forwarded by the Chief
System Engineer to the Naval Air Systems Command, Wash-
ington, D.C.

The Project Engineer stated that he had requested
Goodrich to furnish him with the raw data supporting its
Q-6031 report during a meeting between Air Force,LTV/VAD,
and Goodrich representatives in early October 1968. This
request, he advised us, was not honored by Goodrich who
claimed that the raw data was proprietary information.
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Regarding proprietary information, attachment "E"
to LTV/VAD purchase order P-237138 states that Goodrich

reiterates it will provide all the data required by the
prime contract pursuant to the provision of Armed Services
Procurement Regulation 9-203(b). This provision sets
forth the Government's "Rights in Technical Data" and pro-
vides, in part, for the Government's right of access to
technical data resulting from the performance of an ele-
ment of work specified in a Government contract or sub-
contract.

The Project Engineer stated that, during the October
1968 meeting he had advised Goodrich that he would not
approve the use of the four-rotor brake assembly on the
A-7D aircraft. Subsequently, during another meeting,
LTV/VAD informed the Air Force engineers that Goodrich
was redesigning the brake assembly and would requalify
the new design.

The Project Engineer stated that he closely moni-
tored the qualification testing of the five-rotor brakes,
was provided access to the applicable raw data, and re-
viewed Goodrich's qualification test report, Q-6046, which
he found to be satisfactory. However, because of re-
ported problems with brake adjusters the Project Engineer,
in April 1969, recommended withholding approval of Q-604 6

until satisfactory performance on the aircraft was demon-
strated. On June 5, 1969, the Project Engineer stated
that he had not yet recommended approval of Q-604 6 .
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SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed records and discussed the performance
and qualification testing of the brakes for the A-77D air-
craft with officials at contractor locations and military
installations associated with the design and manufacture,
administration, and testing of these brakes. These loca-
tions include The B.F. Goodrich Co., Troy, Ohio; LTV
Aerospace Corporation, Vought Aeronautics Division,
Dallas, Texas; Naval Air Systems Command, Washington,
D.C.; Naval Plant Representative Office, located at LTV/
VAD, Dallas, Texas; and the Aeronautical Systems Division
of the Air Force Systems Command, located in Washington,
D.C., and at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

In addition, we discussed brake performance with a
LTV/VAD test pilot at the contractor's plant and with
military test pilots located at Edwards Air Force Base,
California, and Patuxent River Naval Air Station, Mary-
land, and with officials of the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration.
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EXHIBIT

DATA DISCREPANCIES THAT MAY BE CONSIDERED SIGNIFICANT

BETWEEN DATA SHOWN IN TEST REPORT AND

DATA SHOWN BY GOODRICH'S TEST INSTRUMENTS

Data identified in test report

Test description

Normal brake stops

Do.

Stop
number

4 Peak torque

25 do.

Overload brake stops

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

46 Peak temperature of tube well

46 Initial temperature of center stator

46

47

Peak temperature of center stator

" torque

47 " temperature of rotor

" bead seat

Parameter

48 "1Do.
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EXHIBIT
Page 1

Discription of discrepancy
(note a)

Reported data exceeded the basic
recorded test results (analog
data since digital data was not
available).

do.

Reported data less than the ba-
sic recorded test results.

Data were reported; however, ba-
sic recorded tests results were
not available.

do.

Reported and digital data in
agreement; however, digital data
less than analog data.

Reported data less than basic
recorded test results.

Reported data less than basic
recorded test results. We also
noted that the reported data
were less, and the recorded test
results were greater, than re-
quirements of MIL-W-5013G, dated
February 20, 1967, which was ref-
erenced by LTV/VAD specification
number 204-16-37d.

Explanation by Goodrich's representatives

Normally, digital recorded data exceeds analog
readings. Therefore, using one's best judg-
ment, a similar value from an earlier simi-
lar test would be used. In this instance,
he felt, the reported value had been extra-
polated from the preceding and subsequent
stop test.

The basic recorded value was taken from the
prior stop test since the stop times were
identical. This constitutes a "rationaliza-
tion of data" or exercise of professional
judgment.

Not discussed with Goodrich representatives
due to the limited time for our review.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Goodrich personnel could give no explanation.
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DATA DISCREPANCIES THAT MAY BE CONSIDERED SIGNIFICANT

BETWEEN DATA SHOWN IN TEST REPORT AND

DATA SHOWN BY GOODRICH'S TEST INSTRUMENTS

Data identified in test report

Test description

Overload brake stops

Stop
number Parameter

49 Peak temperature of bead seat

49 " rotor

take-off brake stops

50

50

2

2

.. .

" torque

Initial temperatui

" bead seat

" tube well

re of center stator

Do. 2 Peak temperature of center stator (note b)

Do. 2 rotor (note b)

aReported data are the elements set forth in qualification test report Q-6031 on
the four-rotor brake. Basic recorded test results refer to digital data, which
are digital printout tapes prepared only on brake pressure and torque parame-
ters, and/or analog data, which are pen recorder strip charts prepared on all
parameters.

bThe Goodrich Project Manager stated that the peak temperatures reached during
rejected take-off stop tests were academic since the brake is destroyed by heat
as the result of the test.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Rejected

Do.
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EXHI BIT
Page 2

Description of discrepancy
(note a)

Reported data less than basic
recorded test results. Also,
reported and recorded data ex-
ceed the requirements of
MIL-W-5013G, dated February 20,
1967.

Data were reported; however, ba-
sic recorded test results were
not available.

do.

do.

Reported data less than basic
recorded test results.

Data were reported; however, ba-
sic recorded test results were
not available.

do.

do.

Explanation by Goodrich's representatives

Goodrich personnel could give no explanation.

No reading, due to the reaction of the thermo-
couple.

The recorder was not working properly.

Not discussed with Goodrich representatives
due to the limited time for our review.

Goodrich personnel could give no explanation.

Goodrich personnel expressed the opinion that
the data had been rationalized from tests of
another part on which the temperature had been
monitored and which was considered comparable
to the center stator.

Do.

Not discussed with Goodrich representatives
due to the limited time for our review.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. VW

July 11, 1969

B-167023

Dear Senator Proxmire:

This letter is an addendum to our report to you dated July 3, 1969,
on the review of the qualification testing of brakes for the A-7D air-
craft, and is in response to your further inquiry of July 9, 1969, and
discussion with your staff on July 10, 1969.

As indicated in our report, there were discrepancies between the
data shown in the B. F. Goodrich test report (Q-6031). and the data shown
by its test instruments. In our examination we noted instances where data
were reported notwithstanding the fact that none were available from the
test instruments. In other instances we noted that reported data were
at variance with recorded test results. In some instances B. F. Goodrich
personnel could not offer an explanation, while in other instances the
discrepancies were justified by what they consider "professional judg-
ment."

In our opinion, the B. F. Goodrich Company should have accurately
reported the test results in its report Q-6031. In the absence of
accurately reported test results it is difficult, if not impossible,
to properly evaluate product performance.

Although we have no firm evidence, at this time, that the conditions
noted with regard to the A-7D brake is widespread throughout the defense
industry, we have previously programmed audit work in the area of quality
assurance. Our audit staffs, in performing this work. will examine into
whether or not similar situations are occurring with respect to other
defense procurements. We will furnish you with any reports that result
from this work.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Lawrence J. Powers

Acting Comptroller General
of the United States

The Honorable William Proxmire
United States Senate
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